
Chapter 13 

Private Branch Exchanges, 
Key Telephone Systems, 

and Special Systems 

Communications technology of necessity focuses on the vast community 
of individual telephone users, but not to the neglect of the many needs of 
businesses and other organizations, and of systems adapted to special pur
poses. Private branch exchange and key telephone systems have therefore 
been developed to cover the very wide range between small businesses with 
only a few telephones to large companies and government agencies with 
installations nationwide. Further, these systems have been constantly 
updated and improved with infusions of new technology and engineering 
innovations, some of these in response to business demands and some point
ing the way toward new business potentials. The Bell System's sensitivity 
to the market, the full power of electromechanical switching, and later of 
solid state electronics and stored-program control have helped solve the 
problems of business communications needs. 

I. BEGINNING THE SECOND HALF CENTURY 

The second half century began with a fundamental program 
directed at meeting the extremely varied service requirements of the 
Bell System's private branch exchange (PBX) customers. In the first 
five years of this period (1925-30) there evolved from their prede
cessors not only a family of manual switchboards tailored to the 
requirements of installations of varying sizes, but also an array of 
dial PBXs for large and small installations. 

As described in the first volume of this History series (subtitled 
The Early Years: 1875-1925), the manual family of PBXs included the 
cordless 506A and 506B, which provided service for 7 to 12lines for 
small businesses. Also available were the cord switchboards 551A 
and 551B for customers requiring up to 300 lines, and the large mul
tiple cord switchboards 604C, 605A, and 606A for requirements up 
to 5000 lines. 
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Somewhat similar to the pattern of manual systems, the dial sys
tems were designed for specific size segments in order to function as 
efficiently as the prevailing art permitted. The small relay-type 750 
PBX was developed for customers having up to 15 lines; the step
by-step types 740A, B, and C served customers having up to 80 
lines; and, for customers having very large numbers of lines, there 
were the step-by-step types 701A and 701/711 combinations. 

It is interesting to note that almost as many PBX systems were 
introduced during 1925-30 as were developed in the previous 25 
years. It is perhaps equally interesting that the added impetus 
given to PBX development during this period coincided with the 
formation of Bell Laboratories in 1925. Indeed, not only was a 
fundamental array of systems made available at that time but also a 
pattern was established which laid the groundwork for future 
improvement and innovation for many years. Further detail on sys
tems made available during this period is shown in Table 13-1. 

II. CONTINUED EVOLUTION OF PBX SYSTEMS 
2.1 The Thirties 

The great depression of the 1930s caused many social and 
economic problems, leading to severe effects on all of the nation's 

Table 13-1. Private Branch Exchange Systems, 1925-1930. 

Capacity 
System (Lines) Introduced Characteristics 

Manual 
506A 7 1928} Key controlled 
506B 12 1928 cordless switchboard 

551A 40 1927} Non-multiple 
551B 80,320 1927 cord switchboard 

604C 2,000 1925! Multiple 
605A 1,500 1928 cord switchboard 
606A 5,000 1929 

Dial 

701A 3,200 1929 Step-by-step with cord switchboard 
711A 10,000 1929 Step-by-step for "satellite" use 

740A 88 1926} Step-by-step with 
740B 38 1928 cordless switchboard 

740C 38 1928 Similar to 7 40B but 
residence oriented 

750A 15 1929 Relay logic 
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manufactured products. The PBX field was no exception, of course; 
it felt this directly through lower demand for new PBX equipment 
and indirectly through reduced development effort. Even so, two 
significant changes occurred in the art, one as a result of functional 
reevaluation and the other from efforts to try new technology to 
reduce costs and improve performance and demand. 

The reevaluation process occurred in the small dial PBX field 
represented by the 740-type step-by-step equipment, which had 
cordless attendant positions. These systems were characterized by 
engineered and packaged equipment units, which reduced material 
and installation costs. In addition, these units were characterized 
by key-type cordless auxiliary switchboards instead of cord switch
boards. While the cordless boards offered operating and aesthetic 
advantages, their success depended upon the acceptance of several 
compromises in operating functions. Among these were a need for 
the attendant to dial the telephone on incoming calls without a prior 
indication of busy, and the need for the telephone user to hang up 
and be called back on outgoing calls completed by the attendant. 
Experience with the 740 systems indicated that many customers pre
ferred the flexibility of full cord switchboard operation such as was 
available with the larger 701A systems. Accordingly, such a combi
nation, known as the 740AX, was made available in 1932. It con
sisted of 740A dial equipment with a cord switchboard (coded 552) 
composed of 605-type circuitry in a 551A framework, at which 
appeared the central office trunks, stations, and attendant trunks. 
However, the 740A and B cordless systems continued to be desired 
by many customers; their manufacture continued into the 1950s, at 
which time they were superseded by more modern systems. 

The second and more forward-looking development of the 
depression years was the exploration and subsequent introduction 
of PBX crossbar switching in the latter half of the decade. Con
current with the development of crossbar switching in the central 
office area (see this volume, Chapter 4), and leaning on the common 
system device and circuit technology, PBX development engineers 
ventured into this new method of switching, since it held the prom
ise of escaping from the technological traditions of the past and of 
promoting better systems in the future. Two crossbar systems 
resulted from this effort, one a small system for customers having 20 
lines or fewer, and the other a larger system for up to several hun
dred lines. 

The small system, known as the 755, was introduced in 1938. 
Utilizing 10 x 10 crossbar switches and U-type relays, it functioned 
from the customer's standpoint in much the same manner as the 
earlier 750, and indeed it replaced that system. However, its capac
ity of 20 lines and 4 trunks provided a wider field of use than the 
15-line 750, and the new apparatus provided greater reliability. The 
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maximum capacity was made possible by a switching network con
sisting of two crossbar switches; one of these could be omitted along 
with some of the peripheral equipment to make an economical sys
tem for ten lines. A 6-button telephone set was used which func
tioned similarly to the 5-button set used with the 750. One button 
conditioned the system for station-to-station calls, four buttons pro
vided access to each of the four trunks, and one button was used for 
holding connections while permitting use of the telephone for other 
connections. Telephone lines were connected to the verticals of the 
crossbar switch (10 lines per switch) with trunks and station
to-station junctors (called links in this system) connected to the 
horizontals. A maximum of three links were available for station
to-station calls. In addition to providing the transmission path, 
these links accepted dial pulses and decoded two digits for the use 
of the common control in setting up the connection to the called 
telephone. Outgoing calls were steered to the proper horizontal to 
which the button-selected trunk was connected; incoming trunk 
calls were indicated by a lighted lamp, .and a user at any telephone 
could answer by depressing the proper trunk button. If another 
telephone was desired, the answering telephone could hold, call the 
other telephone, and identify the trunk to be picked up. Additional 
features of the system included line hunting and conferencing of up 
to three telephones. 1 

Block diagrams for station-to-station and trunk calls are shown in 
Figs. 13-1 and 13-2. A view of the equipment of this first crossbar 
PBX is shown in Fig. 13-3. The usefulness of the 755 was attested to 
by the fact that it continued to be manufactured for more than 25 
years after its introduction. 

The larger crossbar system developed in the 1930s, coded 745A, 
used a cord switchboard for completing incoming calls to telephones 
from central office trunks. The service features were essentially the 
same as those of the 701A and 740AX PBXs. It was intended that this 
system would cover the field of the 740 and small 701A PBXs. The 
745A was developed to the point of field trial of a 200-line system in 
the late 1930s. Solutions of some circuit problems were worked out, 
but final development was not undertaken because of the onset of 
World War II, which diverted nearly all development effort to war 
projects.2 After the war, technological c:oncepts had been altered to 
the point where other embodiments of crossbar switching principles 
were undertaken. However, it is interesting to note that the 745 PBX 
pioneered some features that were used in other switching systems. 
For example, the 745 PBX employed the "call-back" technique, which 
dispensed with a separate register link and controller by causing the 
marker to connect a line to a register through the line-to-trunk 
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Fig. 13-1. Connections through two crossbar switches for a 755 private 
branch exchange station-to-station call. Telephone 36 (right) calls tele
phone 22 (left). 

switching matrix. After dialing was completed, the register called 
back the marker and told it to connect the line to the trunk or tele
phone represented by the called digits. Some years later, this tech
nique was used in the No. 5 crossbar design, the 756A PBX, and in 
other systems (see Chapter 7, section I). 

2.2 The Forties--War and Post-War 

As World War II approached, the use of dial PBXs increased and 
many installations grew in size enormously. For example, the 
Department of Agriculture PBX in Washington, D.C. grew from 400 
lines to 6000 lines; another government agency grew to 12,000 lines. 
The Department of Defense in the then recently established Penta
gon building in Washington grew to 16,000 lines, requiring a PBX 
switching system of a size suitable for a small city. The operating 
telephone companies, aided by Bell Laboratories, provided special 
equipment designs to accommodate these growth requirements. To 
reduce the station multiple for handling inward calls at the switch
board, the attendant was provided with trunks to groups of 100 tele-
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Fig. 13-2. Telephone 25 (right) placing a 755 PBX "outside" call via a 
trunk (left) to a central office. 

phones; after selecting the proper one, the operator dialed the last 
two digits. To provide service to large PBXs quickly and with rea
sonable economy, the 606B switchboard was developed. With ser
vice features similar to the 605A, the 606B was adapted to the reuse 
of dial equipment that previously had been manufactured for use 
with the smaller switchboards of the 605A type. 3 

When the war ended, priority was essential for the development 
of new central office switching systems. As a result, development 
of PBX facilities was resumed only gradually. However, an interest
ing switchboard containing several equipment design innovations 
was introduced in 1948.4 Coded 555, the new switchboard brought 
the plug-in concept to the switching field. Trunk circuits, attendant 
telephone circuits, and the major switching links-the cord 
circuits-were designed as removable plug-in units, thus facilitating 
growth and maintenance. 

Although the 555 was introduced in 1948, it was being developed 
before the war and had proceeded to the trial installation stage. 
However, production was delayed until final design and manufac
turing information could be completed. The circuits of the 555 were 
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Fig. 13-3. Equipment for the 755 PBX, the first PBX to use crossbar 
switches. 

fundamentally the same as those of previous switchboards, but the 
operating devices were different. For example, the keys were 
installed in a sloping key shelf; they were rotated for answering and 
talking (instead of the conventional push/pull operation). Buttons 
were provided for ringing. 

Fig. 13-4 shows the switchboard. Designed for a capacity of 120 
lines, 15 cords, and 13 trunks, these switchboards could be operated 
side by side to provide capacity for 240 lines without multipling. 
The 555 replaced the 551 for requirements up to these limits . 
Fig. 13-5 shows a cord circuit being removed and Fig. 13-6 shows a 
plug-in trunk. 5 

Also added to the manual switchboard family in 1948 were the 
607 A and B switchboards-multiple switchboards for large installa-
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Fig. 13-4. The 555 switchboard. This switchboard was developed to the 
trial stage before World War II and introduced in 1948. 

Fig. 13-5. For ease of maintenance and for growth, the 555 made exten
sive use of plug-in cord circuits. Here a plug-in circuit is being removed. 
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Fig. 13-6. Plug-in trunk circuit of the 555 swi tchboard. 

tions-which consolidated the improvements accumulated after the 
development of the 606A and B boards. The 607 boards could be 
used either for manual PBX service up to 3500 lines or as a dial auxil
iary switchboard for the 701A system to serve up to 5600 lines . The 
features of this board included symmetrical cord circuits, automatic 
flashing recall, machine ringing, and idle-indicating lamps associ
ated with the outgoing trunk circuits. 

2.3 The Fifties--Improvement, Change, Innovation 

By the beginning of the 1950s the "post-war" environment faded as 
the nation faced new social and economic challenges. The business 
scene was characterized by new methods, products, and services, and 
by accelerating growth. PBX communications, a fundamental part of 
business operations, kept pace . For example, the quantity of PBX 
equipment manufactured in the 1950s was more than double that of 
the 1940s (which in turn was double that of the 1930s). More signifi
cantly, manufacture of dial PBX equipment in the 1950s was triple that 
of the 1940s and drew even with equipment for manual service. 

Faced with this imminent increased demand, the most expedi
tious course of action appeared to be to improve the manufacturing 
processes of existing manual and step-by-step systems and to 
increase their engineering capabilities, their flexibility, and their 
service features. Accordingly, since the larger step-by-step 
(701 /607) systems and the manual systems (607 and 555) had been 
only recently improved, attention turned to the small and mid-range 
dial systems of the 740 type. 

The 740E PBX6 was standardized in 1950 to replace the 740AX. It 
retained the basic step-by-step line finder and selector-connector 
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arrangements but was manufactured in ~.tandard "packages" which 
were equipped, wired, and tested in the factory. The system was 
engineered to be readily expanded beyond the capacity of the 
740AX, up to a nominal maximum of 300 lines. Thus, the 740E could 
grow with the customer from a small size requiring only two-digit 
dialing up to an intermediate range requiring three-digit dialing. 
Very importantly, the system could grow without being taken out of 
service simply by adding line frames and selectors, and by changing 
a flexible cross-connection field associated with the switching 
frame. A modern-appearing attendant's switchboard, the 556A, 
similar to the 555A in features and equipment flexibility, was 
developed for use with the dial equipment. 

Continuing the practice of improving existing technology, the ear
lier cordless PBXs of the 506 type were redesigned. The 506 models 
were used by large numbers of customers requiring service for no 
more than )2 lines. The redesigned model was introduced in 1951 
as the 507.' Its styling and operating features permitted it to blend 
well with the commercial office equipment then being introduced. 
The 507 is pictured in Fig. 13-7. The 506, which was replaced by the 
507, was the last PBX in the Bell System using magnetic "drops"8 as 
line and supervisory signals. 

In the early 1950s, new customer equipment parameters were 
being formulated. Moreover, terms like marketing, modernizing, 

Fig. 13-7. The 507 cordless PBX, an improvement of existing technology 
in the 1950s. 
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packaging, flexibility, office decor, etc., were entering the engineer
ing vocabulary and so enhanced basic technical and economic con
cepts and placed in perspective new design objectives. It was time 
now, in 1953, to see what could be done again to meet the objectives 
through the use of crossbar technology, which had previously been 
limited commercially to the small (20-line) 755. Crossbar technology 
by now had been advanced by improved switches, new wire spring 
relays, solderless wrapped connections and other device improve
ments-all of which led to lower cost and greater reliability. 

The target in 1953 was a small crossbar system to meet the demand 
in the 20- to 40-line range-a range above the viable 755 but below 
where the 740E was economically competitive with manual opera
tion. Studies indicated that a common-control marker-register type 
of system would be technically feasible for small PBXs, but a major 
problem was to make this type of system economical and reliable in 
the target range. This was because the cost of the common-control 
equipment, which was shared by each line, was mostly constant and 
not much affected by the number of lines served. Thus, systems with 
a small number of lines had to carry a major burden. However, it was 
anticipated that a system of this type could be designed for low 
installation, engineering, and maintenance costs. In addition, com
pared to previous systems, such a system could be attractive to cus
tomers because of a reduction in floor space requirements, better 
performance, and simple operating procedures for the attendant. It 
was further anticipated that if these objectives were attained, dial 
service in the target range would be sufficiently attractive to custom
ers to result in substantial growth in dial PBX service-a desirable 
objective for both the customer and the Bell System. 

These objectives led to the development of the 756 crossbar 
PBX,9

'
10 the initial design for which was completed in 1956. The 756 

met its market objectives, performed reliably, and provided desir
able customer features. As finally developed, equipment options 
permitted capacities of 40 or 60 lines. It seemed almost axiomatic in 
the PBX field that a system originally intended for a maximum 
upper limit was always extended somewhat in the final design. 
Such extension came about, of course, as a result of the desire to 
expand the use of the system as much as possible. 

The 756 PBX functioned much like a small central office. Making 
use of a marker, dial pulse registers, and a crossbar switching net
work, it had in addition a cordless attendant position for handling 
inward and special traffic. In retrospect, the success of the 756 sys
tem stemmed from its many design and innovative features, among 
which were as follows. 

(a) The use of a simple but efficient switching network helped to 
meet the cost objective and provided reliable operation. The design 
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permitted lines, trunks, and attendant circuits to have access to and 
be connected by links, as shown in Fig .. 13-8. Sixteen links were 
derived from the 10 horizontals of the crossbar switches. This tech·· 
nique was the same as used in the No. 1 and No. 5 crossbar trunk 
link frame (see Chapter 4, section 2.1). Also, the use of a single 
marker aided in meeting the cost objective without undue sacrifice 
in reliability by using dual channels for the critical paths of the 
marker. The 756 was the first to use twin wire spring relays for this 
purpose, and their use minimized the space required for the dual 
channel technique. 

(b) The high concentration of equipme:nt permitted by the use of 
sliding racks (see Fig. 13-9) achieved the physical objectives 
without sacrificing maintainability. This caused the 756 to be the 
smallest system yet provided for the range above 20 lines. In addi
tion, the design provided low noise levels and modern styling in 
keeping with the customer's office decor. 

(c) A small desk-top cordless position for the attendant, as shown 
in Fig. 13-10, provided new and pleasing operating features, which 
were fundamental objectives of the development. The position's 
pushbutton control, display, and service features, coupled with the 
changing attitudes of modern attendants, caused it to be the 
forerunner of a line of compact cordless facilities for future systems 
(see below, section 3.2). 

(d) The 756A included the introduction of new operating features 
for the first time. These included camp-on service for incoming calls 

CONTROL 
CIRCUITS 

c:::> 

SWITCHES 

Fig. 13-8. Switching plan for the 756, a PBX featuring common-control 
switching. ~lesign of this PBX was completed in 1956. 
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Fig. 13-9. Front view of the 756, a PBX switching cabinet with two 
slides pulled out. 

to a busy line; delayed through superv1s10n, which allowed an 
extension user to flash the receiver hook to recall the attendant; and 
restriction of service facilities, including the diverting of toll calls to 
the attendant on an individual-line basis. 

Design improvements and service features were added to the 756 
as the years progressed, and it became the prototype of several sys
tems to come. The 756 system remained in production through the 
1960s. 

2.4 The Sixties-Solid State and Super Services 

The 1960s saw the birth of what was perhaps the most significant 
innovation in the PBX field since its inception-the practical applica
tion of solid state technology with all its ramifications: time-division 
electronic switching networks, ferreed networks, sophisticated 
program control, and wired logic control. Also flowering in the 
1960s was a host of service innovations (see below, sections 3.1 
through 3.4). Some, such as TOUCH-TONE® dialing, and PIC-
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Fig. 13-10. Cordless attendant position for the 756 PBX. lts simplicity of 
operation set a pattern for a subseq ent line of consoles . 

TUREPHONE® visual telephone service, stemmed from contem
porary system trends. Others, stimulated by the possibilities of the 
solid state art itself, resulted in the conception of new ways for the 
customer's attendant and PBX telephone users to manipulate incom
ing and outgoing calls. 

The 1960s brought added emphasis also to the development of 
switching systems of a PBX nature for specialized purposes
systems for telephone answering, for distributing calls to order
taking positions (such as for airlines, department stores, etc.), and 
for special municipal and government services (see below, sec
tion V). These years also saw substantial strides in key telephone 
systems (see below, section IV). It is of interest that key telephone 
system technology, which had its roots in PBX requirements (see 
No. 2 PBX in The Early Years: 1875-1925, p. 667), took over many of 
the customer's requirements for small manual and dial PBXs in the 
1960s. Manufacture of the 20-line 755 crossbar dial system was dis
continued in 1964, and by 1966 Western Electric shipments of the 
small manual cordless 507 A and B positions (7 and 12 lines) fell to 
zero, largely because service requirements in these sizes were satis
fied better by key telephone systems. 

The 1960s also saw developments in what might be called the 
"bread and butter" line of PBXs. Among the notable milestones 
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were the introduction of a new "universal" cord switchboard, the 
expansion of crossbar techniques in PBXs to serve up to 200 lines, 
and the refinement of this technology for more economical service 
to certain customers with 20 to 40 lines. And by no means to be 
overlooked was the "modernization" of the PBX workhorse-the 
step-by-step 701-to accommodate some of the new services such as 
Centrex (see below, section III). Not all of this was done at once, of 
course. Much that had been conceived and planned in the 1950s 
came to fruition in the 1960s. 

There were many interactions and interrelations between the old 
technologies and the new. While this at times resulted in puzzling 
marketing approaches, it can best be viewed as resulting from the 
need both to meet the urgent requirements of the present and to 
assure the best technology for the future. An example is the 
development of the new cord switchboard in the late 1950s and its 
introduction and improvement in the 1960s. This switchboard was 
planned and developed while considerable emphasis was being 
placed on expanding the service and economic value of dial 
systems-the 756A PBX and subsequent crossbar and electronic sys
tems. The objective of the cord switchboard development was to 
provide a "universal" board to cover the field of use of most of the 
cord switchboards that had been previously developed and were 
then standard for manual and dial auxiliary use-the 552, 555, 556, 
605, and 607. At the same time, the objective was to design a board 
with a modern appearance, one that attendants would find easier to 
use. It also had to give better service for connected telephones and 
needed manufacturing and engineering flexibility. If these goals 
were achieved, the board would expedite manufacturing, simplify 
engineering and service choices, and update the switchboard line. 
This was important because there was a large, continuing demand 
for cord switchboards even though the longer-range trends were 
toward dial systems with cordless attendant positions. 

These objectives were quite substantially achieved by the 
development of the 608line of switchboards. By 1969, 95 percent of 
manual and dial auxiliary shipments were of the 608 type. The 608 
switchboard11 combined new design features with the best features 
of existing boards. It had the service features of the 607 but occu
pied less space. Flexibility was obtained through plug-in keys and 
relay units. By designing the jack field for operation as a single 
position or a multiple position, the board could serve from as few 
lines as desired to as many as 2400. Among its unique features was 
a new cord guide arrangement that permitted the height of the 
board to be decreased. Also, new illuminated pushbutton keys 
were provided. Fig. 13-11 shows the 608A switchboard, the last 
new Bell System cord board to be designed. The 608A was followed 
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Fig. 13-11. The 608A switchboard, serving from a few telephones to as 
many as 2400. The 608A was the last new cord switchboard to be designed in 
the Bell System. 

within a few years by improved versions coded 608B and 6080, but 
the basic appearance and features remained the same. 

About the middle of the 1950s, exploratory development was 
started on a PBX using solid state devices. By 1958 the possibilities 
of using this technology appeared attractive enough to begin com
mercial development. However, enough had been learned by then 
of the nature of electronics as applied to PBXs to indicate that the 
final development would take longer than originally supposed. In 
addition, it appeared that for some time there would continue to be 
a field of use for modern systems with conventional crossbar and 
step-by-step technology. In parallel with the solid state develop
ment, therefore, new crossbar and step-by-step developments were 
undertaken which resulted in the 757 A and SS400 crossbar systems 
and a modernized step-by-step 701 system. We will defer the narra
tive of the electronic development in order to review first the objec
tives and technology of the electromechanical systems. 

The 757 system was in concept an expanded 756. The objective 
was to extend as rapidly as possible what had been shown by now 
to be a highly successful system from the standpoint of equipment, 
performance, and service features. It was decided to carry this 
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extension up to a capacity of 200 lines, a point where the traffic 
capacity of a single marker was still adequate. In terms of field of 
use, the 200-line limit appeared to be within the range of 90 percent 
of the systems customers. The register-marker scheme of the 756 
was continued, as was a similar but larger and somewhat more com
plex crossbar network. Cordless operation was to be the predom
inant attendant mode. The service and equipment features were 
largely the same as with the 756. Development of the basic 757 sys
tem was completed in 1962, with improvements incorporated for 
several years thereafter, especially in the provision of new service 
features to which a common-control system of this type was well 
adapted. After manufacture began in 1963, the demand for the 757 
increased each year until, by the end of the 1960s, it had come into 
considerable use in serving Bell System customers. 

The SS400 was also an application of 756 technology. The target 
of this more or less special system was an economical arrangement 
for customers who required fewer than 40 lines and who had a par
ticular traffic pattern. Traffic studies had indicated that many cus
tomers required central office access for just a small number of their 
telephones-perhaps 15 percent or less of the total-with all other 
telephones satisfied by intercom service only. Accordingly, after a 
brief development period, a version of the 756 made available in 
1962 provided the desired service with just one 756-type cabinet. 
Economy was achieved by simplifying the marker somewhat, and 
by omitting central office and attendant trunk equipment and all 
special attendant equipment. The traffic requiring attendant service 
was handled in a manner similar to that of the 750 and 755. Tele
phones requiring central office service were served by key tele
phone sets, with the central office lines terminated directly on the 
buttons of the sets. These sets also had access to the switching sys
tem via a button on the set whereby users as well as all other users 
on the system could intercommunicate by dialing. One further 
important feature was included. If in rare cases one of the tele
phones not having direct central office access was needed on a cen
tral office call, the answering telephone could use the intercom and 
then add the telephone to the central office call. At the start of the 
development, this system was given the PBX code 759, but because 
its operation was similar to that of key telephone systems, it was 
coded the KTS SS400. 

In 1959 the equipment and engineering features of the 701A were 
improved and the system was recoded 701B. Shortly after the 757 
development was started, attention was concentrated on adapting 
the 701 system to the new service concepts then being considered 
for the crossbar and electronic systems. The 701 had prior use for 
direct inward dialing to extensions; this simply required the installa-
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tion of an incoming selector train. What was desired now was to 
adapt the cordless attendant method of operation to the 701 to make 
it consistent with the new systems under development. Coordina
tion of the attendant switching with the direct inward dialing func
tion was required because, should a telephone user wish to transfer 
an inward call that had been directly dialed, it was necessary to 
recall the attendant to make the transfer. In addition, there was 
also the problem of providing access between the attendant and a 
large number of central office trunks, since the 701 generally served 
large customers. The smaller systems where cordless operation had 
been used successfully did not have this problem. Finally, the 
scheme had to be practical for systems in service that might need to 
be converted to direct inward dialing and cordless operation. The 
problem was solved and appropriate arrangements made available 
in 1960 by applying the "switched loop" idea (see below), which 
had been conceived early in the development of the electronic PBX. 

Over many decades, the goal of PBX de~velopment remained rela
tively constant: to reduce prices to Bell operating companies by 
minimizing the cost of manufacturing, engineering, installing, and 
maintaining PBX equipment over the entire range of customer sizes, 
while at the same time maximizing the communication services and 
the ability to provide them flexibly and. reliably. Also, constant 
efforts were made to minimize the space occupied on the customer's 
premises, to improve the equipment's appearance, and to provide 
service and 1equipment features that would be novel and attractive 
and that would provide savings to the end users. Over the years the 
technology of step-by-step and crossbar switching-at one point 
even panel--was applied to the problem, and the market was frag
mented in various ways in order to reach these objectives in an 
optimum manner. 

Solid state technology appeared to be an opportunity to make a 
massive assault on all of the traditional PBX problems. Economy, 
better service, and high reliability appeared attainable. Also the new 
art held out the hope of achieving great improvements in flexibility, 
physical parameters, and providing new and attractive services. 

But there were new problems resulting from the immense job of 
transforming an art which, for more than 80 years, had been pain
stakingly developed and which had acquired scores of operational 
requirement!; together with all their nuances. The transmutation 
from electromagnets, contact closures, and electromechanical circuit 
logic to transistor logic, solid state memory, and call-processing 
techniques was required not only for all functions within the PBX 
but also at the interfaces of the system with conventional 
equipment--telephones, attendant equipment, central offices, other 
PBXs, and special service terminals. Further, the new technology 
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was aimed at creating additional configurations and new service, 
traffic, administrative, and maintenance features. Although the 
PBX engineers were able to profit from much of the central office 
solid state switching development, many of the problems required 
unique solutions since they stemmed from requirements and opera
tional plans that were unique to the PBX field. 

Implementing the PBX requirements with solid state technology 
took time, more than was originally anticipated; hence the elec
tromechanical developments previously mentioned. A specific 
development was started in 1958 to design a system for PBX service 
using electronic controls and switching networks (see Chapter 9, 
section 4.5). By 1960 the trial of stored-program control had been 
successfully started in Morris, Illinois (see Chapter 9, section 4.6) 
and SPC was chosen for the electronic PBX. This technological revo
lution required some time to solve new challenges it created in the 
design of PBXs. But solutions were found and the resulting system, 
called the No. 101 Electronic Switching System (ESS), successfully 
demonstrated a new art which, by its plan, organization, methods 
of implementation, and service capabilities, produced more techno
logical and service innovations than any previous PBX. 

The technology of the 101 ESS has been thoroughly documented 
in the technical literature. 12 A detailed description of its technical 
features is beyond the scope of this history, but the focus will be on 
important elements that delineate the technical evolution of the 
system and help to bring it into perspective with other systems. 

The 101 ESS was a stored-program solid-state system somewhat 
similar to the No. 1 ESS with respect to its control methods. It dif
fered from No. 1 ESS and all other common-control systems, how
ever, in several important aspects. First, it was completely solid 
state, in the switching network as well as in the control elements. 
Second, the network was physically separated from and remotely 
supervised and controlled by a control unit located in the central 
office. And third, a plurality of switching networks, each serving a 
different customer, could be simultaneously controlled by the same 
control system. A design having this remote, multinetwork config
uration was decided upon so as to distribute the control system 
costs over a large number of lines. This provided a uniform cost per 
line (for the control part), independent of whether a large or small 
customer was being served. The plan also resulted in less equip
ment on the customer's premises, so the system would need less 
floor space, installation effort, and maintenance. Centralization of 
controls also made practical shared administration, traffic measure
ment, and maintenance. 

As in other PBX systems, the switching networks installed on the 
customer's premises were the means of connecting customer's tele-
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phones to each other or to central office trunks, attendant positions, 
or other special terminals. To do this, electronic communication 
was required between the switch unit (which contained the switch
ing network) and the control unit. This function was performed 
over new paths, called data links and digit trunks, between the cus
tomer's switch unit and the control unit in the central office. Acting 
upon service request bids, dialed information, and supervisory 
states received over these paths from the switch units, the control 
unit "processed" the call and determined how and where the switch 
unit would set up the connection. The control unit could operate up 
to 32 switch units in this manner. The system plan as it existed at 
the time of the introduction of the 101 ESS is shown in Fig. 13-12. 

The "call processing" function of the control unit depended prin
cipally upon its stored information and its programmed logical 
sequences. The latter coordinated the stored information with the 
on-line information reflecting the status of demands from switch 
units and central office interfaces. Similar to the No. 1 ESS, the 101 
ESS used memory devices called twistor stores, which contained 
information for each line, such as class of service, special features 
assigned, hunt numbers, switch unit numbering plan, abbreviated 
dialing translations, and the like. For the system as a whole, the 
twistor store also contained the vital information for guiding the 
processing of calls. The stored information was contained in banks 
of magnetically encoded cards, each card individually accessible. 
The cards were only a little larger than the pages of a textbook. The 
tremendous flexibility and versatility of the system stemmed from 
the characteristics of these stores-their high information content, 
their accessibility in a matter of microseconds, and the ability to 
change the encoded information easily. These characteristics per
mitted rapid adjustments to accommodate changes in equipment 
and traffic requirements, and equally rapid changes to adapt to ser
vice requirements. Of particular significance over the longer term 
was the ability to adapt to service innovations. 

An important role in this stored-program system was played by a 
"call status store," which provided by means of a ferriite sheet a con
tinuously changing record of the status of each call in progress. An 
interesting illustration of the interplay between developments is 
that 101 ESS followed the lead of No. 1 ESS in adopting the twistor 
program store, and No. 1 ESS followed the 101 ESS in adopting the 
ferrite sheet call store. For each switch unit time slot (described 
later), the record contained the identities of the calling and called 
telephones, identification of the attendant and other equipment 
used in the call, and the status of the call at the time, such as 
whether there is ringing, holding, conversing, disconnect, etc. The 
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control logic initiated and continuously updated the record, corre
lating new information with old to determine and initiate new 
actions. A photograph of the control unit is shown in Fig. 13-13. 

The switch units employed time-division switching. In this 
method of switching, terminals to be switched, such as lines, 
trunks, attendant loops, etc., were connected, each through a high
speed electronic switch, to a common transmission path called a 
bus. Any two terminals could be connected for a short interval by 
simultaneously operating their individual switches, thus exchang
ing a "sample" of the conversation. The 101 ESS practice was to 
sample at a repetition rate of about 12.5 kilohertz. (Many years ear
lier, H. Nyquist of Bell Labs had shown that a band-limited signal, 
such as voice, can be transmitted with fidelity if the sampling rate is 
at least twice the highest frequency contained in the signal. The 101 
ESS exceeded the Nyquist rate somewhat to accomplish component 
economies.) During the sampling closure time, energy was 
transferred from one terminal to another by a phenomenon known 
as resonant transfer. The complete process was known as pulse
amplitude modulation. Fig. 13-14 shows the time-division trans
mission path for two terminals. 

Fig. 13-13. Control unit of the No . 101 ESS. Left to right: 
M. A. Townsend and W. J. Means checking memory element, while H. F. 
Priebe checks line data circuits. 
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The duration of the sample was 2 microseconds, but additional 
time was required to dissipate residual energies left on the bus; 
hence a proper transfer required a little over 3 microseconds. This 
time duration was termed a time slot. Each terminal was sampled 
every 80 microseconds, the sampling period. It is obvious that the 
number of time slots available in a bus is equal to the sampling 
period divided by the duration of a time slot. The initial 101 ESS 
provided 25 (80 divided by 3+) time slots per bus, but subsequent 
developments increased this somewhat by reducing the time slot 
duration and repetition rate. 

The control unit determined which two terminals (lines, trunks, 
etc.) should be connected and in which time slot and instructed the 
switch unit to carry out those orders. Switching was accomplished 
by recording the identity of the two terminals in a time slot position 
in a switch store, which was then read out sequentially and repeti
tiously to cause the proper pair of switches to operate. Assigning a 
pair of lines or other terminals to a time slot can be likened to 
assigning them to a link in an electromechanical system or to a cord 
circuit in a manual switchboard. 

The initial 101 ESS switch unit contained two buses, each with a 
capability of 25 time slots for a total of 50. This number of time 
slots, or links, provided very high traffic-carrying capacity for the 
200 lines of the initial switch unit. One might think of this as 
equivalent to the traffic-carrying capacity of 50 cord circuits, or more 
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than three switchboards. A photograph of the switch unit is shown 
inFig. 13-15. 

A field trial of the 101 ESS was begun early in 1963 in New 
Brunswick, New Jersey (see Chapter 9, section 5.2). Switch units 
were installed on the premises of two customers with the control 
unit located in a nearby No. 5 crossbar central office. Performance 
of the system and customer reaction to the service and the new 
features were highly favorable. First commercial service was pro
vided by the system November 30 of the same year in Cocoa Beach, 
Florida. Two customers having about 100 lines each were served by 
December of that year, and later, two others were added to the con
trol complex. Early in 1964 a system was cut into service at the 
World's Fair in New York, where it provided service to a number of 
administrative telephones and also served to demonstrate electronic 
switching to the public. All of these early commercial installations 
were highly successful. 

At the time of its introduction in 1963, the service capabilities of 
the 101 ESS included (in addition to conventional PBX service) Cen
trex, TOUCH-TONE calling, cordless attendant operation, and an 
imposing list of new service features. Some of these new features 
were being considered at the time for general PBX use, but many of 
them could be implemented economically only by a stored-program 

Fig. 13-15. Attendant controlling an initial 101 ESS switch unit (left), 
which serves up to 200 telephone lines. 
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system. The 101 ESS also uniquely provided automatic routine test
ing of the control and switch units (with automatic switch-out of 
defective circuits) and automatic traffic measurements. The system 
illustrated that solid state technology and "super services" did 
indeed appear to go hand-in-hand. 

The historical significance of the services mentioned above might 
be made clearer by examining their technologies. 

Centrex: Centrex service is based on direct inward dialing and 
identified outward dialing to and from telephones. The 101 ESS was 
the first customer switching system to provide automatic telephone
number identification of outward dialed Centrex calls. The prior 
use of the 701 system for Centrex service required an operator at a 
centralized AMA switching point to ask the user for the calling 
number. Automatic identification was, of course, inherent in the 
No. 5 central office Centrex arrangement. This function was a 
"natural" for the 101 system since the number of the calling tele
phone was retained in the memory of the call status store, as men
tioned previously. By directly coupling the control unit with the 
central office Local Automatic Message Accounting (LAMA) or 
Automatic Number Identification (ANI) equipment (see Fig. 13-12), 
the telephone identity could be transferred to those equipment units 
on request. A few years later, the inward dialing function was per
formed through another direct-coupled interface with the No. 5 
central office. This innovation, Direct Inward Dialing (DID), 
speeded the completion of inward dialing. Also, the parallel 
transfer of telephone number digits through this interface was con
siderably more economical than serially pulsing the digits from the 
central office. 

TOUCH-TONE calling: The organization of the 101 ESS system was 
such that dial pulsing or TOUCH-TONE calling could be provided 
optionally without changing any equipment on the customer's 
premises except, of course, the telephone sets. The first commercial 
use of TOUCH-TONE calling by PBX customers was at the Boeing 
Company installation, Cocoa Beach, Florida, in November 1963. In 
December 1963, the Chrysler corporation became the second cus
tomer served by the Cocoa Beach Control unit. Other customers 
added subsequently included the Brown Engineering Company, 
North American Aviation, International Business Machines, and a 
pool of network television companies including ABC, CBS, and 
NBC. 

Cordless attendant operation: The development program of the 1960s 
contemplated uniform attendant operating techniques with cordless 
equipment for the 757, 701, No. 5, and 101 ESS systems. The 
attendant operating methods for the electromechanical systems 
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were the outgrowth of studies made for the 101 ESS and were a 
good illustration of behind-the-scenes system coordination. The 101 
ESS demonstrated these methods in the form of the then new 
"universal console" (see Fig. 13-16). In accordance with call
distributing principles, the attendant was "switched-in" to connec
tions when such connections were required. Thus, there was no 
need for directly terminating trunks at the position, resulting in a 
simplification of the overall operation. This technique, called 
switched loop operation, was another " natural" for time-division 
switching. It required only that the attendant loop number appear 
in the same time slot and thus be activated simultaneously with the 
line switches. In the further interest of simplifying operations and 
improving service, a unique feature was added to the "camp-on" 
feature. This feature automatically reminded the attendant every 30 
seconds to check the status of a camped-on call. Thus, there was 
less chance of customers being left "high and dry" after the PBX 
attendant answered. 

New service features: Services that came naturally to the 101 ESS by 
virtue of its switching and control technology were of two principal 
types: those that involved some form of re-switching after the call 
had come into the system, and those that simplified or influenced 
the origination of the call. In the re-switching category were such 
services as transferring, conferencing, answering a call to another 
telephone, and automatic rerouting a call to another predetermined 
telephone. These were achieved fairly easily because the source and 

Fig. 13-16. The "universal console," developed for No. 101 ESS and 
other PBX systems. It featured switched loop operation, by which direct 
trunk connections are not required . Connections are switched to the 
operator only when assistance is needed on calls. 
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destination information associated with the time slots could be 
readily changed, and because the program technology was highly 
flexible. Services in the category of simplifying or influencing the 
origination of a call included abbreviated and compressed dialing 
("speed calling") of internal and external calls, respectively, and the 
ability to restrict calls as a function of the exchange area codes 
dialed. These relied greatly on the memory stores and, of course, 
the program flexibility (see below, section 3.3.). 

Experience with several commercial installations gave assurance 
that service objectives were being achieved and that the technology 
was sound. Developments were therefore undertaken in 1964 to 
increase the field of use of the 101 ESS system by providing arrange
ments for larger customers having more than the 200-line limit of 
the 1A switch unit. This program resulted in the introduction of the 
2A switch unit (1965, maximum capacity 340 lines), the 3A switch 
unit (1966, 820 lines), the 4A (1967, 2000 lines), and the larger 4A 
unit (1969, 4000 lines). Network and time slot configurations of the 
2A, 3A, and the two 4A switch units are shown in Figs. 13-17, 13-18, 
13-19, and 13-20, respectively. The 1967 version of the 4A switch 
unit was first used to provide service to 1300 lines at the Bell Labora-
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Fig. 13-20. The 4A could grow via an additional time-division switch 
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location. 

tories building at Naperville, Illinois. The larger 1969 version was 
first used at the Mayo Clinic in connection with its expanded opera
tions. This installation also furnished to the Clinic doctors a unique 
switching combination of radio paging and telephone answering. 

With the addition in 1969 of main/satellite operation (Fig. 11-7) 
and designs for PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service employ
ing a wideband switch coordinated with the voice switch, the 101 
ESS story was virtually completed. The development had accom
plished its technical and service objectives. The system could fur
nish PBX and Centrex service over the entire range of customer 
sizes. It had demonstrated reliable operation and a degree of flexi
bility far beyond the capabilities of electromechanical systems for 
adjusting to growth, accommodating service variables, and adapt
ing to new developments. It had, for the most part, provided new 
services with greater economy than electromechanical systems and 
had gone well beyond in providing features that were economically 
infeasible with the older technology. Moreover, the system 
required only 10 to 20 percent of the customer floor space used by 
other systems, and its potential for substantially lower installation 
and maintenance costs was indicated. 

During the process of development the 101 system achieved a 
number of "firsts." It was 

1. the first completely electronic switching system in production 
having not only electronic controls but also electronic switching 
networks 

2. the world's first production-version of a stored-program tele
phone switching system 

3. the first production time-division switching system 
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4. the first system having remote control of a plurality of cus
tomer switches while providing PBX and Centrex service 

5. the first customer switching system to provide automatic test
ing and traffic measuring 

6. the first to provide automatic identified outward dialing, 
TOUCH-TONE calling, and the many new service features previ
ously discussed. 

Despite the imposing list of capabilities and "firsts" just dis
cussed, the system failed to meet its objective of being widely used 
for all levels of service over the complete customer range. The cost 
of the system seemed fully justified when the control unit was 
loaded at least to two-thirds of its capacity, and when the customers 
desired most of the system's service capabilities. However, its cost 
became less attractive when either of these two factors became seri
ously eroded. In consequence, the challenge still remained, and the 
pursuit of systems having optimum economic, service, and 
engineering relationships continued. 

Indeed, the pursuit started shortly after the introduction of the 
101 ESS. At that time, it was becoming apparent that the system 
would not compete economically with the available small elec
tromechanical systems of the order of 80 lines or fewer. This was 
particularly so when the service requirements were relatively sim
ple. For example, in small sizes the cost of Centrex capability was 
difficult to justify since Centrex service did not provide appreciable, 
if any, attendant savings. In fact, no tariffs were available for the 
small sizes at the time. Also, many of the more exotic features of 
the electronic system appeared to have increasingly less economic 
value to smaller customers. Moreover, space on the customer's 
premises was about a stand-off between a 200-line electronic switch 
unit and a 60-line crossbar system such as the 756A, even though 
the switch unit was operated at only a 60-line level. Planning thus 
began to return to the possibility of improving the balance between 
economics and service by fractionalizing the market, as had been 
done with earlier systems over the yE!ars, while still retaining the 
electronic approach. The first product of this line of thought was 
the 800A PBX. 

The broad objective of the 800A electronic PBX development13
,
14 

was to make available a dial PBX system which, through a rigorous 
application of electronic technology and limited service require
ments, could be made sufficiently attractive i:n services and costs to 
win favor with customers who might have been served previously 
by small cord-type switchboards, or who were outgrowing key tele
phone system equipment. In addition, it was thought that such a 
system might be used for new installations instead of the 756 
crossbar system and the small 740 step-by-step system. Such usage 
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would bring the advantages of electronic switching to this field, 
especially when adequate concentration of PBXs was not sufficient 
to justify the 101 ESS. Accordingly, the design was aimed at a sys
tem for PBX use only (Centrex was excluded) with the maximum 
capacity limited to 80 lines. Cordless equipment was planned for 
the principal attendant operating mode, and service features were 
limited to those of series 100, 200, and 300 "marketing packages" 
then coming into vogue (see below, section 3.3), plus a few major 
options such as TOUCH-TONE calling. All equipment necessary for 
the operation of the 800A was contained in one or two small equip
ment enclosures installed on the customer's premises. The height 
and depth of the enclosures were about the same as file cabinets so 
that, where desired, the system could be lined up with them, as 
shown in Fig. 13-21. A system of this type, frequently called 
"self-contained," was consistent with the traditional method of 
implementing PBX requirements, from which the 101 ESS, with its 
separation of functions and remote control principles, had departed. 

The 800A system plan employed a switching network of ferreed 
switches, controlled by decisions resulting from solid state "wired 
logic" common control. For versatility and economy, a thorough 
application of the plug-in building-block principle was employed in 
the physical design, as shown in Fig. 13-22. Services, traffic capaci-

Fig. 13-21. Cabinets of the 800A electronic PBX were sized to blend with 
office files . (Communications Presentees au Colloque International de Commu
tation Electronique, Paris , March-April1966.) 
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ties, and optional features were arranged in groups and designed as 
more or less plug-in autonomous units of circuitry. The system 
organization is shown in Fig. 13-23. 

The ferreed switches of the network were like those of the No. 1 
ESS but differed in number of contacts per switch. The 800A 
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ferreeds had three contacts instead of two; these were used to estab
lish a 2-wire transmission path plus a "sleeve" path for control. The 
switches were wired to form a 3-stage network, as shown in 
Fig. 13-24. Line circuits were connectl~d to one side of the network 
and trunks to the other, with registers accessible on either side to 
trunks and lines. As with other small common-control systems, 
intercom trunks provided supervision and transmission for station
to-station calls. The principle of end-marking was used to establish 
a switching path as directed by the common control. With end
marking, source and destination points are "marked" on both sides 
of the network. Circuits built into the· networks then select a path 
connecting the two points. The latter consisted of three main parts: 
a line scanner for locating and marking line circuits, an idle circuit 
scanner for trunks, and call sequence logic for controlling the estab
lishment of connections. 

The attendant's console for the SOOA system, shown in Fig. 13-25, 
departed somewhat from the uniform operating features of the 
"universal" equipment used with the 701, 757, No. 5, and 101 ESS. 
Designed specifically for the 800A system, a feature unique to this 
attendant switchboard was a single supervisory lamp per access 
point, rather than the two conventionally used. By indicating the 
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Fig. 13-24. The 3-stage network of the 800A system. Ferreed switches 
forming this network had two contacts for a transmission path plus a third 
for control. (Communications Presentees au Colloque International de Commu
tation Electronique, Paris, March-April1966.) 
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various supervisory states with different flashing rates, the single 
lamp simplified console equipment and the related circuitry. An 
optional feature, shown on the right of the console in the illustra
tion, was a field of illuminated buttons, one per station, for the 
"direct station selection" and "station busy lamp" function (see 
below, section 3.2). 

The 800A PBX became the Bell System's first self-contained elec
tronic PBX. Production began in 1966 after successful field trials 
held the previous summer in Philadelphia and New York City. By 
the end of the decade, more than 4000 systems had been shipped to 
meet telephone company orders, a statistic attesting to the system's 
favorable reception. The soundness of the technology was perhaps 
underscored by the fact that the system became a prototype for 
several systems to come. 

As the decade drew to a close, another larger self-contained 
electronic system, coded the 810A, was developed. However, com
mercial production was not undertaken because it appeared that 
subsequent improvements in the art could be used to make a more 
economical system. The system is worthy of mention, however, 
since it too represented another first in the electronic PBX field and, 
as such, accounted for valuable new technological experience and 
knowledge. 

The 810A system was designed to provide Centrex as well as PBX 
service for customers having up to 1200 lines. It had most of the ser
vice features of the 101 ESS, except for a few of the perhaps more 
exotic ones. Integrated circuits employing wired logic were used for 

: 

Fig. 13-25. Attendant console for the 800A PBX. Operation was simpli
fied by using different flashing rates of a single lamp to indicate various 
supervisory states. (Commu11ications Presentees au Colloque fllt enzational de 
Commutatio11 Electronique, Paris, March-April1966.) 
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control, plug-in ferreeds were used for the switching network, and 
miniature wire spring relays were used for switching transmission 
channels in the line and trunk circuits. Duplicate common-control 
circuits were provided optionally for increased reliability. Flexibility 
for growth and for the addition of service features was provided by 
interconnecting subsystem modules with cables and by inserting 
appropriate circuit packs. 15 Low-power semiconductor integrated 
circuits, the principal device components, were designed specifi
cally for this system. These were beam-lead structures and were 
used with beam-lead transistors and diodes applied to thin-film 
integrated circuits to form hybrid integrated circuits. Circuit packs 
were formed by attaching hybrid integrated circuits and discrete 
components to printed wiring boards. 16 

A block diagram of the 810A system is shown in Fig. 13-26. The 
system performed successfully during field trials at the Bell Labora
tories location in Denver, Colorado.17 

In the early 1960s, the introduction of a new cord switchboard 
(the 608 PBX) mus• be seen as a significant development. Since it 
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Fig. 13-26. Block diagram of the 810A PBX. While not commercially 
viable, this system added to experience and knowledge of electronics tech
niques. (Conference Record, International Conference on Communications, 
Montreal, Canada, June 1971.) 
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was the most advanced of its kind, its applicability to a wide range 
of size requirements might cause it to be the last to be needed. 
Then, during the decade, the refinement, strengthening, and 
broadening of the field of use of crossbar technology did much to 
meet customers' urgent service requirements, as did the continued 
injection of new life into that stubborn old contender, step-by-step. 
Certainly, the embellishment of dial systems with a wide assort
ment of new service features was a substantial step forward in cus
tomer service, albeit a difficult technological problem to solve at 
times. Further, the intensive development of electronic switching 
systems for customer use, as represented by the three solid-state 
systems evolved during the decade (the 800A and 810A PBXs and 
the No. 101 ESS), was perhaps far greater than was indicated by the 
extent of their application. Most important, these developments 
had demonstrated that the customer switching job could be done by 
electronic technology for large and small installations, and with a 
high degree of reliability and versatility. · 

2.5 The Seventies-Realization of the Electronic Promise 

The advance of PBX technology in the 1960s can be viewed as the 
beginnings of the use of solid-state electronics and stored-program 
control. So, by 1970 the versatility, flexibility, and potential utility 
of electronic switching systems installed on the customer's premises 
was well accepted. What was needed were systems that could meet 
customers' requirements more economically. Of the two fundamen
tal prior technologies, a hybrid type employing solid state electron
ics for "wired logic" common control of electromechanical switches 
was most successfully used with the 800A PBX. This technology 
appeared highly suitable for specific systems with limited size and 
service requirements. As a result, two such systems with modest 
requirements, the SOlA and 805A, were introduced early in the 
1970s. Later, this type of technology was extended to meet much 
larger and more complex service requirements, as seen in the PBX 
coded the 812A. However, the alternative technology of stored
program control of a solid state network, pioneered by the 101 ESS, 
subsequently resurfaced in the form of the highly sophisticated Cus
tomer Switching System (CSS) 201 type systems. The rebirth of this 
technology, fostered by an explosion in device technology, 
appeared to fulfill the electronic promise of low cost, small size, ver
satility, and performance. 

Development began at Bell Laboratories in 1969 to respond to the 
need for a lower-cost PBX to provide basic PBX service in the range 
from 80 to 200 lines, a field then served by the step-by-step 701, the 
crossbar 757, and the 101 ESS. The objectives were to provide the 
series 100, 200, and 300 packages of services from 80 to 180 lines 
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under heavy traffic conditions, and to 275 lines with light traffic. 
Plug-in circuit packs were to be used to simplify and expedite repair. 

It was decided to extend the SOOA system concept in the new 
design. This design approach would achieve a large degree of 
hardware commonality across the small end of the product line with 
resulting savings in production inventories and in the training ~nd 
maintenance of field installation and rE~pair forces. The new system 
was designated the S01A. 18 

At its introduction in 1971, the SOlA provided service and features 
identical to those of the SOOA, but for many more telephones. All 
the line drcuits and trunk circuits, which in a typical installation 
account for about SO percent of the plug-in circuitry, are identical to 
those in the SOOA. The SOlA retained the unique patch field, which 
permits adjusting the network traffic balance without changing the 
extension numbers. A system block diagram is presented in 
Fig. 13-27. 

The features of the SOlA were carefully designed to achieve the 
lowest possible price to the customer consistent with offering the 
full range of PBX services. Centrex s1~rvice and sophisticated cus
tom calling features, pioneered in No. 101 ESS, were not planned. 
A few features of special importance were offered. These included 
TOUCH-TONE® dialing, conference calling, tie trunks, and toll 
diversion. 

Equipment advantages resulting from the use of electronic circuits 
and ferreed switches achieved a substantial step forward in packing 
density. A comparison of the SOlA \'\ith the 757 A shows the new 
system to require only about one-third the floor space for the aver
age installation. 

A significant advantage of the SOlA system is its ability to grow in 
place. Growth is facilitated through the use of connectorized 
cabling. 

New and improved techniques for installing and maintaining elec
tronic PBXs were introduced with the 801A. Task-oriented Bell Sys
tem Practices (user documents supplied for the equipment), an 
improved schematic drawing format, sequence charts, and total sys
tem preassembly and testing in the factory were all part of this pro
gram. Additional maintenance aids consisting of a System Status 
Indicator, Logic Probe, and Extender Board were introduced in 1974 
after their utility was verified in a field trial. 19 The trial showed sig
nificant reduction in PBX trouble-dearing times, circuit pack 
replacement rates, and no-trouble-found rates, thereby lowering 
PBX annual costs. 

The year 1971 was a notable one in the history of Bell System PBX 
development. The SOlA and two additional new customer premises 
switching systems were introduced in that year alone. A thorough 
review of the product line in 1969 had indicated the need for a small, 
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Fig. 13-27. Block diagram of the 801A PBX. Introduced in 1971, it 
provided the same features and services as the 800A, but for more 
telephones. 

inexpensive dial PBX system. Based on this review, a decision was 
made to develoE a small, dial PBX as soon as possible. This system, 
coded the 805A, 20 was to be economically attractive to those custom
ers who were currently served by manual switchboards or key tele
phone systems. In common with the 800A and SOlA, the 805A was 
a hybrid design of electronic common control and metallic contacts 
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in the switching network. In this instance, however, the limited 
service objectives and the extremely low-cost economic objective 
resulted in the use of crossbar switching itechnology. 

To achieve the tight economic objectives of the 805A, essentially 
only series 100 PBX service was provided. Some additional features 
were offered that were felt to be of special importance to small cus
tomers, including TOUCH-TONE calling, attendant transfer of both 
incoming and outgoing calls, and tie trunk, WATS, and foreign 
exchange service. The line-size objective was to be roughly com
petitive with the 756A. An ultimate capacity of 57 lines and 12 
trunks was provided. (In-service data indicated that about 60 per
cent of dial PBX customers required fewer than 60 lines.) System 
design provided for ease of growth. Line ports could be increased 
from 19 to 37 or 57 ports, and external trunk ports could be 
increased from 8 to 12 ports. The system provided capacity for 40 
lines at a traffic usage of 5.5 hundred call-seconds (CCS) per line or 
57 lines at 3.6 CCS per line. As shown in Fig. 13-28, the design 
employs a single-stage, full-access network. 

The 805A was housed in a single 756A-type cabinet with two 
. frames providing a compact, attractive design that required less 

than 6 square feet of floor space. As with the earlier electronic sys
tems, the 805A employed plug-in circuit packs for ease of growth, 
reuse, and simplified installation. Through careful circuit design, 
innovative multiple-purpose circuits, the use of a single-voltage 
power source and of readily available components, the 805A 
achieved its design objective of providing the lowest-cost alternative 
for basic dial service. The material prke per line of the 805A was 
about two-thirds that of the 756A over the range from 20 to 57 lines. 

A built-in test probe, trouble-locating procedures, and other aids 
were developed for improved maintenance performance. The field 
trial in September, 1971 was responsible for the increase in capacity 
from 37 to 57 lines. 

The thme new systems introduced into the PBX product line in 1971 
all possessed different architectures as system designers strove to find 
new solutions to the perennial problem of the trade-off between cost 
and features. The two systems already described both employed 
plug-in electronic circuits while using different switching technolo
gies. The designers of the third system eschewed electronics alto
gether and returned to the established relay technology for the line 
and trunk circuits. Switching design was based on established 
crossbar technology. The new system was to be known as the 770A. 

The 770A was designed to have a lower material price than the 
SOlA and to provide for an enhanced line range to 400 lines. As 
originally planned, series 100, 200, and 300 PBX and hotel/motel ser-
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Fig. 13-28. Diagram of the small 805A PBX showing the single-stage, 
full-access network. An electronic system, the 805A served up to 57 ports. 

vices were to be provided. The offering proved to be such a success 
with the telephone operating companies that additional service and 
features were developed. 21 These included the Centrex I and II ser
vices with their complements of advanced features. 

The 770A was developed primarily by the Western Electric Com
pany with assistance from Bell Laboratories. Western Electric recog
nized that the highly developed electromechanical technology could 
achieve a cost advantage over its electronic competitors for at least 
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one more design cycle. Even though electronics was clearly the way 
to the future, the 770A enjoyed a number of years when it was the 
economic choice on a first-cost basis over comparable designs. 

The 770A was designed into cabinets with three hinged gates per 
cabinet. Good circuit and switching densities were achieved with 
results that were the equivalent, on the basis of lines per square foot 
of floor space, to the SOlA electronic system. The 770A used three 
stages of crossbar switching. Line ports were growable from 40 to 
400 ports in increments of 40. Trunk ports were growable from 20 to 
240 ports in increments of 20. Initially, the trunks were directly ter
minated on the attendant consoles. LatE~r, switched loops were pro
vided. Up to three attendant consoles were provided for regular 
service with a fourth available for special services, e.g., WATS. A 
system block diagram showing the switched loop configuration is 
shown in Fig. 13-29. 

A single marker was provided using wire spring relays. One of 
the innovations was the use of distributed logic, which allowed a 
simple marker design. This attribute helped in achieving a low 
getting-started cost. The marker processed one call at a time and 
employed a lockout and preference circuit to handle simultaneous 
call originations. Another design feature that contributed to 
reduced installation expense and provilded ready growth was the 
use of pluggable elements. All elements of the system were connec
torized, and additions could be ordered with the necessary cables 
for reconfiguring the system with short downtime for installation. 

A serious field problem developed in the failure of the system to 
achieve its objective for call-handling during the busy hour. Meas
urements showed that the assumed marker holding time was too 
short and, as a result, busy-hour call processing was reduced. To 
meet the design objective, the marker was redesigned for faster 
operation. 

Other problems required remedial effort. The resulting changes 
created administrative problems in the field in coping with various 
vintages of the 770A design. Contrasted with its wide acceptance, 
the problems were relatively minor. By 1974 well over 100,000 lines 
had been shipped. 

The low cost of the 770A had repercussions in other areas. A 
planned addition to the 800A/801A line of PBXs to meet the needs of 
the hotel/motel market was initiated in 1970. This addition, initially 
designated the 801H and later the 802A, was designed to provide 
full feature service to medium-size hotE~ls or motels with 100 to 380 
telephones. 

In common with its earlier counterparts, the 802A employed 
ferreed switching and electronic common control. The network of 
three stag,es was designed to provide 2 CCS per line with a probabil-
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ity of blocking of 0.02. A total of 35 central office trunks could be 
made available, and the system was serviced by one or two attend
ant consoles. The maximum size configuration was accommodated 
in three 800A cabinets and thus achieved a compact design that 
saved customer floor space. 

The 802A development design was completed in June 1971, but 
the decision was made shortly thereafter not to go into production. 
The 802A took advantage of the design of the 801A PBX, which 
resulted in a relatively short development time. Although the 
schedule and other objectives were met, the 770A design had also 
been completed. The 770A was less expensive than the 802A and 
was available with the needed hotel/motel features. A decision was 
reached, therefore, to serve the hotel/motel market with the 770A, 
and 802A manufacture was not initiated. 

The need for a modern PBX using desk-top consoles and remote 
switching cabinets for the smaller line sizes was met with the 558A 
PBX, beginning in 1970. It was a manual switchboard serving up to 
40 telephones and 10 lines or trunks to the central office. This small 
manual switchboard was among the last fully electromechanical 
PBXs introduced by Western Electric. 22 

The emerging design approach of the middle to late 1960s and in 
some of the early designs of the 1970s was based, as we have seen, 
on a marriage of electronics in the common-control and line and 
trunk circuits, and electromechanical switching. (The 770A and the 
558A were the sole exceptions, using electromechanical devices for 
both functions.) This hybrid technology was destined to be pushed 
yet another step, albeit with modifications. 

Having dealt with the small end of the product line, planners now 
directed th1~ir attention, even as the 770A, 801A, and 805A were 
being introduced, to the market above 400 lines. Data on the 
installed base in 1971 showed that about 5 percent of the total PBX 
systems, i.e!., those above 400 lines, terminated over 4 million lines, 
or 33 percent of the total. Of these 4 million lines, 70 percent were 
terminated on systems with fewer than 10,000 lines. Projections of 
annual demand for this market ranged from a low of 100,000 lines in 
1973 to over 200,000 lines in 1981. Thus, while the number of sys
tems in this market is relatively small, they represent, because of 
their size, a significant fraction of the total market for lines. 

The bulk of this market was being servt~d by the step-by-step 701B 
system, at this time 20 years old. The 701B in a sense was the sys
tem by which all others were judged. The demise of step-by-step 
switching had been projected for years, yet in 1971 it was still very 
much alive. 

The disadvantages of step-by-step were growing. Installation 
costs had been rising over the years. The large amount of floor space 
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required represented additional, if hidden, costs compared to the 
compact cabinetized systems. Furthermore, the provision of modern 
services such as TOUCH-TONE calling was cumbersome and costly. 
Such limitations led to the need for a new system for the market 
above 400 lines. The objectives included provision of PBX series 100, 
200, and 300 services and Centrex I and II service over the range 
from 400 to 2000 lines. TOUCH-TONE calling, CCSA (common con
trol switching arrangements) service, and hotel/motel features were 
included in the list of optional features. The system was to be 
known as the 812A.23 This system was a consequence of studying 
the 810A to reduce its costs. By drawing from portions of its design 
and using portions of other designs, the 812A emerged. The traffic 
objectives were to provide heavy traffic capability (6 CCS/line) at 
1600 lines and medium traffic capability (4 CCS/line) at 2000 lines. A 
maximum call-processing rate of 8000 calls per hour was specified. 

Designers chose to use the miniature crossbar switch for the net
work. 24 Crossbar technology for switching was the result of the 
economic goal of minimum first cost. The small switch was indicated 
by the need for a compact design and the advantage of a shorter 
operate time, which increased call-handling capacity. Although the 
miniature switch was more expensive, it required fewer frames and 
reduced cabling. Cost savings associated with these factors essen
tially offset the higher switch costs. 

The requirement to optimize call-handling capacity led to an inno
vation in network architecture. Analysis showed that the call-pro
cessing objective could not be attained even with the faster operating 
characteristic of the miniature crossbar switch. It was necessary, 
therefore, to deload the main controller and its associated network 
and to transfer some functions to a second controller. The alternative 
selected provided a second network that switched attendant traffic 
and was controlled by a dedicated controller. These units were 
designated the Trunk Access Network, a two-stage crossbar net
work, and the Trunk Access Controller. The system architecture is 
indicated in the block diagram of Fig. 13-30. 

Control functions in the 812A were divided between electronics 
and electromagnetic relays. The common-control functions, line 
supervisory circuits, the interface between common control and 
traffic circuits, and the automatic number identification circuit were 
all electronic. Relay circuits were used for central office trunks, 
direct inward dialing (DID) trunks, and common-control switching 
arrangement circuits. The electronic circuits made use of silicon 
integrated circuits of the diode-transistor family originally created 
for the 810A. This technology provided several advantages over the 
competitive transistor-resistor system of hybrid integrated circuits. 
The advantages included, most importantly, greater noise immun-
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ity, better reliability, and reduced size. The physical design of the 
812A made use of the new frame and cabinet designs introduced 
with the 770A. All equipment modules were connectorized for 
rapid installation and growth. 

The 812A was developed in less than two years by using much of 
the design of the 810A and "off-the-shelf" components. Even with 
the overlapping of design and manufacturing processes to meet the 
needs of operating companies and their customers, there was not a 
significant increase in field changes over other development projects. 

A number of features insured the maintenance and reliability of 
the system. A maintenance panel provided a means for diagnosing 
faulty circuits, and a redundant common control could be added for 
high-reliability applications such as service for hospitals, police, or 
fire departments. 

The goal of providing basic PBX and Centrex services at low cost 
was, in fact, achieved with the 812A. At the time of its introduction, 
and for several years thereafter, it was the lowest-priced system 
within its line range and capability. 

The 812A development completed the design cycle initiated with 
the 800A six years earlier. While modern serving arrangements 
offering attractive, compact designs were now available or would 
soon be introduced, there were a number of concerns. Profitability, 
eroded by inflation, was a problem. After the FCC Carterfone deci
sion of 1968, a number of non-Bell interconnect companies were 
formed to market PBX systems and other terminal equipment 
directly to customers. This marketing effort made some inroads into 
Bell System sales by 1971. Moreover, customers were looking for 
more capable systems. Large customers, particularly, were becom
ing increasingly sophisticated in their understanding of their total 
communication needs. As their costs rose, they looked for every 
improved means of controlling networks and calling patterns. 
These concerns led to requirements for data on PBX operations that 
greatly transcended traditional offerings. 

The operating telephone companies also needed improvements in 
their equipment offerings. Of great interest here were more flexible 
systems that were easy to install, maintain, and administer. Rapid 
and inexpensive reconfiguration of systems to meet the require
ments for a second installation was a long-sought but as yet unat
tained goal. Progress to this end would serve to reduce pressing 
requirements for new capital. 

It was apparent that the demands of the market were not to be 
met by a piecemeal approach that tried to deal with individual prob
lems in a fragmentary way. A more basic plan that dealt with the 
entire product line was required. 

A task force was assembled late in 1971 to examine market 
requirements and economic and technical opportunities. In the 
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technical area, two systems were studied in great detail, a remreed 
space-division system and an all-electronic, pulse-amplitude modu
lated, time··division system. The remreed switch, a refinement of 
the ferreed switch introduced with the No. 1 ESS into central 
offices, offered a four-to-one reduction in switching volume 
and reduced power requirements over its predecessor.25 Both the 
space-division and time-division systems studied proposed stored
program electronic control. The task force found that the profitabil
ity problem should be addressed through lowered costs rather than 
increased prices. The maturing of the development of the silicon 
integrated circuit with its great reduction in per-unit component 
cost made this approach technologically attainable. 

A produc:t line approach was recommtmded with the initial vehi
cle serving the range from 40 to 400 lines. Later vehicles would be 
designed using as much common equipment as possible. Items 
manufactured in large quantities, such as line and trunk circuits, 
would be common, as would the equipment cabinets. Commonality 
has advantages in production economies and in minimizing inven
tories. It also tends to minimize craft training, improve installation, 
and lower the costs of maintenance. 

For a number of reasons the task force proposed the time-division 
product line. The time-division system was estimated on the aver
age to require only 80 percent of the total installed price of the 
remreed system. The price advantage was greatest for small-line
size machines where the economic factor was of greatest impor
tance. For the small system, network traffic engineering is not 
required, which results in significant savings in telephone company 
engineering. 

The initial system was designated the Customer Switching System 
201S (CSS 201S) and was marketed as the DIMENSION* 400 
PBX. 26

'
27 The S in 201S indicates small size, 40- to 400-line range. 

Development was initiated in mid-1973. The first shipment was 
scheduled for December 31, 1974, and this schedule was met. Ser
vice to the first customer began in January, 1975. 

The CSS 201S was at the time the most sophisticated switching 
system eve~r placed on a customer's premises by the Bell System. 
Great care went into the design to ensure the reliability of the 
stored-program control and the electronic memory system. The 
main memory uses metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) silicon 
integrated t:ircuits in a random access memory (RAM) configuration. 
Large-scale integration achieved a density of 4096 16-bit words of 
storage on one circuit pack. The volatile electronic memory is pro
tected by a magnetic tape cartridge system. The tape contains the 
call-processing information as well as the particular customer pro-

*Registered trademark of AT&T Co. 
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cessing and maintenance information. Should a power failure 
occur, the system automatically reloads the electronic memory from 
the tape cartridge when power is restored. Short power interrup
tions do not affect the memory. 

The CSS 201S comes in one- or two-cabinet versions. A single 
cabinet can serve up to 120 lines; two cabinets serve 360 lines with 
heavy traffic or 420 lines with light traffic. All line, trunk, and spe
cial circuits are fabricated on printed wiring boards that plug into 
carriers. One carrier in the system is always reserved for the 
common-control and memory circuits. 

Traffic capacity of the system is 5 CCS per line at 360 lines and 
3.5 CCS at 420 lines. About 2000 busy-hour calls can be processed. 
Engineering of the network is not required, since the system 
employs a single time-division network but with full access by all 
line and trunk circuits. 

A technique of time-domain switching that makes use of active 
energy transfer was used in the design.zs This innovation enjoys a 
number of advantages over the passive method used with the 
No. 101 ESS. Among these are small size, low-cost, and inexpensive 
2-wire to 4-wire conversion. A very useful attribute of active energy 
transfer is the facility it provides for direct 3-way connections 
without the need for traffic engineered 3-way conference circuits. 

Sampling of the analog signals for transmission on the time
division bus is at 16kHz. This frequency, twice the required rate, 
was chosen for lower-cost, smaller-size filter circuits. Sixty-four 
time slots provide the network switching capacity of approximately 
1700 call-seconds at 0.01 blocking. 

System control is exercised by a special-purpose, 16-bit micropro
grammed processor designed specifically for the CSS 201S. A digital 
distribution system controls the network by applying and removing 
time slot assignments and effects the scanning and distribution 
functions of supervision and signaling for the line and trunk cir
cuits. The system block diagram shown in Fig. 13-31 illustrates these 
functions. Also shown there is the relationship of the processor to 
the memory, the alarm system, and the other peripherals, including 
the attendant console. 

The initial software for the CSS 201 was developed in the remark
ably short time of 18 months, 29 and in doing this, the software team 
made heavy use of prior Bell Laboratories developments. The pro
gram was written in EPL, a powerful high-level language developed 
for No. 4 ESS and the CSS 201. The availability of this language and 
its support services was a major factor in meeting the short develop
ment schedule. 

Many features were made available with the initial offering, and 
the flexibility of the stored-program control eased the development 
of additional features. By early 1976, approximately 135 features 
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Fig. 13-31. The Customer Switching System (CSS) 201S, marketed as the 
DIMENSION 400 PBX. First placed in service in 1975, it was at that time 
the most sophisticated PBX ever offered by the Bell System. 

were available, grouped into packages designed to meet the needs 
of specific industries. 

The flexibility of the CSS 201 gives customers a measure of control 
over their communication systems that was previously not possible. 
Features such as outgoing trunk queuing and automatic route selec
tion insure optimum use of expensive facilities. Station message 
detail recording provides call information down to the department 
or individual level for cost control and allocation. Other features, 
many available for the first time, increase the utility of the system. 

Maintenance requirements received strong emphasis in the 
design. On-line diagnostics report failures on an alarm panel. 
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Alarms are divided into major and minor categories, with lamps to 
give craftspeople initial indications of the problem. Further diag
nostics are provided through the Maintenance and Administration 
Panel (MAAP) to pinpoint troubles. Using MAAP, the craftsperson 
can enter more comprehensive diagnostic programs from the mag
netic tape off-line memory into the electronic memory. With this 
powerful tool, and by merely following established maintenance 
procedures, the craftsperson can, in 95 percent of all cases, isolate 
troubles to a single printed wiring board. With these aids, trouble 
diagnosis and repair are straightforward and fast, and provide 
improved service to customers. 

Using MAAP, the craftsperson can enter administrative changes 
in the system. New telephones can be added, and class of service 
changes can be made. 

For efficiently centralizing certain operating functions for a 
number of CSS (DIMENSION) PBX installations, the Remote 
Maintenance Administration and Traffic System (RMATS) was 
introduced in April, 1977, in Minneapolis, Minnesota. A centralized 
processor, made up of DIMENSION piece-parts, provides dial-up, 
300 baud, maintenance access for two operators. It also drives a 
printer to display traffic or other data. 

With RMATS, a cadre of skilled personnel can remotely operate a 
MAAP and modify services to meet changing customer needs in 
many DIMENSION PBX installations without time-consuming visits 
to the customer's premises. RMATS also allows automatic gathering 
and analysis of traffic measurement data, which anticipates addi
tions and reconfigurations. In this way, efficient operation can be 
continued while accommodating to the changing demands for ser
vice by DIMENSION PBX customers. By January, 1979, 100 RMATS 
were serving DIMENSION PBX customers. Each RMATS is able to 
handle up to 150 DIMENSION installations. 30 

Two additional innovations were introduced with the CSS 201. 
An all-electronic console provides new features not previously avail
able to attendants. An alphanumeric indicator displays much more 
call information detail than can be shown with indicator lamps. The 
confusion attending multiple flash rates on lamps was reduced 
when a total of five lamps were placed on switched loops to indicate 
call states. The technology used in the console design is all elec
tronic. Communication with the PBX is over a high-speed data link, 
which greatly minimizes the size of the cable required to intercon
nect the console and the PBX. A major innovation was the introduc
tion of an electronic key system called the DIMENSION Custom 
Telephone Service, or DCTS. This system provides a wide range of 
custom calling and key system features at the touch of a button. 
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Here again, communication with the se·ts is over a data link. The 
cable to the sets requires only three pairs of conductors instead of 
the usual25-pair cable used with conventional key sets. The goal of 
slim cables for key sets was achieved with this development. 

The second member of the DIMENSION PBX product line, the 
CSS 201VS (for Very Small}, was coded the DIMENSION PBX 100 
and was introduced in mid-1975. This system is limited to 100 lines 
and has reduced memory; therefore, it has less feature capability 
than the CSS 201S. It was designed for the smaller customer whose 
feature needs do not justify the CSS 201S system. Following the 
CSS 201S and the CSS 201VS, developffilmt continued to extend the 
product line to larger sizes. The CSS 201L (DIMENSION 2000 and 
DIMENSION CUSTOM) was subsequently introducE~d in July 1976 
for sizes from 650 to 7200 lines. 

The development of the all-electronic CSS 201 system has realized 
the objectives of the designers of the early 1960s. With this system, 
the advantages of stored-program control have~ enabled its 
designers to attain flexible, highly capable service with the small 
size, improved maintenance, and low acoustical noise of the elec
tronic art. The advance of electronic technology has overcome the 
cost limitations that hampered the early efforts. 

III. TECHNOLOGY OF MAJOR PBX SERVICE INNOVATIONS 

In our account of the evolution of PBX systems in section II, we 
emphasized the technology of the basic :switching functions and the 
shaping of this technology to provide efficient service over the 
entire range of customer sizes. ReservE!d for this section is a more 
comprehensive discussion of the characteristics and evolution of 
innovations in service features, together with their application and 
influence on system technology. For the purpose of this section, 
service feaitures are defined as those variations in the basic service, 
switching processes, and customer interfaces that tend to improve 
speed, convenience, usefulness, or general attractiveness. 

3.1 Centrex 

A striking example of the influence of new service concepts on 
system technology is illustrated by Cenitrex. The origin of Centrex 
(see Chapter 9, sections 6.2 and 7.3, and Chapter 11, section 1.4}, 
whose functions are more or less taken for granted today by those 
familiar with the art, is of interest. Fostered by the Direct Distance 
Dialing (ODD) program, undoubtedly one of the most dramatic 
events of telephone technology, Centrex required solving many 
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problems and it stimulated new technical processes, not only in PBX 
systems but also in central office systems. Table 13-2 briefly sum
marizes how Centrex service compares with PBX service. 

Centrex service had a profound effect on switching technology. 
For example, inward traffic routed by Direct Inward Dialing (DID) 
required new functions and equipment in common-control central 
offices as well as in common-control PBXs. (Curiously, step-by-step 
central offices and PBXs that for other reasons were becoming out
moded could be adapted relatively simply to DID.) Identified Out
ward Dialing (IOD), while easily possible where reliance was placed 
on verbal self-identification by the user of the calling telephone, 
required complex automatic identification schemes for PBX equip-

Table 13-2. Centrex and PBX Service-Similarities and Differences. 

Type of Traffic 

Inward 
Local and Toll 

Outward 
Local 

Outward 
Toll and 
Extended Area 
or Multi -unit 
Calls 

Intercom 

Method of Switching Calls 

Dial PBX Service 

Completed to extension 
by PBX attendant 

Extension user dials 9 
and usually dials re
maining digits directly 

Established by attendant 
or extension user dials 
9 and then remaining 
digits directly-selected 
line groups may be di-
verted on toll calls to an 
attendant for completion 

2-4 digits dialed 
directly by extension 
user 

Centrex Service 

Dialed directly 
to extension 
(can be completed by 
attendant if desired) 

Same 

Extension user dials 9 
and dials remaining 
digits directly-
extension number 
identified for charge 
purposes at local or 
tandem offices 

2-7 digits dialed 
directly by extension 
user 
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ment and new interfaces with the central office AMA equipment. 
Again, where central office equipment was used for performing all 
functions V~rithout the use of PBX equipment, extensive modifica
tions were needed to coordinate with the attendant function, even 
though the DID and automatic IOD (AIOD) functions could be han
dled in stride. 

First, however, why was Centrex needed? In the early 1950s, 
direct distance dialing was rapidly gettilng under way (see Chap
ter 8). DOD opened new possibilities for customers to dial their calls 
directly and rapidly, not only in the local exchange area but to any 
telephone in the nation accessed by suitably equipped toll facilities. 
PBX customers, who accounted for a large percentage of business 
calls, were quick to realize the potential c:ommunication possibilities 
of this serviice. At the time, it was estimated that more than 25 per
cent of all s'VIritched calls originated or t~erminated in PBX systems, 
and more than 50 percent of long distance· calls involved PBX systems 
at one or both ends. ODD therefore offered fast communication for 
the custoffiler' s PBX telephones; however, there was no way to allo
cate and bill charges against particular PBX extensions making ODD 
calls. Many PBX customers wanted this capability for their internal 
accounting procedures, such as for segregating departmental costs or 
for determining nonbusiness telephone usage. With DOD, the cus
tomer's alternatives were to allow unrestricted access to the ODD 
network (which was done for some telephones, such as those in exec
utive offices) or to restrict access to the oentral office trunks reached 
by dialing "'9," and thus cause local and toll calls to be handled by the 
attendant. The latter alternative obviously defeated the dial 9 pro
cedure and required greater attendant effort and expense. A further 
alternative was to permit access to the central office trunks upon dial
ing 9; local calls would be allowed to proceed but extra-charge calls 
would be diverted back to the attendant. Calls would be diverted by 
the use of equipment that would recognize the codes dialed after 
access was gained to the trunk. Diversilon at several charge levels 
was considered possible at the time, and some methods were imple
mented sporadically. For example, diversion on the basis of toll only 
was available in step-by-step central offkes (on dialed codes such as 
0, 110, or 211). 

Panel and No. 1 crossbar were modified in 1953 to turn back 
(divert) to the attendant all multi-unit and toll calls above a fixed 
charge level; but it was not possible for PBX customers served by 
these offices to have diverting arrangements that would turn back 
calls at charge levels according to their own individual require
ments. A further alternative was to provide individual equipment 
arrangements at the PBX associated with the central office trunks. 
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These arrangements could, through a system of wired code analysis 
and programmed decisions, divert to the attendant whatever dialed 
codes the customer wished to restrict. At the time equipment was 
available from North Electric to accomplish these functions. All of 
these methods were explorE:!d and used to some extent. Systems 
wherein calls could be dialed directly, identified, and charged pre
cisely are preferred to those that do not take maximum advantage of 
the universal availability of telecommunications. 

While this type of thinking evolved concerning the origination of 
PBX calls, DDD was also causing a revival of thought on the manner 
of handling inward calls to PBX telephones. For example, prior to 
DDD the calling party was content to reach the called telephone by 
first reaching the attendant at the distant PBX and asking to reach 
the desired telephone by name or extension number. It will be 
recalled that, over the years, one of the primary reasons for justify
ing PBX operations was that inward calls to a business could be effi
ciently distributed to extensions by an attendant who was 
knowledgeable regarding personnel and business functions. But 
with DDD the feeling grew that the originating party would like to 
dial the terminating PBX extension directly, thereby reducing 
attendant work load. The call should be just like a non-PBX call. 
This feeling was supported by the changing character of many busi
ness operations, wherein companies with branches in many cities 
developed large volumes of station-to-station calling requirements 
among branches. Still other reasons for calling PBX extensions 
directly came about where a business concern's specific depart
ments were known or advertised to the public, such as in the case of 
banks, insurance companies, and government agencies. 

Putting both of these objectives together-direct outward dialing 
(with station identification) and direct inward dialing to PBX 
extensions--seemed to make sense. Accordingly, an intercompany 
committee of Bell Labs and AT&T engineers was formed to investi
gate the economics and feasibility of this type of operation and to 
recommend plans for proceeding if it were found to be feasible. 
(The PBX at AT&T headquarters, 195 Broadway in New York City, 
was converted to direct inward dialing in September 1956, thereby 
providing first-hand experience with this service while this study 
was under way). 

The committee's report, issued in 1957, concluded that the func
tion of direct dialing to and from PBX extensions should indeed be 
developed, and that such a service would have significant potential 
benefits to the customer and to the Bell System. The customer 
would benefit from faster and more accurate service, promotion of 
lower-cost station-to-station calling, accounting savings through the 
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recording of PBX extension numbers on outgoing calls, and reduc
tion of switchboards and attendants. The Bell System would benefit 
by efficient use of toll operators, reduction of unproductive circuit
holding times, and increased stimulation of the use of DDD. 

Three basic principles were proposed in the 1957 report, princi
ples which shaped the course of the service and the development 
requirements for the future. First, it was suggested that the tele
phone extension should be reached on an inward call and identified 
on an outward call by the same digits, and that these should be 
within the same numbering plan as applied to non-PBX telephones. 
That is, it was to be a seven-digit number (preceded, of course, by 
the area code where necessary), consisting of a three-digit office 
code prefix and four station digits. This contrasted with the normal 
PBX seven-digit directory number followed by two to four station 
digits passed verbally to the attendant. The significance of this was 
twofold: (a) PBX extension numbers were to be treated by DDD sys
tems like any other telephone numbers that required registration, 
interpretation, and identification for charge purposes; and (b) the 
digits had to be compatible with the DDD numbering plan, and the 
numbering plan had to accommodate not only the numbers of non
PBX telephones but also whatever additional numbers resulted from 
the new service. 

The second principle recommended in the 1957 report was that 
the direct inward dialing and identified outward dialing functions 
should be treated as a package. That is, one function should not be 
provided '1\Tithout the other, since the seven-digit number alloca
tions were somewhat precious and should be used only for the com
bined servilce, not dissipated by fractionalizing the service. 

The third principle was that verbal id~mtification of outgoing calls 
by centralized AMA (CAMA) operators would be satisfactory until 
such time as automatic identified outward dialing (AIOD) could be 
developed. This was consistent with the DDD system plan, wherein 
telephones homing on central offices not equipped with automatic 
message accounting or automatic number identification would be 
identified by CAMA operators. In the case of this new service it 
meant, however, that all extra-charge calls from PBXs arranged for 
identified outward dialing would need to be routed through a 
CAMA offilce, until AIOD became available to coordinate with local 
AMA (LAMA) offices. 

One further important concept emergE~d from the 1957 committee. 
This was that, since direct dialing to and from PBX extensions 
resulted in service similar to that obtained by telephones having 
central office service, PBX extensions might be served directly by 
central office equipment if certain basic PBX requirements were met. 
Such requirements included coordinated attendant s~~rvice, access to 
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tie trunks and to special services, and four-digit intercom dialing. 
Studies by Bell Laboratories development engineers indicated this 
was indeed feasible with No. 5 crossbar equipment, and so the 
groundwork was laid for what was later to become No. 5 Centrex. 
Over the years a major premise was that the cost of switching PBX 
extension traffic on the customer's premises was largely justified by 
the saving of transmission conductors between the customer's loca
tion and the central office. It is interesting to note that technological 
advances now permitted this tradition to be challenged by central
ized switching. 

With the objectives and principles established, the telephone com
panies proceeded to implement and inaugurate some forms of the 
service. At the outset, these efforts were limited by the technology, 
but not sufficiently to prevent an evaluation of the long-term bene
fits and requirements. The technological limits faced in getting the 
service started were as follows. 

1. Direct Inward Dialing (DID) was only possible with step-by
step PBXs. This was because an inward train of step-by-step selec
tors and connectors could fairly easily be established by the use of 
existing switches. Common-control type PBXs were not designed to 
accept and register digits received over central office trunks. This 
was no hardship at the time, since the Bell System's only common
control PBXs, the 755 and 756, served small-size customers who 
were not considered candidates for DID. It did portend, however, 
that if the technology was to progress beyond step-by-step, future 
common-control systems should be able to handle DID. 

2. Step-by-step central offices could transmit DID digits to a 
step-by-step PBX only by trunking from selector levels. In effect, 
this shifted some of the central office switching functions from the 
central office to the PBX. 

3. Common-control central offices such as panel, No. 1 and 
No. 5 crossbar could not transmit DID digits to a PBX. This was 
because all digits were used up in reaching the line terminal occu
pied by the PBX central office trunk. This was in fact no different 
from the situation wherein a step-by-step central office connector 
terminal was dialed, except that in the step-by-step case the dialing 
train could be intercepted at a selector level as mentioned above. 

4. However (and quite importantly), where common-control net
works were prevalent, it was possible to pulse DID digits directly to 
a PBX from a crossbar tandem or a No. 5 crossbar arranged for tan
dem switching. In effect, this was like trunking from tandem to a 
terminating local office. 

5. As previously mentioned, no methods existed for automati
cally identifying PBX extensions initiating outward calls, nor for 
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transmitting and integrating this information with central office 
charge records. 

Many of these limits were removed as the technology advanced, 
or they were circumvented entirely by using No. 5 crossbar for PBX 
switching. 

One of the first commercial installations of direct inward dialing 
was by Diamond State Telephone Company in 1958 for the head
quarters PBX of the E. I. DuPont Company at Wilmington, 
Delaware.31 This consisted of a rearrangement of the switches of the 
existing 701 PBX (see Fig. 13-32) and of the central office trunking, 
as shown in Fig. 13-33. Seven-digit numbers were assigned to the 
PBX extensions, and an entire central office code was reserved for 
the PBX, which served about 5,000 lines. While the purpose of this 
system was to provide direct inward dialing to the extensions, cord 
switchboards were retained for incoming calls dialed to the PBX 
number listed in the telephone directory. These calls would origi
nate from outside callers who did not know the number of the par
ticular extension to call. Another purpose of the switchboard was to 
respond to a recall by a user (whether direct inward dialed or origi
nally completed by the attendant) in order to transfer the call to a 
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Fig. 13-32. Trunk rearrangements at the DuPont headquarters accom
modate a 1958 implementation of 701 PBX Centrex servicE~. (AlEE Transac
tions, Vol. 78, November 1979.) 
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different telephone. This need to transfer a DID call required 
development of a function in the incoming trunk which responded 
to a flash (momentary on-hook) by the user, and caused the trunk to 
signal and provide access to an attendant. Other uses of the switch
boards were to complete special traffic such as outgoing calls from 
restricted extensions, calls requiring assistance, and tie-trunk or 
other special service calls. 

In the same year, 1958, the Mountain States Telephone Company 
installed a No. 5 crossbar system to serve both central office main 
telephones and the extensions of the Air Force Academy in 
Colorado Springs. 32 All of these telephones were assigned seven
digit numbers. Inward calls to Academy extensions were switched 
to them directly when their seven-digit numbers were dialed; inter
com calls between extensions were made by dialing the last four 
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Fig. 13-33. Corresponding central office trunk rearrangements at Wil
mington, Delaware accommodate the 1958 Centrex service at DuPont 
headquarters. (AlEE Transactions, Vol. 78, November 1979.) 
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digits. Outgoing charge calls could be dialed directly by Academy 
users, and the charges were recorded by the AMA system of the 
No. 5 crossbar unit (which was also arranged for DDD). Attendant 
service was provided by cord switchboards, switched into the con
nections when required. In early 1959, similar offices were installed 
to serve the Dow Chemical Co. at Midland, Michigan, and the head
quarters building of the New York Telephone Co. Service of a simi
lar type was provided later by several other operating companies. 

In 1960 the name Centrex came into use for the service previously 
termed "Direct Dialing to and from PBX extensions." Intended to 
define a service offering, the term was applicable whether imple
mented by cU.stomer premises systems of the PBX type or by central 
office No. 5 crossbar equipment. When furnished by PBX type 
equipment on the customer's premises, the service was called 
Centrex-CU; when furnished by No. 5 central office equipment it 
was called Centrex-CO. The term Centrex itself derived from plans 
to use centralized 701 PBXs to serve a number of customers, and 
also possibly from the use of centralized No. 5 crossbar equipment. 
Even though most Centrex-CU installations consisted of individual 
switching systems installed on the customer's premises, the term 
Centrex persisted for many years. 

The year 1960 saw the completion of design of an early standard 
implementation of Centrex-CU service using 701B PBX equipment. 33 

This design differed from previous step-by-step implementations in 
that cord switchboards were replaced by pushbutton cordless 
attendant positions, and dial pulse senders were introduced so that 
attendants could complete incoming and outgoing calls by operating 
pushbuttons. The cordless position performed the same major ser
vice function as the cord switchboards described previously for the 
1958 DuPont installation. The positions were accessed by the trunks 
through call distributing switches, with the connecting loops 
switched in when the attendant was needed. An interesting aspect 
of this switched-loop attendant position was that the service 
features and interface with the attendant (key operations and lamp 
signals) were derived from t.hose being developed for the 101 ESS 
(see abov1e, section 2.4) and used later by the No. 5 crossbar system 
and 757 PBX. The attendant positions of the first 701 system of this 
type furnished Centrex service to the Irving Trust Company in New 
York City and are shown in Fig. 13-34. 

The No. 5 crossbar installations of 1'958 and 1959 mentioned pre
viously could not serve more than a single PBX. Customer group is 
perhaps a better term than PBX to use at this point, since the service 
was now to be called Centrex. This, of course, was economical only 
when the customer group consisted of several thousand lines. 
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Fig. 13-34. Centrex attendants at the Irving Trust Company, New York 
City, using cordless equipment developed for use with the 701 PBX. 
(AlEE Transactions, Vol. 80, November 1961.) 

Other limitations of the early installations were that cord switch
boards had to be used for the non-DID traffic and that DID calls 
could not be transferred from the originally called extension to 
another when desired. Removing these limitations required solving 
some fundamental switching problems, and development was 
undertaken for this purpose. 34 

The foremost problem was how to serve more than one customer 
group. This was perhaps most important because of the economy of 
using the No. 5 crossbar system over a broad market, for both large 
and small customers. The basic No. 5 crossbar functions when 
switching station-to-station, station-to-trunk, and trunk-to-station 
traffic were about the same for Centrex as for central office opera
tion. But the specific technical question was how to use a common 
switching vehicle for a plurality of customer groups, each of which 
had a number of extensions and its own attendant positions, and in 
each of which traffic was to be freely switched. At the same time, it 
was necessary to make sure that four-digit intercom calls were con
fined within the customer group and that attendants served traffic 
only to and from their own group of extensions. The latter was 
required whether the traffic was an outgoing assistance call, a non
DID call, or a DID call requiring transfer. The problem was solved 
by using the No. 5 crossbar class of service feature (associated with 
the line location on the line link frame) to identify the extension 
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telephones belonging to a particular customer group. As in normal 
No. 5 crossbar operation, these identifying marks were passed to 
the marker and registers when needed. The class-of-service capacity 
was expanded from 60 to 100 classes, and this information was now 
used to identify and ascertain that intercom and outgoing assistance 
calls were confined to a group. In the case of incoming calls the class 
of service (identity of the group) was stored in the incoming central 
office trunk. This was the key to the solution since the central office 
trunks were common to all customer groups. Fig. 11-6 illustrates 
how the identification feature worked to confine a call to the proper 
attendant and also how the transfer feature operated. 

The third principal limitation of the earlier installations-the res
triction to cord switchboards-was removed by adapting the cord
less attendant position developed for other PBX-type systems to the 
No.5 crossbar system. The position was switched through the line 
link frame and trunk link frame when required, also shown in 
Fig. 13-34. 

The first installation of No. 5 crossbar equipment of this type was 
the Wabash office in Chicago in June 1961. It served six customers, 
ranging from 300 to 1700 lines for a total of almost 10,000 lines. 
About 85 percent of all inward traffic was directly dialed, and cord
less attendant positions were used by all customers. The number of 
cordless positions was far fewer than the number of switchboards 
that would have been required without direct in and out dialing. 
The largest customer required only eight positions, and some 
required only two. 

By the end of 1962, nearly 50 No.5 crossbar systems were in ser
vice. Some served large customers such as O'Hare and Idlewild 
(later named J. F. Kennedy) airports, but most provided Centrex
CO service to multicustomer groups. Also, by year-end about one 
hundred 701-type systems were providing Centrex-CU service, 
mostly to individual customers. The service was to continue to 
grow at a rapid rate, but more technological improvements were 
needed. 

Until 1962, customer requirements for Centrex-CU could be 
implemented only by the 701 PBX version of Centrex. Moreover, 
this equipment could be used only in areas where the serving cen
tral office was step-by-step, as previously explained, or in panel and 
crossbar areas where DID could be provided by crossbar tandem or 
by No. 5 crossbar arranged for tandem operation. Service by tan
dem equipment was at best economical only where a high volume of 
DID traffic was to be switched. Also, to this point, Centrex-CU out
ward charge calls could only be identified verbally via CAMA opera
tors. This placed constraints on the routing of direct outward dialed 
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traffic. During the next five years, most of these constraints were 
eliminated. 

Early in 1963, No. 5 crossbar was modified so that it could func
tion as a terminating central office for calls destined for Centrex-CU 
service. Thus, the efficiency of exchange networks employing tan
dem and local offices could be preserved, while at the same time 
Centrex-CU service could be provided more efficiently. For this 
innovation, invention was once again required. 

To understand what was done, let us review a few of the funda
mentals of central office switching. In the simplest case, the first 
three digits dialed by a customer (the office-code digits) cause the 
originating office to select, and connect the customer to, a trunk to 
the desired terminating office. When that office is ready, the 
remaining four digits dialed by the customer are transmitted to it. 
These cause the terminating office to connect the trunk to the called 
line, which could be an individual main-station telephone or a trunk 
to a PBX. Ordinarily, that is the end of the task of transmitting 
digits. But with Centrex-CU, these last four digits are needed for an 
additional purpose: to cause the switching equipment on the cus
tomer's premises to respond and connect the incoming trunk to a 
particular desired telephone. Obviously, a new process was 
required. 

In the new process, called Line Link Pulsing (LLP), trunks on the 
line link frame to the Centrex-CU system were given access to dial 
pulse senders. Any of the four-digit numbers assigned to the 
Centrex-CU telephones would cause the marker to select an idle 
trunk to the customer's system in the usual manner but, addition
ally, a dial pulse sender was linked to the trunk and the marker then 
passed to it the particular four digits involved. The sender then pro
ceeded to transmit the digits to the Centrex system using conven
tional dial pulse methods. The Centrex system responded according 
to its mode-by operating selectors and connectors if step-by-step, 
or by registering the digits if common control (also see Chapter 11, 
section 1.5). 

The No. 5 crossbar system thus opened the door to an increasing 
application of the Centrex-CU service, not only as implemented by 
the 701 system but also by subsequently developed systems using 
new technology. For example, the 101 ESS initial trial installation at 
New Brunswick in 1963 was coupled to its serving No. 5 central 
office via LLP, as was the first commercial installation at Cocoa 
Beach. Later, the 757 crossbar system arranged for Centrex-CU ser
vice interfaced with No. 5 offices via LLP. Toward the end of the 
decade, No. 1 crossbar was similarly arranged for LLP. In 1966 a 
further improvement was made in the No. 5 crossbar interface with 
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the No. 101 ESS which resulted in the marker directly passing the 
extension telephone digits to the 101 ESS control unit, thus 
eliminating the need for the LLP senders. 

By the mid-1960s, most of the objectives outlined in the planning 
program of the late 1950s had been realized: the full development of 
No. 5 crossbar for Centrex-CO operation, the development in step
by-step PBXs of standard Centrex-CU features, and the embodiment 
of these features in the new 101 ESS and 757 crossbar system. 
Inward dialing methods from step-by-step central offices, crossbar 
tandem, and No. 5 tandem had been refined, and the problems of 
direct inward dialing to a Centrex-CU from a local crossbar office 
had been solved. Also, the solution had been applied to No. 5 
crossbar and planned for No. 1 crossbar. There remained but one 
goal to achieve-automatic identification of a Centrex-CU telephone 
making an outward charge call, and the integration of the telephone 
number identification with the central office AMA records. The 101 
ESS, as previously noted, included Automatic Identified Outward 
Dialing (AIOD) in its initial design. However, the 101 ESS was 
being applied on a limited basis, and the large-scale demand for 
AIOD arose in connection with step-by-step PBXs furnishing 
Centrex-CU service. 

The solution to the AIOD problem had taken longer because of 
the need for a proper balance between overall system plans, com
patibility of switching systems, technology, and cost. It was a prob
lem to coordinate several types of PBX systems with a variety of 
central office systems having different types of charge-recording 
systems (see Chapter 11, section 1.5). 

As shown in Fig. 13-35, a process was desired wherein telephone 
number identification information from 701, 757, and 101 ESS sys
tems could be transferred automaticallly to No.1 or No.5 crossbar 
offices and integrated there with either the AMA process or with the 
Automatic Number Identification (Al'o.JI) process. Furthermore, a 
compatible interface was required with the ANI systems of panel 
and step-by-step central offices. These requirements represented 
perhaps a classic problem in communications systems engineering. 

To understand the significance of the problem, let us consider first 
the problem of interfacing a Centrex-CU system with an AMA-type 
local crossbar office. Normally, in a crossbar-type central office, a 
main telephone line is first identified by its location on the line link 
frame. When AMA is provided, the line location number is 
delivered to a device called a transverter. The transverter consults a 
translator to obtain the calling directory number corresponding to 
the equipment location, after which it proceeds to furnish this, 
along with other pertinent information, to the AMA recorder. With 
Centrex-CU AIOD, the trunk between the PBX and the central office 
has its location on the central office line link frame identified in the 
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CAMA office. The principal functions of an ANI system are to iden
tify the seven-digit number of the main telephone and to transmit 
same manner, but subsequent to this an important difference 
occurs: while the translation from equipment number to directory 
number is fixed for main telephone lines and always comes out the 
same on every call (once the directory number is assigned}, the 
translation from the Centrex trunk equipment number to calling 
telephone number is different on practically every call. Thus, two 
basic requirements arise for a system of Centrex-CU telephone 
number identification: first, information must be furnished to the 
central office from the Centrex switcher to correlate the central 
office trunk with the number of the telephone to which it is con
nected at the time, and second, the AMA transverter must be able to 
obtain a translation from trunk to telephone number on every call 
when required, just as it did when it required a translation of main 
telephone line location to directory number. With these require
ments in mind, let us now consider the requirements for interfacing 
with a central office ANI system. 

PBX 
(CENTREX-CU) 

CENTRAL 
OFFICE 

TANDEM OR 
TOLL OFFICE 

Fig. 13-35. Automatic identification of Centrex-CU telephones 
represented a classic problem of telecommunications systems compatibil
ity, here the compatibility among Centrex-CU systems (left) and central 
office and AMA system (right). 
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As mentioned earlier in this history, ANI is used in a central office 
when, for network efficiency, charges are recorded at a subsequent 
this to the CAMA office over the trunk used on the call. Since the 
details of this process are covered elsewhere, it will be sufficient to 
note that a central office device kno1wn as an out-pulser, which 
receives the identification of the main telephone and pulses it to the 
CAMA office, is the key interface for the AIOD process. As in the 
case of the AMA transverter, two similar requirements for AIOD 
exist when interfacing with the ANI system. First, information must 
be furnished to the central office from the PBX to correlate the Cen
trex telephone number with the line (PBX trunk) number identified 
in the central office, and second, the out-pulser must be able to 
obtain this information on demand, so that the seven-digit Centrex 
telephone number can be transmitted to the CAMA office. 

Fig. 13-36 shows how these requirements were met through the 
use of a plan that was uniformly applicable to local offices equipped 
with either AMA or ANI. The plan was also applicable not only to 
701 step-by-step and 757 crossbar systems furnishing Centrex-CU 
service, but was compatible with the AIOD plan previously 
developed for the 101 ESS. Its operation in simplified form was as 
follows. 

Consider first the PBX at the left side of the figure. When a tele
phone was connected to a trunk through the PBX, a new identifier 
at the PBX determined the trunk and t'elephone line numbers, then 
transmitted them over the data trunk to a new station identification 
store in the central office. (A plurality of PBXs had access to this 
store.) Eight digits were transmitted-four to identify the. trunk and 
four to identify the PBX extension. The central office station infor
mation store had a separate memory location for each PBX trunk 
(from all PBXs served), and the extension number was stored in this 
location. When AMA recording was desired, the PBX trunk location 
on the line link frame (or the trunk number in ANI-equipped offices) 
was transmitted via the transverter (or out-pulser) and translator 
connector to the station information store. This unit returned, from 
its trunk location memory slot, the number of the PBX telephone. 
This number was for AMA recording at the local office or for CAMA 
recording via the out-pulser. As mentioned, the procedure was 
compatible with the 101 ESS control unit shown at the right of the 
diagram, which could respond to the trunk number and return the 
telephone number, both of which were stored in the call status store 
of the No.. 101 ESS. 35 

Details of the solid-state technology developed for these functions 
are beyond the scope of this history, but some of the highlights may 
be of interest. Trunks and lines were identified at the PBX by a solid 
state system wherein trunk and telephone extension numbers were 
written and stored in a ferrite core matrix memory device, as shown 
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in Fig. 13-37. These were then read out and the numbers transmit
ted to the central office store by frequency-shift carrier at a rate of 
737 bits per second. At the station information store, the telephone 
number was stored in the appropriate trunk location of a solid state 
memory. Initially designed for a 1:apacit:y of 1800 trunks to take care 
of large concentrations of Centrex-CU installations, 36 an alternative 
store was later designed for more ecortomical service in situations 
where only a few hundred trunks were to be accommodated. 37 

The first commercial installation of tht:~ AIOD system was placed in 
service in December 1965 for the Prudential Life Insurance Company 
in Newark, New Jersey (see Fig. 13-38). The system was coordinated 
with a large 701-type PBX system of 3500 lines and 100 trunks, which 
was served by a No. 1 crossbar system equipped with ANI for 
CAMA recording. The completion of this development rounded out 
the line of facilities described for implementing Centrex-CU service 
and helped to continue the growth of this service. . 

Beginning in 1968 the No. 1 ESS was arranged to provide 
Centrex-CO service. Demonstrating once again the versatility and 
flexibility of stored-program control, the system provided Centrex 
service, in addition to local switching service, with a minimum of 
additional facilities. Additional No. 1 JESS call and program stores 
provided necessary additional call memory, translation, and new 
program instructions-the Centrex generic program, and were all 
that were needed to implement the fundamental Centrex service 
and features. 

The attendant-controlled features and switched loop functions 
required innovation, even though the cordless attendant positions 
were virtually the same as those used for the No.5 crossbar and 
Centrex-CU systems (so that the operating procedures were uni-

Fig. 13-37. Ferrite core matrix at the PBX, used to identify trunks and 
lines. The "write" wire shown here as an example could be used to enter 
the number 2101. 
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Fig. 13-38. First commercial PBX-ANI installation at ewark, ew Jer
sey being checked by New Jersey Bell craftsman, Jack Walsh. 

form from the customer's point of view). These features presented 
new interface and information requirements; therefore, new 
hardware and control programs were needed (see Chapter 9, sec
tions 6.2 and 7.3). 

As previously indicated, the attendant control processes involve 
both display and control functions. With cordless attendant equip
ment, these functions are performed by lamp signals and keys. (For 
example, lamp signals display the occurrence, identity, assignment 
and status of calls entering or processed at the position; keys control 
the selection of calls requiring attention and also control their dispo
sition.) Since the attendant's positions were on the customer's 
premises, remote from the switching equipment, some means was 
required to transfer information in both directions--display toward 
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the position and control toward the central office equipment. A 
two-way data link between the customer equipment and the central 
office was developed for this purpose. Display information was 
encoded at the central office and transmitted over the data link to 
the customer's location, where it was decoded and assigned to 
operate a specific group of ferreeds at the customer interface. The 
ferreeds registered and passed the current lamp states to the attend
ant's position. In the reverse direction, key signals were intercepted 
at the customer interface, encoded, and transmitted to the central 
office using a 5-bit binary code. These arrangements are shown in 
Fig. 13-39, wherein the customer interface is labeled "Console 
cabinet" and the central office interface "Centrex data link." The 
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Fig. 13-39. Arrangements developed to interface a Centrex console 
(upper left) with a No. 1 ESS (right). Stored-program control made this 
application relatively easy. 
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figure also shows the direct connection of Centrex telephones to the 
central equipment, as was done with the No. 5 crossbar Centrex, 
and the No. 1 ESS elements involved in the provision of Centrex 
service. 38 The adaptation of the No. 1 ESS to Centrex service was an 
important step toward making this service more widely available, 
particularly in view of future use of electronic switching. 

By 1970, over two million Centrex telephones were being served, 
fairly well divided between the Centrex-CO and Centrex-CU modes 
of operation. The decision made a dozen years earlier to proceed 
with the concept of Centrex service, and to develop facilities to offer 
it in two basic forms, were well founded. 

The preceding has indicated that Centrex was provided either 
within a PBX on customer premises (CTX-CU) or from central office 
switching systems: No. 5 crossbar, No. 1 ESS or No. 2 ESS (CTX
CO). This led to business features being retariffed from a service 
rather than a hardware point of view. 

With the available technology and a new tariff basis, a central 
office could simulate PBX functions. This possibility of using No. 1 
ESS to provide PBX-CO was studied by Bell Labs, AT&T, and Pacific 
Northwest Bell in the early 1970s. It appeared feasible and attrac
tive for small business customers near the serving central office, and 
a field trial was conducted in Seattle, Washington in 1972, using 
No. 1 ESS as the host system. 

In the meantime, Bell Labs engineers had developed analytical 
. tools for a more complete and accurate assessment of the total costs 
of providing vertical services in stored-program control systems. 
This analysis, when applied to PBX-CO, revealed additional costs, 
such as the cost of ESS completing two calls for each incoming con
nection (the first to the customer's PBX attendant and the second to 
the desired extension within the customer's office). The additional 
costs returned the economic balance in favor of PBX service using 
equipment on the customer's premises (PBX-CU), and PBX-CO was 
dropped. 

3.2 PBX Switchboard Innovations 

Although the development of the Centrex mode of operation 
resulted in substantially reducing the number of auxiliary switch
boards required for Centrex customer installations, switchboards 
were still needed to handle the residual assistance calls, which were 
often complex in character. Furthermore, as mentioned previously, 
while over two million Centrex lines were in service by the 1970s, 
there were still many times this number with PBX service requiring 
dial PBX auxiliary boards or switchboards for manual service only. 
For a variety of reasons, customers do not always prefer Centrex. 
Often their switching requirements are not large enough to realize 
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attendant savings, and sometimes their business operations do not 
fit in with the Centrex mode. Consequently, the demand continued 
for modern attendant switchboards. Over the years, therefore, Bell 
Laboratories has developed new technology to keep pace with, and 
often anticipate, the changing needs of this demand. 

In the numerous prior references relating switchboards to specific 
PBX systems, the reader has seen the trend from manual-only sys
tems, wherein the switchboard was the only switching vehicle, to 
dial PBX and later Centrex systems, wherein the switchboard was 
used as an auxiliary to the dial switches. An idea of the distribution 
of traffic handled at switchboards with these different modes is 
shown in Fig. 13-40. While this major trend was under way, a 
supplementary trend was taking place-the use of desk-mounted, 
cordless, key-operated switching cabinets instead of the familiar 
cord-type switchboards. We will delve a little into the theory of 
these arrangements to shed light on their evolution and technology. 

The image of the cord switchboard is perhaps as familiar as that of 
the telephone instrument itself. In a cord switchboard such as the 
one shown in Fig. 13-11, all telephone lines and trunks are wired to 
jacks in the face of the board, and the attendant connects the 
desired two jacks together by plugging in the ends of a pair of cords 
selected from a group emerging from the cord shelf. Each cord cir
cuit provides ringing, supervision and access to the attendant's tele
phone via associated relays, lamps, and keys. By contrast, in the 
cordless board used for manual servioe, all lines and trunks were 
wired to keys. By operating the proper key, the attendant connects 
the required two circuits via a link that functions more or less as the 
cord circuit. Cordless boards were introduced for small manual PBX 

MANUAL DIAL PBX CENTREX 

1------1- - -1-----t 

Fig. 13-40. Types of traffic at manual, dial, and Centrex PBXs. Shaded 
areas represent calls handled by attendants. Unshaded areas represent 
machine-handling of calls. 
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service in 1907. (For additional information about these early sys
tems, see the first volume of this History series, subtitled The Early 
Years: 1875-1925, pages 674-677.) Improved in 1928 and later in 
1951, cordless boards continued to be manufactured into the mid-
1960s. Because of the fixed key matrix of lines, trunks, and links, 
cordless systems of this type tend to become inefficient and bulky as 
the number of circuits increases; hence they were confined to a 
maximum capacity of 12lines and five trunks. However, customers 
in the range below 12 lines must have considered these improved 
boards attractive, since more than 80,000 of them were manufac
tured. Nevertheless, these systems finally yielded in the mid-sixties 
to key telephone system technology. 

The cordless switchboard was tried as a dial auxiliary position in 
1926 in association with the 740A. Here the scope of its control was 
not limited to the very small size because much of the traffic (all 
intra and considerable outgoing) was dialed directly by the tele
phone user, thus removing it from the switchboard. Furthermore, 
there no longer was a need for a fixed key matrix of lines, trunks, 
and links at the switchboard-only an appearance of trunks that 
could be directed by the attendant to connect to the proper line via 
the switching network (see The Early Years: 1875-1925, Fig. 6-110, 
p. 689). Therefore it was possible to contain such a cordless switch
board in a desk-top cabinet not much different physically from the 
manual 12-line system, while using it as an auxiliary position for a 
dial PBX serving nearly 100 lines, such as the 740A. It served with a 
single attendant position for some years with good success, but the 
principle was not extended to larger systems, and, in fact, retro
gressed somewhat in the 1930s. As previously mentioned, cordless 
operation was abandoned on subsequent 740-type systems (see 
above, sections 2.1 and 2.3) because of what might appear to be 
minor operating deficiencies. For example, the attendant had to 
handle an incoming call without a prior indication of busy. Also, on 
an outgoing call the user had to hang up and be called back. These 
deficiencies, along with perhaps the traditional preference for cord 
switchboards, caused the pendulum to swing away from cordless 
operation. 

As related above, in section 2.3, it was not until thirty years later 
that the introduction of the new small crossbar 756A system brought 
with it a new cordless attendant position, as shown in Fig. 13-10. 
Tuned more closely to the prevailing business attitudes and office 
decor, with slanted keyboard and pushbutton operation, this sys
tem was reinforced by several new service features. Among these, 
one of the most important was "camp-on." This feature consider
ably increased the acceptance of cordless operation since the attend
ant now had a busy indication before dialing to the called party. In 
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fact, it capitalized on the busy condition: the attendant can now ask 
the caller whether he or she wishes to wait and, if so, the attendant 
releases from the connection, leaving the incoming trunk camped
on (continuously monitoring) the busy line. This function was 
performed via the sleeve circuits so that, of course, there was no 
violation of privacy. When the telephone became idle, ringing 
started automatically, and the waiting call was cut through without 
further action by the attendant. 

The camp-on feature was so successful in increasing the attend
ant's efficiency and improving service that it was included in all sub
sequent PBX systems. A few years later an improvement was added 
to it to indicate to the called telephone, by means of a short tone 
pulse, that it was being camped-on, i.e., that a call was waiting. If, 
perhaps expecting an important call, the user chose to hang up on 
the existing call, the user would be rung immediately by the waiting 
call and cut through to it when he or she answered. 

Another improvement in operating efficiency introduced with the 
756A PBX permitted an incoming trunk from the central office to 
distinguish between a switchhook flash (to call the attendant) and a 
disconnect when the user hangs up. Named "delayed through 
supervision," it was important because it allowed the user to recall 
the attendant to transfer a call, yet relieved the attendant of any 
action if the telephone disconnected. 

These improved features were followed a few years later by a 
Direct Station Selection (DSS) feature which permitted the attendant 
to call a telephone extension merely by depressing a single button. 
If the telephone were busy, the button would be lighted. The 
attendant could report a busy condition to the caller without further 
action or, if the caller wished to wait, the camp-on feature could be 
activated merely by depressing the DSS button. A field of such but
tons, one per station, was arranged in a coordinate array. The 
attendant could easily identify the called number, and the digits of 
the called number were efficiently conveyed to the switching sys
tem. 39 This feature was economically applicable to register-type sys
tems, such as the 756A, as shown in Fig. 13-41. Field trials were 
conducted in conjunction with the 756A system in 1960, and later 
the DSS feature was standardized for use with this and subsequent 
systems. The feature further solidified the use of cordless dial auxil
iary switchboards. 

Before 1960, the technology of cordless positions was generally 
limited to the smaller systems of 100 lines or fewer, where one 
attendant could adequately handle the dial auxiliary traffic. This 
followed from the fact that each of the central office trunks, as well 
as trunks to the attendant, required a key and lamp appearance on 
the position. Terminating the additional trunks required by larger 
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systems tended to make the position too large and often could result 
in more traffic than a single attendant could handle satisfactorily. 
Multipling positions together was a partial solution (and indeed was 
done later for some systems) but was inadequate for large systems 
ranging from several hundred to several thousand lines. 

The solution to the large system problem was to employ call dis
tributing switches between the trunks and the cordless positions . 
This technique opened up the use of the cordless switchboards to 
the largest systems. The relationship of this method (now called 
"switched-loop" operation) to the previous method (called "direct
trunk" ) and to cord switchboard auxiliary positions is shown on 
Fig. 13-42. 

With the switched-looped method, a call from one of a group of 
trunks enters the distributor and is switched to one of a group of 
"loops" terminating on the position keys. The call generally 
remains connected to the loop only so long as the attendant is 
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l)eeded. For example, incoming calls release from the loop when 
the called telephone answers. Outgoing calls release when the 
attendant releases. (The attendant has the option to hold any call to 
the loop.) Since, under these conditions, the holding time of the 
loop is only a fraction of the holding time of the trunk, a large 
number of trunks can be concentrated to a relatively small number 
of loops. Further, the high efficiency of call distribution permits the 
use of minimum numbers of positions with effective teamwork. 

The switchboard art has, of course, much more complex call
handling subtleties and traffic engineering problems than might be 
inferred from the previous brief description, so the reader may wish 
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to refer to the technical literature for more detail. 40 Only enough has 
been indicated here to show the nature and interrelationships of the 
technology as it evolved. For example, the switched-loop concept 
grew out of the 101 ESS studies being made in the latter half of the 
1950s, for it was an objective of this system from the beginning to 
serve large as well as small customers with cordless auxiliary switch
boards. The switch unit of the 101 ESS system, in addition to con
necting lines and trunks, also served as the switching medium for 
the trunk-to-loop connections (with time-division switching this 
was relatively simple). The programmed section of the system han
dled the call distribution logic. This was really a matter of coupling 
a prior art to a new technology in a new service environment. For 
example, the No. 4 toll crossbar system of the early 1940s employed 
switched-in positions for handling incoming ringdown traffic. 

As mentioned above in section 3.1, the call distributing switched
loop method was applied in 1960 to the large step-by-step Centrex 
systems, and in 1961 to the No. 5 crossbar version of Centrex. The 
distribution function was implemented by conventional step-by
step switches in the former and by the regular line link/trunk link 
frames in the latter. The method was subsequently applied to the 
757 A, No. 1 ESS Centrex, and 810A systems and to later systems 
requiring a plurality of cordless attendant switchboards. 

Throughout this evolution in switching t~chnology-direct-trunk 
boards for small systems, camp-on, DSS, switched-loop boards for 
the larger systems-the appearance and human engineering aspects 
were continuously being improved, as shown in Figs. 13-10, 13-16, 
and 13-25. Toward the end of the 1960s a more modern-appearing 
modeC shown in Fig. 13-43, was developed to provide an attractive 
and easily accessible array of control and DSS buttons. 

The common application of the cordless switchboard to a number 
of switching vehicles to provide the same kinds of service focused 
attention on the need for consistent operating practices. Thus, the 
customer should see operating features as independent of the ser
ving system. Accordingly, in the late 1950s, uniform standards 
were defined for a "universal" cordless switchboard. These stand
ards shaped the course of detailed development in the associated 
systems and did much to stabilize the operating features. As is usu
ally the case, they later yielded, and rightly so, to new technology. 
But it seemed fairly certain that the cordless idea, which had started 
as a manual system innovation, had been placed upon firm ground. 

3.3 Innovations in Switching Features 

Three additional characteristics of PBX and Centrex service form 
the basis of a distinct group of service features: (1) the use of a 
unique numbering plan wherein the directing digit 9 completely 
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Fig. 13-43. Cordless switchboard designed in the late 1960s to provide 
many new services in an attractive, human-engineered console . 

separates the external from the internal codes, (2) the concentration 
of telephones having a strong community of interest, and (3) the use 
of a more or less dedicated switching system to serve these 
concentrations. While these features are not unique to PBX sys
tems, PBX customers are the predominant users. 

Early PBX systems contained few features beyond those needed 
for the fundamental switching capabilities. However, those few are 
of interest when related to the features of modern systems. For 
example, the Western Electric "system for large buildings" in 1887 
(see The Early Years: 1875-1925, p. 663) provided a somewhat crude 
capability for adding a third party to a connection. The No. 2 PBX 
of 1903 (The Early Years , p. 670) contained a "hold" feature which 
permitted retaining a call on one line in order to answer or originate 
a call on another line. At the turn of the century, "night service" 
was recognized as a necessary feature and was provided in all of the 
then standard PBXs. Night service permits selected extensions to 
receive or originate calls when the switchboard is unattended, by 
pre-connecting central office trunks to these extensions. It remains 
as a feature of modern PBXs. It is of interest, too, that the special 
traffic requirements of hotel PBXs were recognized in the No. 3 PBX 
of 1903. 

No special features beyond night service were included in the 
No. 4 PBX, a standard that persisted until1915. However, the use 
of tie trunks was included in the engineering specifications when 
the 550-type PBX was introduced in that year. Tie trunks, which are 
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private lines between PBXs reserved for their exclusive use, have 
over the years been an important communication alternative to the 
message network. It is possible that tie trunks gradually came into 
use prior to 1915, evolving from off-premises multistation lines con
nected to PBXs, such as those shown in the New York World PBX of 
1897, illustrated on page 665 of The Early Years. 

With the adoption of dial PBXs by the Bell System around 1917, 
several new features were introduced. Most of these features were 
probably made necessary by the automatic mode of operation, since 
the equivalent services could be given, or were not necessary, with 
manual operation. The Bell System's first standard dial PBX, the 
700C, contained in the early 1920s the features listed and described 
in Table 13-3. (The features marked with asterisks were carry-overs 
from the semistandard 700A PBX of 1916.) 

Except for the introduction of cordless switchboards in small dial 
systems in 1926, as previously mentioned, the special features of the 
700C, with refinements made in subsequent systems, satisfied cus
tomer desires for more than a quarter century, until the 1950s. At 
that time there was a revival of interest in special features, perhaps 
as an aspect of the increasing use of and reliance on, telecommuni
cations by American business. 

While the less significant advances of the mid-1950s were those 
accompanying the introduction of the 756A and the cordless attend
ant innovations, outlined above in section 3.2, there were also 
features of some interest. For example, in 1954, just prior to the 
introduction of the 756, a novel service was made available which 
permitted PBX extension users to dial through a PBX to gain access 
to a customer-owned recording machine for the purpose of dictating 
memoranda, letters, etc. After gaining access, the person dictating 
could start or stop the machine, make corrections, secure playback, 
etc., by dialing distinctive control digits. 41 Over and above its ability 
to provide efficient stenographic service for many business organi
zations, the system probably represented one of the first applica
tions of the use of regular telephones to control business machines 
via the telephone system. 

During the latter 1950s the United States "took to the road" in 
ever-increasing numbers, and the hotel/motel business expanded 
enormously. Conventional PBX systems, used in considerable 
numbers for guest communications in hotels and motels, were usu
ally tailored to the type and size of the hostelry. Among the new 
features introduced was one that permitted reaching frequently 
called numbers (such as the registration desk, valet, room service, 
etc.) by dialing only a single digit. Also introduced in 1958 was a 
"message-waiting" feature, which is probably familiar to most trav-
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Table 13-3. Special Service Features, 700C PBX (1922). 

Feature Technology 

Station Hunting* A "hunting group" consisted of a 
group of 10 telephone extensions 
on adjacent connector terminals. 
A call to the first extension would 
hunt to the first idle extension in 
the group. Accomplished with 
4-wire connector banks and 
hunting connector switch logic. 

Intercept on Vacant Terminal* A call to am unassigned number was 
routed to an attendant. Accom
plished by wiring vacant connec
tor bank terminals to trunks to the 
switchboard. 

Dial 9 Restriction* 

Through Dialing 

Through Supervision 

Dial Tie Lines 

Access to the central office is denied 
to designated telephone exten
sions. A fourth wire, cross
connected at the line switch, 
encounters a contact at the first 
selector, which operates at 
the ninth level, causing denial 
tone to be sent to the extension. 

Attendant would normally dial out
going calls. However, a key could 
be operated to permit the exten
sion user to dial directly. 

The attendant normally controlled 
the relt!ase of the central office 
trunk. When the through dialing 
key was operated, the extension 
user could control release. 

Tie lines were reached through the 
switche·s, but attendant at far end 
was required to complete con
nection. Dialing could be accom
plished over dial-repeating tie 
lines. 

*Features carried over from the 700A PBX (1916). 
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Feature 

Code Call 

Conference Calling 

Table 13-3-Continued 

Technology 

Attendant could dial codes to cause 
gongs or lamps to alert called in
dividual (such as in department 
stores). Called individual could 
dial back to source of call. 

A limited number of extensions 
could be connected together via a 
conference bridge at the switch
board. 

elers as the lamp on the telephone set, which flashes if there is a mes
sage at the desk. The essence of both of these features was extreme 
simplicity at low cost, an objective met by innovative circuitry. 42 

Later, in 1962, a special PBX designated 761A was developed to 
provide telephone service integrated with new features, at a cost 
that would permit economically attractive rates to the small motels 
that predominated at the time. The control position contained 
message-waiting keys, and message registers to tally local calls. 
This position is shown in Fig. 13-44.1!3 

The emergence of solid state technology, of course, created possi
bilities for new service features, and in the development of these 
features there was considerable cross-fertilization between ESS and 
PBX work. Some of the resulting innovations stemmed directly 
from the new technology, and others were more in the nature of 
by-products: 

Call Transfer, Consultation and Add-On. The objective of this group 
of features was to add another party to a call, be able to consult with 
this party in private while holding the party to the original call, and 
then either return to the original call or transfer it to the party con
sulted. Though such service was not new, details were perfected 
and implemented by new technology. As mentioned above in sec
tion 3.3, the holding feature and the ability to add a third party to a 
connection were implemented to some extent around the turn of the 
century. It is believed that European dial systems had also 
employed a "dial transfer" feature. The action was initiated by the 
internal party-that is, by the user of the PBX extension. The user 
flashed the switchhook, obtained dial tone, and dialed the number 
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Fig. 13-44. Attendant's position for the 761A PBX, developed in 1962 for 
small motels . It offered direct station selection, message-waiting lamps, 
and registers to tally local calls. 

of another internal party. The switchhook flash placed the external 
party on "hold" and insured privacy when the second internal party 
answered. If the first internal party hung up, the call was 
transferred to the second party. Because of its stored programs and 
memory capabilities it was possible to implement these features in 
the 101 ESSon all types of calls: incoming, outgoing, and intra-PBX. 
Under these conditions, the procedure was subsequently named 
"call transfer-all calls" and the add-on function "three-way calling." 
Complete capabilities of this type were not economical in elec
tromechanical systems so that add-on, consultation, and transfer 
functions were limited to incoming central office calls. The logic for 
these features was included in the circuits for each incoming trunk. 
In these applications the features were named "call transfer-individ
ual" with the consultation hold and add-on function being under
stood to apply to incoming central office calls only. 

Call Forwarding Features. The purpose of "call forwarding" would 
seem to be self-evident, particularly by analogy to the function of 
forwarding mail. Three types of call forwarding features were 
developed. The first and more comprehensive type permitted an 
extension user to instruct the system in advance where to forward 
(or reroute) incoming calls destined for the user's telephone. The 
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user does this by dialing an access code to identify the feature, 
followed by the digits of the telephone to which the call should be 
forwarded. Obviously, the flexibility of this feature required sub
stantial memory capabilities and call processing. Therefore it was 
economically feasible only in stored-program systems such as the 
No. 1 and 101 ESS. Two other simpler versions were developed to 
permit direct inward dialed calls to be transferred to the attendant if 
the cailed telephone was busy or did not answer. Named "call 
forwarding-busy line" and "call forwarding-don't answer," these 
features were economically applicable to electromechanical and 
electronic systems since the rerouting was always to the same desti
nation and was independent of the called telephone number. The 
reswitching could be done in the incoming trunk with only a single 
logic function for each feature. 

Call Hold and Call Pickup. These features were intended for 
economies when the customer wanted to use them instead of key 
telephone features. Call hold permitted a user to hold any call by 
dialing a code and thus free the telephone to originate another call if 
desired. It could be used in conjunction with "call pickup," which 
allowed a user to answer a call directed to another telephone in the 
user's predetermined group by dialing a special code. The memory 
and processing functions made these features economical only in 
stored-program systems. A similar but much simpler feature per
mitted a call on an incoming trunk to be answered by any telephone 
during periods when the switchboard was not covered. Called 
"trunk answering from any station," it was an alternative to night 
service, and its simple logic requirements permitted economical 
application to any type of system. 

Speed Calling. This feature, an abbreviated dialing concept, per
mitted calling an internal PBX telephone by dialing an access digit 
followed by a single digit. Ten-digit codes could be compressed into 
three-digit codes by dialing an access code followed by two identify
ing digits. A limited list of such numbers could be supplied to each 
telephone. Obviously requiring memory and call-processing func
tions, the features were economic only in stored-program systems 
such as the No. 1 and No. 101 ESS. 

Conference Calling. Conference connections heretofore were set up 
by the attendants in a PBX or by central office operators. Dial 
conference features became available with stored-program control 
systems based business services. 

As the 1960s began, the service and technological trends launched 
in the 1950s were becoming clearly defined, and in many instances 
were well under way. In summary, these included the following. 
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(1) the improvement of step-by-step PBX systems, development 
of new crossbar PBX systems (756 and 1'57), and the development of 
the 101 solid-state system 

(2) the development of Centrex service technology using both 
PBX equipment and central office systems 

(3) the emphasis and improvement of cordless attendant tech
nology and its coordination with Centrex and the new system 
developments 

(4) the development of new service features such as camp-on, 
DSS, hotel features, and those sophistkated features growing out of 
the solid-state switching work. 

It seem~d appropriate, as the 1960s began, to review the interac
tion of these programs and to effect whatever further integration 
was required from both technical and service standpoints. Accord
ingly, a broad program of evaluation and goal-set1ting was under
taken jointly by AT&T and Bell Laboratories. In this undertaking, 
the servie<e and technological abilities of the concepts, features, and 
systems developed up to this point we're delineated, together with 
their economic aspects; and the views of the telephone com
panies-and through them their customers-were sought with 
respect to engineering considerations and marketability. Com
pleted in 1961, this survey led to an extensive program to develop 
and standardize a variety of features in the principal systems of the 
time. 

Subsequently, AT&T decided that these features should be 
offered to customers via a series of "communication service pack
ages" and options in which the service features were to operate in a 
consistent manner, independent of th•~ serving system. The "ser
vice package" concept was primarily a marketing approach. It did 
not directly influence the technology except to reduce some incon
sistencies between features of different systems. Basically, five ser
vice packages were formulated. The first, series 100, contained 
basic PBX features. Series 200 included these and, in addition, 
features aiding attendant operation. Series 300 added telephone set 
capabilitit:~s to the previous packages. Two service packages related 
to Centrex were established. The first: of these was similar to the 
basic PBX package but included also the direct in .. and-out dialing 
capabilitit::~s of Centrex. To the second package was added the addi
tional telephone set features of the seriE:~s 300 package. 

Specific features of the communication service packages are 
shown in Table 13-4. In addition, various options were offered 
where the capabilities of the serving systems permitted. These 
included the more or less long-standing conventional features such 
as tie lim~s, code calling, access to paging equipment, telephone-



Table 13-4. Features of Communication Service Packages. ~ -· <::! 
~ 

PBX Packages Centrex Packages ~ 
b:l 

Series Series Series Centrex Centrex ~ 
Features :: 

~ 
100 200 300 I II ~ 

~ 
~ 

Attendanfs Position (Console) X X X X X ~ 
~ 

Direct Outward Dialing X X X X X ~ 
Station-to-Station Calling X X X X X ~ 

Station Hunting X X X X X ~ 
Call Transfer-Attendant X X X X X ~ 

~ Restriction from Outgoing Calls X X X X X .[ Power Failure Transfer X X X X X ~ 

Night Service X X X X X 
Q 
:: 
It> 

Direct-in-Dialing X X ~ :: Identified Outward Toll Dialing X X $:),.. 

Attendant DSS with Busy lamp Field X X 0 0 ~ 
It> 

Attendant Camp-on X X 0 0 ~ ... 
~ 

Indication of Camp-on X X 0 0 -en 
Attendant Conference 0 X X 0 0 ~ 

"" Call Transfer-Individual X X ~ 
;l 

Consultation Hold X X "' 
Add On X X 
Trunk Answer from Any Station X X 

X-Package Feature t.J1 
N ..._. 

0-0ptional 
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dial-controlled dictation, etc. Also offered were new service 
features such as the new call-forwarding features of various types, 
three-way calling, call hold and call pickup, and speed calling. 44 

Except for the busy line and don't answer types of call forwarding, 
the new st~rvices mentioned were implemented only in the stored
program electronic switching systems. 

Subsequent to the formulation of tht! service package concepts, 
other features were developed, such as the previously mentioned 
main/satelllite features of the 101 ESS. Also implemented in this 
decade were the PBX aspects of the broad system programs of 
TOUCH-TONE® calling and PICTUREPHONE® service. These 
developme!nts are discussed in the next section. 

3.4 TOUCH-TONE Calling and PICTUREPHONE Visual Telephone 
Service 

Aimed at providing a simple, rapid, and attractive pushbutton 
dialing method for telephones of all types, TOUCH-TONE calling 
presented an exercise in signaling te(:hnology, the solutions to 
which were similar for the PBX and the central office. Likewise, 
PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service, aimed at providing a 
new communications dimension, needed extraordinary means to 
switch bandwidths several orders of magnitude greater than previ
ously contemplated for voice. Again, the central office and PBX 
solutions were similar so far as the basic function was concerned. 
This similarity of solutions is perhaps not surprising in view of the 
overall system approach, in which the tdephone sets, signal format, 
and switching principles were standardized. 

Despite the similarities, what made the PBX problem different, 
and increasingly interesting, was the need for a graceful merger of 
these new services and those enhanced PBX systems and services, 
developed over the years, which now caused PBX service to differ 
from main telephone service. These differences led to such ques
tions as: How were the attendant features to be handled? What 
about tie tmnk and foreign exchange traffic, and the control of spe
cial terminals such as telephone dictation, etc? Indeed, a formidable 
question of judgment was the extent to which the new service capa
bilities should be applied to the proliferation of PBX systems. 

After experimental trials of ac pushbutton signaling in 1948 had 
proved the! technical practicability of this technique, the concept was 
shelved until better technologies could be developed. During this 
period, the idea of providing a form of pushbutton dialing for PBXs 
continued to be passed around with the thought that such a service 
would be particularly attractive to business customers. For exam
ple, an early form of the 756 PBX contained pushbutton dialing 
(using de pulsing for inward calls handled by the attendant), and 
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plans of the mid-1950s contemplated pushbutton dialing for tele
phones served by the 101 ESS. As noted above in section 3.1, an 
installation of a 701B Centrex-CU in 1960 permitted pushbutton dial
ing by the attendant of incoming and outgoing calls using a de 
keyset interfacing with dial pulse senders. But it was not until the 
broad systems plan formulated in the closing years of the 1950s that 
ideas began to solidify for developing this service, now called 
TOUCH-TONE calling, for all PBX customers. 

In simplest terms, TOUCH-TONE calling meant that PBX switch
ing systems must respond to digits which were frequency encoded 
instead of the traditional de serially encoded digits. The approach 
was ordered by adopting as axiomatic the principles that the signal 
format and power standards would be identical for all types of tele
phones; i.e., the signal generators and key sets would be the same 
for PBX extensions and attendants' positions as for telephones 
served directly by the central office. At the outset, other signaling 
methods, both de and ac, offered some good possibilities when the 
PBX alone was considered (and were indeed used in some European 
approaches). But the overall system benefited by the common sta
tion approach. Other "ground rules" adopted were that the imple
mentation of TOUCH-TONE service in PBXs would assume that 
they would generally be served by central offices equipped for 
TOUCH-TONE service, and that TOUCH-TONE would be 
implemented only in the principal PBXs then in production or 
planned. Planning proceeded on this basis with the major hurdle, 
low cost, left as a challenge to the ingenuity of the designer. 

As discussed, the major PBXs in use or planned in the early 1960s 
were step-by-step types (701 and 740) and crossbar common-control 
types (756 and 757). The 755, a common-control system which had 
extensive prior application, was initially considered for TOUCH
TONE service but the idea was dropped later in anticipation of its 
manufacturing demise (see above, section 2.4). The common
control solution was fairly simple. As shown on Fig. 13-45(a), a 
TOUCH-TONE receiver was~added to each of the registers in the 756 
and 757 systems where it accepted TOUCH-TONE digits, converted 
them to a one-out-of-ten de code, and held them in existing storage 
relays in the register. The same register could also receive dial pulse 
digits. This was necessary since, in some cases, only a fraction of 
the total telephones might be equipped for TOUCH-TONE signal
ing. The register, whether primed by TOUCH-TONE or by dial
equipped telephones, proceeded to interact with the marker in the 
normal manner to establish calls to other telephones terminated on 
the PBX, or to central office trunks or to special terminals. With the 
central office converted to TOUCH-TONE signaling, the PBX exten
sion user needed only to press the "9" button and then, using the 
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Fig. 13-45. Modifications of PBXs of the 1960s to incorporate TOUCH
TONE calling: (a) crossbar and (b) step-by-step systems. 

same key set and after receiving dial tone, pulse the area and/or 
exchange digits directly to the central office. Similarly, the attend
ant pulsed directing digits to the register using a keys1et. 

The solution for step-by-step PBX systems required more equip
ment. Mul.tifrequency digits had to be received, and these digits 
had to be converted to serial-pulsed de digits to operate the succeed
ing step-by-step switches. As in common-control PBXs, only one 
digit was required to reach a central office trunk, after which the 
remaining digits required by the central office were pulsed directly 
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from the TOUCH-TONE telephone. For station-to-station calls, two 
to four TOUCH-TONE digits required conversion to de pulses, 
depending on the size of the PBX. Fig. 13-45(b) shows how the 
conversion equipment was accessed via special trunks connected 
between the line finders (only those on which TOUCH-TONE tele
phones were terminated) and first.selectors. Since both dial pulse 
and TOUCH-TONE telephones might be terminated on the same 
line finder group, a converter might be called in on a call by a dial
equipped telephone. The converter would recognize this, repeat 
the first digit to the selector and then release, cutting the trunk 
through to the selector for ensuing digits. This arrangement was 
similar to that evolved for the step-by-step central office. 45 

Despite continuous dial system innovation, as noted often in this 
history, manual cord and cordless switchboards continued to be 
used by many customers, some for manual PBX service only, others 
for auxiliary positions with .dial systems. In order that such switch
boards might be used for TOUCH-TONE signaling to a central office 
or to an associated TOUCH-TONE-equipped dial PBX, they needed 
to be arranged for TOUCH-TONE service. This required only the 
addition of a TOUCH-TONE keyset which, with appropriate modifi
cations, could be associated with the cord circuits. As is often the 
case, fitting tomorrow's plans into today's plant represents a for
midable problem, and the switchboard section of the existing PBX 
plant was no exception. The Bell System has long recognized the 
need to solve these problems, so designs were made available to 
modify a number of types of manual boards then in use to permit 
TOUCH-TONE calling where desired by the customer. Along the 
same lines, to· make TOUCH-TONE calling fully usable under all 
conditions, receiver-converter devices were designed for recorded 
telephone dictation and code-calling trunks. 

As mentioned earlier, a major hurdle in the provision of TOUCH
TONE calling in PBXs was the attainment of marketable costs. 
Conversion costs were technically assessable to the telephones hav
ing TOUCH-TONE service. For a given technology, the minimum 
cost level of common-control equipment of this type is often deter
mined by the minimum number of circuits needed for reliable 
service, a cost which remains constant even though the number of 
telephones served becomes very small. Under these conditions, the 
cost per telephone becomes quite high. This effect is uncomfortable 
in PBXs, particularly since large numbers of them are small switch
ing systems to begin with (fewer than 200 stations) and TOUCH
TONE service might be desired for only a fraction of the lines served 
by the system. In consequence, the cost per line for serving just a 
few of the lines of a step-by-step PBX was many times greater than 
the cost per line when all telephones were TOUCH-TONE. Similar 
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cost relationships existed in common-control PBXs but were not so 
drastic because of the lesser amount of conversion equipment 
needed. 

To reduce the impact of these effects, a solid-state converter was 
designed for the step-by-step systems. This provided, in addition to 
pulse conversion, memory capacity for 13 digits, which permitted its 
use for tie-line signaling as well as control of the PBX switches. This 
solid-state converter was the first application of solid-state technol
ogy to step-by-step PBX. It was soon followed by the solid-state 
AIOD system mentioned above in section 3.1. Another step was to 
design a lower-cost TOUCH-TONE reoeiver which was consistent 
with the l1ess severe signaling requirements of the PBX environ
ment: shorter loops, less exposure to digital interference, and 
absence of charging penalty in the event of error. The receiver was 
applied to both step-by-step and common-control PBXs. 

The first application of TOUCH-TONE calling in a step-by-step 
PBX was for the John Deere Company at East Moline, Illinois, in the 
spring of 1964. 

We turn now to the PICTUREPHONE visual telephone develop
ment, upon which system emphasis was directed toward the end of 
the 1960s. It is interesting to note that during the early exploratory 
period of PICTUREPHONE technology, PBX systems were again 
impressed into service just as they were during the development of 
early dial systems. For example, the eight-station switched network 
exhibited at the New York World's Fair in 1964, and. the 1965 trials 
of video telephones at Bell Laboratories locations as well as at the 
offices of the Union Carbide Corporation in New York and Chicago, 
all used a modified version of the 55400 system mentioned above in 
section 2.4 .. 

While PICTUREPHONE service fundamentally involved the tech
nology of wideband switching, in adding it to PBX switching 
systems the objective was to make the new service appear to the 
customer as a natural extension of the telephone service-i.e., the 
action required by users or attendants to initiate, receive, or extend 
PICTUREPHONE calls was to be compatible with the operation per
formed on ordinary telephone calls. PBX PICTUREPHONE service 
was designed to be consistent with general system principles, which 
included the ability to use common station equipment and common 
telephone numbers for both telephone and PICTUREPHONE calls. 
The operation of the system was based on the provision of 
TOUCH-TONE calling. The PICTUREPHONE switching function 
was brought into play through the use of the identifying "*" prefix 
generated by the twelfth button on a TOUCH-TONE telephone set. 
Subsequent to the initial application of TOUCH-TONE calling dis-
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cussed previously, the TOUCH-TONE capability was expanded 
from 10 to 12 digits for use by PICTUREPHONE service and other 
services. 

A basic precept was that the video features in the different PBX 
and Centrex systems should be consistent with each other and 
should coordinate with the "service package" concept underlying 
the PBX and Centrex marketing philosophy at the time (see above, 
section 3.3). The latter meant that each of the telephone-type 
features would have, to the extent possible, a companion video 
feature, and these features would be optionally available in groups, 
or individually, to complement the regular telephone service pack
ages or individual options, respectively. 

PICTUREPHONE service was adapted to the 701 step-by-step PBX 
system, which at the time provided PBX and Centrex service to a 
large number of Bell System customers. It was adapted also to the 
757 A crossbar system. To minimize modifications of existing 
systems, an auxiliary switching arrangement, the 850A PBX was 
developed. As shown in Fig. 13-46(a), the 850A auxiliary system 
was effectively placed in parallel with the existing 701 or 757 PBX. 
An ordinary telephone call would be switched through the existing 
system, but a caller wanting to place a PICTUREPHONE call would 
press the * button, and the receipt of this signal by the TOUCH
TONE telephone equipment would cause the call to be completed 
through the 850A auxiliary system. 

The 850A was designed as a complete PBX so that it could be 
modified to operate as a stand-alone PICTUREPHONE PBX, to pro
vide only PICTUREPHONE service to a customer if desired. It was a 
solid-state machine, using a building-block equipment arrangement 
that allowed for easy growth from 16 to 89 PICTUREPHONE lines. 
The system was arranged to switch the voice channel on a 2-wire 
basis and the PICTUREPHONE channel on a 4-wire basis. Growable 
switching networks were provided by plug-in ferreed packages. To 
achieve low manufacturing costs, logic and circuit pack sizes were 
chosen to be the same as in the high-production 800A PBX. 

PICTUREPHONE service capability was also added to the 
No. 101 electronic switching system. Any of the family of switch 
units comprising this system could be arranged to provide PIC
TUREPHONE service. The video component of the service was han
dled by a wideband switch, controlled (via the audio switch unit) by 
the stored program in the control unit. A block schematic of this 
modification is also shown in Fig. 13-46. To complete the picture, 
the No. 5 crossbar system was arranged so that PICTUREPHONE 
service capability could be made available to Centrex-CO lines. An 
optional wideband remote switch controlled from the PICTURE-
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Fig. 13-46. Block schematic of arrangements for adding video switching 
to various PBX systems. 
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PHONE central office was used on the customer's premises as 
shown in part (c) of the illustration. 

As mentioned, the ability to have an attendant assist in handling 
calls is fundamental to PBX and Centrex service. As an employee of 
the customer, the attendant is often a "telephone receptionist," por
traying the company's image. In the development of PICTURE
PHONE service for PBX and Centrex customers, provision was 
made so that this concept could be enhanced where desired by the 
customer through the use of video telephony for the attendant. 
Fig. 13-47 shows a PBX attendant position with a cordless attendant 
switchboard and PICTUREPHONE set . The design objectives were 
that the attendant perform the same relative functions on PICTURE
PHONE calls as on telephone calls and that the video operating pro
cedures be identical with, or natural extensions of, the standard 
telephone operating procedures. This objective provided opportun
ity for considerable innovation. 

During the establishment of connections, the attendant is in the 
middle of communications between inside and outside parties. This 
process involves accepting voice instructions from one of the parties 
and taking action to advance the call, an action which sometimes 

~-~~ .. I 
~ 

\ 
Fig. 13-47. Attendant arrangements for PICTUREPHONE service. All 

p rocedures were the same as those for telephone PBX service, or na tural 
extensions of these procedures. 
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Fig. 13-·18. "Who sees whom" in a typical PICTUREPHONE transaction 
under control of the attendant. 

involves communication with the other party, and, on some calls, 
communicating at the same time with both parties. The general rule 
that evolved, after extensive simulation experiments, was that the 
video connection should accompany the audio connection; that is, 
the parties that hear each other should also see each other. When 
the attendant was involved with both calling and called parties at 
the same time, the video path to the attendant was not completed. 
Fig. 13-48 shows "who sees whom" sequences during the process 
of a typical attendant operation. 

It will be noted from the illustrations in Fig. 13-48 that another 
new feature was introduced. The attendant was able to transmit a 
stationary image to video telephone parties outside the customer 
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group when no live pictures would otherwise be transmitted. These 
stationary images, representing patterns or concepts which were 
devised by the customer and which could be changed, were pro
vided at the customer's option. 46,47,48 

The PBX aspects of PICTUREPHONE capped two decades of 
extensive innovations in customer switching. These decades (1) saw 
the introduction of compact, efficient, and reliable common-control 
crossbar systems, (2) saw solutions to fundamental problems of 
electronic switching and their reduction to practice in diverse func
tional forms for customer switching, and (3) gave birth to numerous 
new and useful services and features: Centrex, sophisticated cord
less attendant technology for large and small systems, and exotic 
signaling and transfer features, all of which were widely accepted 
by the telephone companies and their customers. 

IV. KEY TELEPHONE SYSTEMS 

4.1 Some Comparisons With PBX Systems 

For 50 years, the PBX mode of operation was the predominant 
method of satisfying requirements for a simple means of communi
cating between telephones on a customer's premises and for switch
ing these telephones to circuits to the central office. But beginning in 
the 1930s and accelerating in the 1950s, switching technology began 
to point the way to a new line of services. Principally among these 
were key telephone switching services which, used extensively 
today, are characterized by the familiar six-button key telephone set 
and multibutton CALL DIRECTOR* telephone shown in Figs. 13-49 
and 13-50. Such key telephone systems (KTSs) are usually inter
posed between telephones and lines to a central office or PBX. They 
interface also with private (tie) lines to distant telephones or PBX sys
tems, and with local intercommunication arrangements. 

Although implemented differently, key telephone systems and 
PBX systems provide services that in many respects are similar. 
With both, for example, one or more telephones can originate calls 
to, or receive calls from, the central office over a common group of 
circuits. With both systems, various ratios of telephones-to-line (or 
trunk) concentrations are possible. Both modes allow intercommun
icating between the customer's extensions without switching 
through the central office, a feature generally provided with PBX 
but optional with KTS. 

There are, however, important differences between KTS and PBX 
operation, differences which have influenced their relative econom
ics, customer preference, and technology. These differences are 
especially evident when KTSs are compared with dial PBX or Cen-

*Registered trademark of AT&T Co. 
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Fig. 13-49. The familiar six-button key telephone set. 

trex systems. For example, selecting and switching a KTS circuit is 
mostly a matter of operating a particular key at the telephone. By 
contrast, most PBX and Centrex switching involves interpreting 
numerical codes initiated at the telephone; thereafter, specific paths 
are selected automatically. The concept could be stretched to 
include manual PBXs where the attendant receives verbal instruc
tions, or codes, from users and thereafter selects specific paths. 

Additionally, in the PBX or Centrex mode the attendant, when 
required, is interposed between the telephones and the trunk to the 

Fig. 13-50. The multibutton CALL DIRECTOR set. 
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central office. In the KTS mode, telephones have direct access to 
lines to the central office; the attendant function, when required, is 
performed by temporarily bridging onto the connection. These 
differences have led to new service functions in KTS, permitting 
direct customer control over the origination and reception of calls. 
This is done with the aid of status lamps per circuit which show the 
arrival of new calls or show whether the circuits are busy or are 
being held while another call is being served. 

4.2 Common Ancestry 

Today' s key switching and PBX systems stem from a common 
ancestry among the early PBX systems. As described in the first 
volume of this series, the No. 2 PBX, introduced in 1903, first con
tained the basic key switching functions. The No. 2 system was 
made available for customers who did not have sufficient traffic to 
justify a full-time attendant. The reader is referred to The Early 
Years, p. 667 for a description of the system. The operating features 
were outlined by AT&T (1903): 

"Private branch exchange No. 2 furnishes a system of 
intercommunication whereby a subscriber at any station may call any 
other station of the branch exchange without the assistance of an 
operator. Facilities can be provided for central office connections 
with either common battery or magneto switchboards. In such cases 
no private branch exchange operator is needed for outgoing calls 
from the private branch exchange, but for incoming calls from the 
central office, services of an attendant or a clerk at one of the private 
branch exchange stations, arranged as a receiving station, will be 
required to distribute such calls to the proper stations. There is no 
delay from slow disconnections at the private branch exchange, the 
supervisory signal at the central exchange being under control of the 
private branch exchange subscriber who is talking." 

4.3 Divergence From PBX Technology 

While the No. 2 key switching PBX served its purpose, it was nei
ther a long-term solution to the small PBX requirements nor to the 
line switching requirements of the individual telephone user. The 
No. 2 was followed four years later by the 505 PBX approach, which 
centralized the central office and intercom switching for small PBXs 
at an attendant's key cabinet (see The Early Years, page 674). This 
approach continued for PBX service through several generations of 
the cordless 505, 506, and 507 switchboards up to 1966. But the 505 
approach still did not satisfy the switching requirements where just 
a few extensions and lines were involved and where an attendant 
was neither required nor desired. Often the small groups required 
considerable variations in features. For example, customers with 
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one or more telephones desired options to connect to any one of a 
number of central office, PBX, private or intercommunicating lines; 
they also required options to hold one line while using another, to 
cut off extensions or ringers or to signal on intercommunicating cir
cuits. Accordingly, in the intervening years, up to the 1930s a series 
of "wiring plans" was designed for these customers, each of which 
grouped the options in different configurations for a particular 
number of extensions and lines. The wiring plans also specified the 
equipment to be mounted on the desk, such as the particular push
button or lever-type key, ringers, lamps, etc. The installer mounted 
and wired these apparatus elements together in whatever manner 
seemed best for the particular installation. 

4.4 Early Key Switching Systems 

From the vantage point of the pres,ent it might appear that the 
wiring plan approach lacked the system discipline which we insist 
upon today. It must be remembered, however, that this was a 
period where customers' usage of the telephone and their business 
communication requirements were rapidly growing and changing. 
The wiring plan approach was undoubtedly good and proper at the 
time, since it met the customer's needs. Later, however, a better 
understanding was gained of the requirements for systems embody
ing the most frequently desired featurE!S. Furthermore, the practice 
of providing and keeping records of a multitude of wiring plans was 
becoming unwieldy and uneconomical. In the late 1920s, Bell 
Laboratories was called upon to see what could be done to systema
tize the solution to the customized installations. 

Several approaches were taken to standardize line switching 
arrangements that would provide convenient and attractive tele
phone equipment. The arrangements were also to provide switch
ing and signaling that were better than those of the wiring plans. 
One of the first of these arrangements, introduced in the late 1920s, 
was the No. 100 key equipment. It consisted of a key box, shown in 
Fig. 13-51, connected to separately mounted relay units. This 
equipment could be applied where it was desired to switch one or 
more telephones to one of a number of lines. The key box contained 
lamps to indicate incoming calls or busy lines. Each line key could 
be operated to answer a call or, by moving it further, to place a line 
on hold. Several methods of connecting and using the key boxes 
were developed. With the key box shown, two people could access 
six lines from opposite sides of a desk. Alternatively, single-sided 
key boxes with minimum capacities of three lines were also 
available. For larger numbers of lines, key boxes could be placed 
side-by-side and connected to allow the user's telephone to access 
all of the line keys. Where several telephones were required, the 
lines of each key box could be multipled to as many as six desks, 
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Fig. 13-51. Double-sided six-line keybox of the No. 100 key equipment. 
Two people seated opposite each other could access any of the six lines, 
and could place calls on hold. 

which could be equipped with single- or double-sided key boxes. 
With such design flexibility, the No. 100 key equipment could 
satisfy a variety of requirements ranging from a one-telephone/two
or three-line situation up to multiline telephone groups for use 
where a number of employees doing work of a similar nature desire 
to handle calls for each other. At the time it was also pointed out 
that the equipment could be installed for a clerk to answer calls on a 
group of employee's lines, a secretarial function which continues 
today with modern equipment. 49 

The 100-type key equipment was followed in a few years by an 
improved key arrangement. While similar to the 100-type, it pro
vided considerably greater capacity. Called lOlA and lOlB, this key 
equipment had as many as 40 lines that could appear before the 
user, and the lines could be multipled before as many as 12 tele
phone positions. As shown in Fig. 13-52(a), a single key box pro
vided for ten line units. Five line keys were used, each connecting 
to two different lines, depending on whether the key was moved up 
or down. A common hold key was provided per unit. The faceplate 
was designed to be box-mounted (lOlA version) or flush-mounted 
in the top of a desk or table (lOlB version). Fig. 13-52(b) shows the 
circuitry of the 101-type equipment. 50 

The No. 100 and 101-type key equipments supplemented a trend 
toward the use of this type of technology in special switching ser-
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vices, such as multiline complexes in brokerage houses, department 
stores, and airlines, and for dispatching and government services 
(see below, section V). 

Another approach to replacing wiring plans were the 15A and 23A 
key equipment units, 51 which provided access to one or two central 
office lines, respectively. Devised in the early 1930s, shortly after 
the No. 100, the system used a special hand telephone with five 
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Fig. 13-52. No. 101 key equipment. (a) 'Box-mounted version, showing 
five keys used to access to lines . (b) Schematic showing one line circuit 
and the operator's circuit. 
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Fig. 13-53. Pushbutton handset used with 15A and 23A key telephone 
equipment (early 1930s). Buttons accessed central office and intercom 
lines, put calls on hold, and signaled other telephones. 

pushbuttons in the base, as shown in Fig. 13-53. Three of the but
tons accessed two central office lines and an intercom line. The 
other two button positions provided a hold function and a way to 
signal other telephones. A typical arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 13-54. Incoming calls were signaled by bells arranged to give 
different tones to indicate the particular line. A lamp indicated a 
busy line. For privacy when a user was on an outside line, all other 
telephones would normally be cut off, but this feature could be 
waived if desired. The similarity of the 15A/23A to the 750PBX pro
duced a few years earlier (see The Early Years, p. 691) once again 
illustrates the common ancestry of PBX and KTS. Perhaps more 
striking is the similarity of this system to modern KTS. (Key sys
tems coded 107 and 108 were essentially the same as the 15A and 
23A except that they provided for five extensions and one central 
office trunk. Since the base of the telephone was of limited volume, 
the keys were assembled in a small metal box that could be mounted 
on a desk, thus permitting the use of standard telephones without 
keys in the base.) 

4.5 The Key Telephone Systems Pattern Emerges 

In 1938 the third generation of desk telephones-the combined 
300-type set containing the bell and associated equipment in the 
base-was expanded to include models having line switching but-
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tons in the base. Interconnected with these buttons were switching 
and signaling arrangements which formed a coordinated key
operated system. Called the lA key telephone system, it was the 
prototype of today' s KTS. 

The lA had a set of interlocking keys: when one key was pushed 
down it locked in that position, and any previously depressed key 
popped up. Depressing any key permitted calls to be originated or 
answered on up to five central office, PBX, intercommunicating, or 
private lines-six)£ the hold function was not required. When used, 
the hold function was performed with a single key common to the 
central office or PBX lines. 

While the system had service features similar to those of the wir
ing plans and key boxes, the features were provided by a combina
tion of key telephone units (KTUs), each of which was composed of 
a relay assembly equipped with screw terminals. The aggregate of 
these was controlled by the keys in the base of the telephone set and 
returned incoming call or busy signals to lamps associated with 
these keys. Installers mounted the KTUs in an apparatus box and 
wired them together via the screw terminals. Thus, a combination 
of features could be selected and installed without special engineer
ing by the telephone company. 

Several new features were provided with this system, such as a 
common ringer for several lines and an "exclusion" key. As shown 
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Fig. 13-54. Typical arrangement for the 23A key equipment: two central 
office lines and intercommunications among four telephones within a 
household. 
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in Fig. 13-55, the exclusion key was made part of the switchhook 
plunger. When pulled up, it cut off extensions to insure privacy. 52 

A 300-type telephone forming part of the 1A system is shown in 
Fig. 13-56. 

By the 1950s, telephone sets with four or six pushbuttons along 
the front edge were a common sight in business offices. Used by 
small business groups, by departmental groups of large businesses 
having lines to PBXs, by executives, and by receptionists, key tele
phones accounted for about one out of every ten sets manufactured. 

Reflecting the increased importance of this service, the 1A system 
was redesigned in 1952 to improve its economy and to incorporate 
equipment and service improvements. The central office and PBX 
line circuit was reduced from five to three relays, a substantial saving 
as shown in simplified form in Fig. 13-57. In this illustration, it can 
be seen how the telephone was connected through the pick-up keys 
to the line circuit, and how the latter was multipled to other tele
phones. Of interest also is the hold function (when the hold key was 
operated, the operated line key was restored) and the circuitry which 
changes the lamp signals to identify incoming calls and busy lines. 

The redesigned system was called the 1A1 key telephone system. 
An innovation with this system was a "winking" lamp signal to dis
tinguish between a line on hold and one on which an incoming call 
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Fig. 13-55. With the exclusion feature, user pulled up the switchhook 
button to disconnect other telephones on the same line. 
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Fig. 13-56. A 300-type telephone set forming part of the 1A key tele
phone unit. 
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Fig. 13-57. The 1A1 line circuit, with only three relays, was a significant 
improvement over earlier key telephone system circuits. 
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or busy signal was displayed. Another new service feature was an 
intercommunication line which permitted selectively dialing up to 
eight telephones having access to the intercom. 

A few years later the single-link, dial selective intercom was aug
mented to permit dialing up to 80 numbers with two switchable 
links and improved supervisory features. Improved equipment 
features were also introduced, and the system was referred to as 
key telephone system No. 6A. 53 Later, the features of this system 
with additional supervisory improvements were reincorporated in 
the 1A2 key telephone system. 

The 1A1 system incorporated wire spring relays which, as noted 
elsewhere in this history, were a contemporary development. Com
monly used functions were combined in a single KTU, and several 
groups of multifunctional interconnected KTUs were available in 
equipment packages (called key service units) to facilitate ordering 
and installation. 54 

With the introduction of the 1A1 system, key telephone service, 
already undergoing substantial growth, was beginning to show its 
great potential for the future. Customers liked the simple and rapid 
operating features, and were even beginning to prefer them to those 
of some of the small PBXs. As noted above in section 2.4, this 
preference led eventually to the discontinuance in the mid-1960s of 
the 755 small dial PBX, and the small cordless 507 PBXs, systems 
which had prevailed for many years but now bowed to the KTS 
technology. 

For further improvements, engineers turned in the early 1960s 
toward electronic solid-state techniques, mixing this technology 
with miniaturized electromechanical two-state devices (relays). The 
result was the 1A2 key telephone system in 1964. 

The 1A2 system provided several new service features, but the 
principal difference was physical. As shown in Fig. 13-58, a sub
stantial reduction in size was achieved through the use of solid-state 
components, plug-in printed wiring boards, and miniature relays. 
As a result, less space was required on a customer's premises, and 
the system offered greater flexibility, lower idle plant investment, 
and easier installation and maintenance. 55

'
56 The 1A2 development 

helped to accelerate the growth of key telephone systems, as indi
cated by Fig. 13-59. 

As KTS development proceeded, numerous service features 
evolved. The principal elements of these have been mentioned
multistation/multiline selection, manual and dial intercom, hold, 
exclusion, and distinctive supervisory signals. But other, auxiliary 
features were also important. Among these, introduced with the 6A 
key telephone system in 1958, were the following features. 
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Fig. 13-58. Solid-state components and miniature relays meant a signifi
cant reduction in size for the 1A2 line circuit (right) compared to the 1A1 
unit (left). 
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Fig. 13-59. Growth in numbers of lines of key telephone system equip
ment. The 1A2 system of 1964 was a factor in this growth. 
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Add-on conference: A telephone reached via the intercom could be 
added to a central office or PBX call. 

Pre-set conference: A predetermined group of telephones accessed via 
the intercom line could be called in by a single code for a conference. 

Camp-on: Similar to the PBX function, this was applied to the 
intercom telephones. 

Direct station selection: Intercom telephone could be called by 
depressing a particular button per telephone. 

An innovation with the 1A2 system in the mid-1960s was an 
expansion of the exclusion feature, which could permit principal 
telephones to exclude multipled subordinate telephones from more 
than one of the central office or PBX lines serving the principal tele
phone. Also, in view of the effect of mass commercial power 
failures, which had occurred in the 1960s, a feature was devised 
which automatically connected bells to the line circuits to announce 
incoming calls in the absence of line lamps-a seemingly trivial 
detail but of importance when a city was blacked out. 

4.6 Adding TOUCH-TONE Calling and PICTUREPHONE Visual 
Telephone Service to Key Telephone Systems 

As with PBX systems, key telephone systems were arranged for 
TOUCH-TONE calling and PICTUREPHONE visual telephone ser
vice. In key telephone system technology, switching between tele
phones and lines to the central office is independent of whether the 
telephone employs TOUCH-TONE calling or dial pulse signaling, 
since the telephone-to-line switching is accomplished directly by 
keys (as contrasted with digital control in PBXs). However, control 
of the dial intercom features of key telephone systems did require 
making this facility compatible with the signal output of the 
TOUCH-TONE telephone. The system philosophy was, as before, 
that the signal format and power standards would be identical for all 
types of telephones. Accordingly, a method was developed of 
applying a TOUCH-TONE receiver so that its output could control 
the signaling of telephones associated with a dial intercom. Because 
the signaling parameters encompassed only the telephones and 
local intercom switch, a much simplified and lower-cost TOUCH
TONE receiver was possible. First applied to the lAl and 6A key 
telephone systems, the cost of the receiver was later halved by the 
printed circuit solid-state techniques of the 1A2 system. 

Applying PICTUREPHONE technology to key telephone system 
service was far more complex. This application required that users 
should, if desired, be able to see and be seen by their PICTURE
PHONE communicants on calls controlled by their key telephone 
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buttons. This added dimension was desired whether these calls 
were originated to or received from their connected central office, or 
PBX, or over their local intercom. Together with other functions 
aimed at enhancing the service, it was neo:!ssary at the same time to 
avoid video interference between stations which might be multipled 
to the same call at the key telephone system. 

The broad requirements called for introducing video switching to 
supplement the audio switching functions of key telephone sys
tems, adhering at the same time to the general PICTUREPHONE 
principles laid down for the system as a whole-the use of common 
station equipment and common telephone numbers for both tele
phone and PICTUREPHONE calls, with the PICTUREPHONE dis
tinction being made by a #: prefix generated by the twelfth button of 
a TOUCH-TONE telephone set. The service was to appear to the 
customer as a natural extension of telephone service; that is, initiat
ing, receiving, or extending PICTUREPHONE calls would be com
patible with the actions required for ordinary telephone calls. 

As in the case of central office and PBX systems, the video switch
ing requirement meant that key telephone systems had to be 
adapted to ·4-wire broadband switching for both station-to-line 
switching and for intercom switching. A somewhat subtle but 
important consideration was that the use of a signaling prefix to dis
tinguish between ordinary telephone and video switching meant 
that station-to-line switching was no longer independent of coded 
signaling as it was heretofore. These basic considerations, together 
with the opportunity to provide some improved service features, 
dictated that a new key telephone system be developed, rather than 
modify the efficient building-block structure of the 1A2 system. 

Completed at the close of the decade, the 1P2 key telephone sys
tem interfaced with standard key telephone and PICTUREPHONE 
sets. It contained the basic communication features of systems used 
for audio only service, and it provided technology to furnish practi
cal and compatible wideband video service. The service was made 
operable for station-to-line switching, for intercom traffic, and for 
conferencing. Circuits consisted of solid-state elements, miniature 
relays, and other components assembled on plug-in circuit packs, as 
shown in Fig. 13-60, with plugged··in packs wired together in one 
key service unit (KSU) assembly. A typical equipment unit is shown 
in Fig. 13-61. Some of the service possibilities provided for are con
ferencing and two-line pickup. Fig. 13-62 shows a frame for the key 
service units. For additional details the reader is referred to the 
published technical literature. 57 

V. SPECIAL SYSTEMS 

The history of PBX and key telephone system technology involved 
switching systems with features responsive to the needs of millions 
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Fig. 13-60. Circuit packs for the 1P2 key telephone system: line circuit, 
left, and video switch, right . 

Fig. 13-61. Typical key telephone equipment units serving both tele
phone and PICTUREPHONE sets. 
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Fig. 13-62. A frame for mounting PICTUREPHONE key service units. 

of business customers. By contrast, there are small groups of cus
tomers who have unique and important communication require
ments. For these, special systems were developed, even though the 
field of use may have numbered only in the hundreds, or fewer. 
Such systems are of interest not only for their novel communication 
features but also as an illustration of the Bell System's concern for 
these specialized needs. 

Some special systems stemmed from a PBX base, and some were 
of the nature of key telephone systems. Others were a mixture of 
both technologies, and still others could be characterized by special 
signaling technologies. 

This history would be unduly lengthy if we were to attempt to 
cover all special systems developed in the past 50 years, or even all 
of the nuances of those that are mentioned . However, a few 
highlights may be of interest, including special systems for tele-
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phone answering service, systems for order-taking and reservation 
services, and highly specialized systems for emergency-type ser
vices required by government agencies. Regarding the latter, the 
past quarter century has witnessed the development of a number of 
special switching and signaling systems which were integral parts of 
special networks leased to the U.S. government to meet the com
munication requirements of the defense and air traffic control agen
cies. A comprehensive account of these highly interesting and 
important systems will be found in Chapter 12 of the volume of this 
history series subtitled National Service in War and Peace (1925-1975). 

5.1 Telephone Answering Service 

Most people have made telephone calls which were answered by 
an answering service. Such calls may have been placed to physi
cians after office hours, or to other professional people or small 
business concerns who found it advantageous when their offices 
were closed to have someone receive calls, take messages, and con
vey information. To provide such service, telephone answering 
"bureaus" generally lease switchboard and connecting facilities 
from the telephone companies. They employ their own attendants 
to operate the switchboards and work out procedures and charges. 
with their clients. Such bureaus might serve as few as a hundred 
clients or many hundreds. They use one or many switchboards 
installed in a convenient location, usually near the central office, but 
often remote from their clients. 

As early as the 1920s, telephone companies furnished switch
boards and associated facilities for answering services. These con
sisted of a variety of jack- or key-ended switchboards, adapted from 
the then standard PBX and key equipment facilities. However, by 
the mid-1930s, the need for standard answering service arrange
ments became apparent. 

Although it was first called "secretarial service," it is of interest 
that one of the applications considered of importance in the mid-
1930s was for answering telephones in an apartment building. 
However, the advantage of centralized answering bureaus for use 
by professional people such as physicians was also recognized. The 
objective of the design at the time was to give customers central 
office service in the normal manner, and to permit them to bring in 
the secretarial function only when needed. Two ways of securing 
this were developed. In one of these, the customer could operate a 
key at a telephone to make the connections to the "secretarial" 
board, as shown in Fig. 13-63(a). In the other method, a direct con
nection was made from the customer's line to the secretarial board, 
as shown in Fig. 13-63(b). The latter was felt to be advantageous 
since it did not require the customer to be at the telephone to make 
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the switchover. With the second arrangement, the attendant 
inserted a plug into the secretarial jack when service was not 
required, and this prevented the line lamp from lighting and also 
prevented answering. To insure privacy, an alternative 
arrangement automatically opened the line to the secretarial board 
when the client was talking. In all cases, the circuits prevented the 
attendant from originating calls over the customer's telephone line. 
Developed in 1935, these answering arrangements were available in 
boards coded 554B and 554C, the former employing the equipment 
framework of the 605A PBX and the latter that of the 551B.SB 

As answering services continued to become more widespread, 
regulatory bodies established certain additional requirements for 
particular areas. In some parts of the country, combinations of PBX 
and answering service were permitted. In other areas, the exten
sion of a call beyond the attendant at the answering bureau was not 
allowed. In nearly all instances, however, guard features were 
required to insure privacy and to prevent unauthorized use of a 
client's telephone service. In consequence, two new answering 
switchboards, coded 557 A and 557B, were developed in 1955, the 
former for combined PBX and answering service, the latter for 
answering service only. A line of 557 A positions is shown in 
Fig. 13-64. (The pigeonhole bins above the switchboard were pro
vided by the bureau for filing messages to the clients.) This board 
used the self-contained cord circuits developed for the 555 switch
board. The 557B was equipped with single-ended cords (for 

Fig. 13-64. Telephone answering service, using 557 A positions 
developed in 1955. 
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answering only) using new retractable cord reels instead of the 
usual cord weights. 

In these boards the design was such that the attendant could not 
establish a connection to a client's line except during the ringing 
interval of an incoming call, thus insuring privacy on established 
calls and preventing unauthorized call origination on the client's 
line. 59 

Until the early 1950s, telephone answering service required an 
individual pair of wires between the bureau and the central office 
terminals for each client's line. This arrangement was generally not 
economical, because of the costs of interoffice wire plant, for a 
bureau in one central office area to serve clients in another central 
office area. Thus, a concern furnishing answering services generally 
provided separate bureaus in each central office area in which it 
wished to offer service. This meant duplication of office space, 
equipment, and personnel, and it restricted the establishment of 
branch bureaus to those areas serving sufficient .clients to warrant 
the expenditure. Since line concentration techniques had long been 
used in Bell System switching systems to effect economies in wire 
plant, it was natural to consider similar techniques for answering 
services, since it was highly improbable that all lines would need to 
be served at the same time. Applied to this service, the fundamen
tal objectives were (1) to concentrate a large number of customers' 
lines so that they could be served by a relatively few pairs of con
ductors at the answering service bureau, and (2) to identify to the 
answering bureau the individual line connected at the time to a 
trunk. Through the application of specially designed concentrator
identifier equipment, it was possible to concentrate and identify as 
many as one hundred different clients' lines over only four pairs of 
wires between a remote central office and an answering bureau. By 
greatly reducing the number of conductors from a distant central 
office, it was now possible to realize sufficient economies to permit 
centralization of an answering service and to offer the bureau ser
vice to areas where heretofore it was financially unattractive. 

Developed in 1953, the concentrator-identifier consisted of two 
units interconnected by trunks. As shown in Fig. 13-65, the con
centrator, located in the central office, automatically switched the 
clients' lines requiring service to one of two, three, or four (later 
increased to six) trunks to the identifier at the answering bureau. At 
the central office, a signaling system encoded the identity of a par
ticular line connected to any trunk at any one time and transmitted 
this to the bureau equipment, where the line identity was decoded 
and caused a line lamp to light in the answering bureau switch
board. Each line had its own lamp and associated jack arranged in 
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service, the 1953 concentrator-identifier lowered costs and allowed an 
expansion of answering services. 

the same manner as if connected directly to the client's line with an 
individual pair of wires. With this arrangement, both individual 
lines and concentrated lines could be terminated in the same 
answering service switchboard. 60 

It is interesting to note that, during the development of personal
ized answering service, a movement was under way to use 
machine-type answering devices located on customers' premises 
and connected to their lines. Trials of the first machine-type service 
were held in New York and Cleveland in 1950. The trials were suc
cessful, and this type of service continued to grow. 

However, the use of personalized answering services also contin
ued to expand, and in the mid-1960s after close collaboration with 
the telephone answering industry, several new systems were 
developed to provide new features and to modernize the equip
ment. The first of the new systems was the 1A telephone answering 
system, a pushbutton-controlled system, as shown in Fig. 13-66. 
The line circuits used solid-state components and miniature relays 
assembled on printed wiring cards, and could terminate direct or 
concentrator-identifier lines. The attendant's console contained 
newly designed 20-button key strips. Each key was a nonlocking, 
illuminated, push-and-turn button associated with a line circuit. A 
key could be turned to one of three positions so that the key lamp 
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Fig. 13-66. Pushbutton-controlled attendant's console for the lA tele
phone answering system. 

would light immediately when the line was rung, or the key lamp 
would light after three rings (most clients preferred this arrange
ment), or the lamp would not respond to ringing at all. When "on," 
the lamp flashed until answered by the attendant, who depressed 
the key associated with the lamp. A call could be put on "hold" by 
reoperating the pick-up key of an answered call. The steady lamp 
signal changed immediately to a winking signal, and the attendant 
was free to answer another call. 

A second innovation in telephone answering systems provided 
occasional service for clients served by answering bureaus. With 
this equipment, the answering bureau could selectively connect and 
disconnect clients who desired only part-time answering service. 
These facilities extended answering services to a wider range of 
clients. Any one of 100 clients' lines could be optionally selected for 
connection to any one of ten associated trunks between the equip
ment in the central office and the answering bureau for as long as 
necessary. The trunks terminated in the jacks or keys at an attend
ant's position at the bureau. With direct-line systems, ten trunks 
terminated in line circuits in the bureau switchboard or console 
equipment. With concentrator-identifier systems, the occasional 
service trunks terminated in line circuits on the concentrator equip
ment at the central office, and were treated as regular customer 
lines. A special cable pair terminating at the telephone answering 
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bureau was used as a control path to permit the bureau attendant to 
set up a connection by dialing. 

The third innovation in equipment was known as the No. 2A tele
phone answering system, which featured improvements upon the 
concentrator-identifier system of the previous decade. The 
improvements concerned two of the vital elements of this technol
ogy. First, instead of displaying the calls on each client's line as an 
individual lamp associated with a jack, the improved system 
decoded the line number and gave a four-digit numerical display at 
the bureau. This permitted the use of small, modern pushbutton 
positions instead of the large jack and lamp switchboards. The sec
ond major improvement permitted the bureau to remotely set the 
number of rings which would be counted before the call was 
displayed to the bureau. It was hoped that this would minimize lost 
or delayed answering of calls by the bureau attendant, by replacing 
the traditional attendant counting of rings by mechanized counting. 
In addition to these features, the improved concentrator, patterned 
after the type 520 emergency reporting system (described below) 
provided greater capacity and reliability, and permitted sharing 
equipment among a number of answering bureaus. A trial of this 
system in Wilmington, Delaware in 1964 showed that unfor
tunately, while the service requirements had been worked out in 
close collaboration with the industry, and the system implementa
tion embodied significant technological advances, it was not 
economical for the customer to use this system in an answering ser
vice complex for which it was designed. 

5.2 Order-Taking Systems 

"Shopping by telephone is widely accepted as a modern conveni
ence. Small business establishments such as grocers and butchers 
have employed the telephone for soliciting and accepting orders 
ever since it came into commercial use, obtaining by this means a 
considerable increase in business at the small expense of telephone 
service . . . Large department stores have realized that the tele
phone could be profitably employed for shopping in their line also if 
the personal contact, which is automatic in the case of a small estab
lishment, could be obtained, and if the switching required to handle 
telephone orders were of a simple character . . . Ordinarily the PBX 
in large organizations is a clearing house for incoming calls, but tele
phone shoppers as a rule do not know which department they want 
to talk to, and the attention of several departments may be neces
sary for a single order. This requires special attention on the part of 
the switchboard attendant in making connection to the proper 
department and later in transferring the call to other departments. 
The load from telephone shopping may be considerably greater than 
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that from other business, and the handling of all calls at a single 
switchboard often necessitates more attendants and a larger PBX 
than would be required if different types of calls were separated ... 
A study of the problem indicated that if the telephone shopping ser
vice could be separated from the regular service, economies in han
dling both would be effected." 

These words in the Bell Laboratories Record (March, 1929, p. 270) 
illustrate the clear concept, more than five decades ago, of the needs 
of customers for special facilities for order-taking communications. 
During the intervening years, the requirements of these customers 
have been filled variously by both manual and automatic switching 
systems. Tailored to the needs of small and large users, as had been 
done in other branches of the customer switching art, developments 
over the years continuously improved the features as well as the 
economic and engineering aspects of this service. 

At first used mostly by department stores and telegraph offices, 
the field of use for order-taking facilities. expanded in the 1930s and 
1940s to include such operations as taxicab dispatching and stock
brokers' offices. After World War II, accelerated air travel stimu
lated demand for sophisticated order·-taking facilities for ticket 
reservation systems. The field of use continued to spread, so that 
today, in addition to those businesses mentioned, special order
taking systems are used by mail order concerns, car rental agencies, 
motel chains, utility company inquiry services (including the Bell 
System "dial611" repair service), and the Internal Revenue Service! 

One of the first special order-taking systems, introduced about 
1928, was called the No. 2 order turret. Shown in Fig. 13-67, the 
order turret consisted of a jack field and cord circuits on both sides 
of the turret so that one or two clerks could handle calls on each 
side, thus making it usable by from one to four clerks, depending on 
the traffic load. An order clerk seated before this equipment could 
answer calls placed by customers through the central office network 
to the department store or other business. The calls arrived over 
central office trunks (or lines) and appeared directly in the jack field 
before the clerk. After answering with one of the two cord circuits, 
the order clerk could take the customer's order or impart informa
tion. If additional information was needed, the order clerk could 
place the customer on hold and then call and consult an appropriate 
PBX station via the other cord. By proper cord manipulation, the 
customer could be transferred to the PBX if necessary. An installa
tion of No. 2A order turrets for the John Wanamaker store in New 
York is shown in Fig. 13-68. 

A degreE! of call distribution to the order clerks was obtained in 
the No. 2 system by the method in which the trunks were distrib
uted and multi pled among the turrets. 61 An alternative method of 
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Fig. 13-67. The No. 2 order turret, introduced about 1928 to allow 
stores and other organizations to take telephone orders or transact dif
ferent types of telephone business. 

manually distributing calls to order clerks consisted of having the 
PBX attendant switch calls from the central office trunks to order 
clerks' stations equipped with key equipment. While this was not 
consistent with the objective of reducing the PBX attendant's load 
and speeding service by separating the order-taking function from 
the PBX, it helped assure that a call was routed to an idle attendant 
and provided a simple way of determining the load. Distributing 
through the PBX also permitted assigning calls to order clerks han-

Fig. 13-68. Installation of No. 2 order turrets in the John Wanamaker 
department store. 
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dling particular kinds of merchandise. Accordingly, a No. 4 order 
turret consisting of a few keys which could terminate lines from the 
PBX and which provided some other detail functions helpful to the 
service was developed for this purpose in 1938. 62 An installation at 
Macy's department store is shown in Fig. 13-69. 

Manual distribution of calls to order clerks was also implemented 
in the 1930s by the 101-type key equipment (see above, section 4.4 
and Fig. 13-52) and by key telephone systems of the 1A and subse
quent types (see above, section 4.5). The 101 key equipment was 
used for smaller groups of clerks than served by the No. 2, and the 
key telephone systems were sually used for the very smallest 
groups. 

Early in the history of this service, it became apparent that the 
efficiency of the order clerks and the quality of service to the calling 
customer could be improved by mechanizing the call distributing 
and call sequencing techniques. Accordingly, an automatic call dis
tributing system, the No. 3 order turret, was developed in 1932 to 
provide these features. In addition, the system contained usage 
indicators which yielded information to the supervisory staff so that 

Fig. 13-69. Orde r- taking office, Macy's department store, New York 
City. Equipment was the No . 4 order turret, developed in 1938. 
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they could adjust the force of clerks to meet changing traffic loads. 
An installation of the No. 3 order turrets, the first automatic call 
distributor for this type of customer service, is shown in Fig. 13-70 
as provided for the Western Union Telegraph Company. In this 
application, work consisted mostly of receiving and typing mes
sages dictated by Western Union clients. The system, with a capac
ity of 120 trunks and 100 attendant positions, was particularly 
adaptable to large installations. 

Fig. 13-71 shows in simplified form the major elements of the 
No. 3 system. The position selector used 22-point rotary selectors 
of the 206 type. Distribution of calls to positions was determined by 
the selector control circuit which operated the selectors in order, 
assigning calls to subgroups of clerks in turn. Calls over incoming 
trunks were passed on immediately to the selectors if an idle posi
tion were available; if not, their sequence of arrival was stored and 
then passed on in the order received when a position became idle. 63 

In 1941, development was started on an improved call
distributing system to replace the No. 3 order turret. The objectives 
were lower unit costs and a capacity increased to 198 trunks and 200 
attendants' positions. The first installation of an early version, 
known as the No. 6 order turret, was for Montgomery Ward in Chi
cago by the end of 1941. With the beginning of World War II, the 

Fig. 13-70. Western Union installation of No. 3 order turrets, 
developed in 1932. The No. 3 was the first turret with automatic call 
distributing and call sequencing. 
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basic switching principles of this system were employed in a moder
nized information desk for the large PBXs being built up for the War 
Department and national war agencie:> in Washington. 64 Further 
development for business purposes was deferred until after the 
war. At that time, development was resumed and by 1951 an 
improved version, known as the 6A order turret, was giving service 
to many large business concerns. 

Instead of the rotary selectors of the No. 3 system, the 6A used 
"trunk finders" (similar to step-by-step system line finders) to 
switch between the key box attendant positions (see Fig. 13-72) and 
the incoming trunks. The distribution of calls to the positions and 
the sequencing of calls under heavy load conditions were controlled 

Fig. 13-72 . Attendant position for the 6A order turret. New techniques 
incorporating gate circuits and trunk finde rs lowered costs and improved 
telephone service. 
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by relay lock-out and preference circuits called "gates."65 These 
gates sequenced and distributed calls in small groups, and were 
found to be considerably less expensive than previous techniques 
used for sequencing and distributing calls. In service, the gate prin
ciple was found to be very satisfactory. A view of the 6A switching 
equipment is shown in Fig. 13-73. 

In the early 1960s a two-phased program was initiated to improve 
automatic call distributing facilities so that customers desiring 
order-taking communications for merchandise, reservations, or the 
like, or for inquiry or information services, could be offered still 
better service and economy. Two systems were developed having 
modern equipment features similar to contemporary PBX systems of 
the tim.e-the 3A for the field previously served by the 6A system, 
and the 2A to provide economical facilities for users with lesser 
traffic requirements. 

Fig. 13-73. Switching equipment for the 6A order turret, a post World 
War II development for distributing and sequencing telephone calls. 
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The 3A automatic call distributor retained the step-by-step switch
ing mechanisms of the 6A and provided the same maximum capac
ity-200 positions and 198 trunks. Plug-in trunks and trunk finders 
were mounted in frames similar to those of the 701B PBX. The 2A 
used crossbar· technology and was packaged to serve the smaller 
customer economically. With an upper limit of 56 trunks and 60 
positions, plug-in. trunks and crossbar switches were contained in 
cabinets similar to those of the 757 A PBX. 

Both the 3A and 2A systems employed modern pushbutton-type 
positions for the order-taking and information clerks and also 
modern positions and usage indicators for supervisory personnel. 
Designed for compatible operating features, the systems transferred 
incoming calls to the PBX and to.other positions. They also provided 
several innovations, such as the identification of the area of origin of 
a call (when foreign exchange circuits were involved) and recorded 
voice announcements to inform the caller if a delay in answering was 
anticipated. Fig. 13-74 shows the switching equipment and operat
ing positions of the 2A and 3A automatic call distributors. 

The 1970s saw continued improvement. The 2B automatic call dis
tributor, replacing the 2A, used small crossbar switches recently 
developed for central office switching. It provided in a single 
cabinet the equipment for a system of 20 incoming trunks and 10 
attendant positions. The system was growable to a somewhat larger 
capacity than the 2A (68 trunks and 70 positions) by adding supple
mentary cabinets. The 2B provided features similar to those of the 
2A; additionally, however, a customer with two or three automatic 
call distributor systems at the same location could have calls from 
one of the systems flow to one of the other systems when its attend
ants were busy, thus expanding the total capability of the system. 
Since its introduction in 1973, over 100 systems have been installed; 
soon thereafter the No. 2B automatic call distributor could be found 
in almost every state. A photograph of the supervisor's console at 
the Internal Revenue Service installation in Camden, New Jersey is 
shown in Fig. 13-75.66 

5.3 Systems for Dispatch and Emergency-Type Services 

In the 1950s, organizations engaged in transmitting and distribut
ing electric power, pumping oil or natural gas through pipelines, 
and operating railroads or other transportation facilities, used vast 
communication networks spreading over large areas and long dis
tances. Over these networks, a dispatcher at a headquarters loca
tion was informed of the status of operations and coordinated many 
activities, including emergency repairs and routing. To do this effi
ciently, the dispatcher needed finger-tip access to all of the com-
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munication channels. In the early 1950s, a new PBX switchboard, 
the No. 508, was developed to meet the special requirements of 
such customers. An installation for the General Electric Co. in Port
land, Oregon is shown in Fig. 13-76. 

The dispatcher placed or received most calls served by the 508 
switchboard. For rapid access for these calls, lines and trunks were 
connected to keys. The arrangement was similar to that of such 
cordless switchboards as the 507-type or 101 key equipment (see 

Fig. 13-74. Switching (right), attendant (upper and middle left), and super
visory (lower left) equipment for the 2A and 3A automatic call distributors. 
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Fig. 13-75. Supervisor's console for the 2B automatic call distributor, 
introduced in 1973. 

Fig. 13-76. Typical 508 PBX installation, developed in the early 1950s to 
meet the special requirements of utilities, railroads, pipeline operations, 
and similar markets needing dispa tching services . 
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above, sections 2.3 and 4.4). Occasionally, however, the dispatcher 
needed through switching between lines and trunks. To meet this 
requirement with the simplest form of linkage, all circuits were also 
connected to jacks which could be interconnected with cords and 
plugs. Spring-loaded cord reels were introduced in this PBX instead 
of conventional cords and cord weights. The usual PBX supervisory 
and control signals were available, plus some special features which 
aided holding, call transfer, monitoring, and preferential use where 
lines and trunks were used in common with a regular PBX. The first 
installation of the 508 PBX was in 1953 for the Bonneville Power 
Administration, whose operations were s~read over the states of 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana. 7 

Another special system innovation developed in the 1950s-the 
Civil Emergency Reporting System-was made available for use by 
municipal governments. Its purpose was to aid citizens to report, 
from the streets, emergency situations such as fires, accidents, res
cue needs, and incidents needing police assistance. Originally 
developed for reporting fires from outdoor telephone sets over 
direct lines to a headquarters location, the 520 PBX was subse
quently expanded during the 1950s for dual use to provide commun
ication with both fire and police headquarters. The system was also 
arranged for various size switchboards for the headquarters loca
tion, and for optional concentration of reporting lines. Several new 
service features were developed, and the entire system was 
designed so that it could be engineered in building block form to 
meet economically the varied requirements of small and large cities. 
An outdoor reporting telephone used with this system is shown in 
Fig. 13-77. 

Municipalities using the Emergency Reporting System felt that 
telephone-type emergency reporting systems had many advantages 
over the older telegraph-type fire alarm systems. For example, the 
operator at a municipal headquarters received not only a visual indi
cation of the location of the reporting telephone, but also a verbal 
description of the exact location and details of the emergency. This 
assured immediate dispatch of the proper kind of equipment. The 
improvement in accuracy and completeness of report, together with 
the demonstrated fact that voice contact reduced the possibility of 
false alarms, increased the over-all efficiency of the emergency 
effort. The high reliability of the system, derived from the use of 
individual loops under continuous electrical test, as compared to the 
older common multistation loop technology, became apparent. 
Finally, the system was maintained by skilled telephone company 
personnel backed by large reserves of special manpower and 
material in the event of catastrophic situations. 
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Fig. 13-77. An outdoor reporting telephone, first used in the 1950s for 
reporting fires , then expanded to include calls to police. 

Fig. 13-78 shows a system concept of the civil emergency report
ing facilities, and Fig. 13-79 shows the concepts of direct line and 
concentrated line applications. For any of these applications, a per
son desiring to originate an emergency call needed only to open the 
door of the outdoor telephone set and remove the handset from the 
switchhook: the call was automatically indicated at the headquarters 
switchboard by an audible signal and flashing lamp until the opera
tor answered. (Operation of an optional pushbutton at the outdoor 
set would have automatically routed the call to police headquar
ters.) The switchboard, shown in Fig. 13-80, followed the previ
ously described 508 PBX philosophy-that is, circuits were 
terminated in keys (pushbuttons in the 520 PBX) for rapid answer
ing and were terminated also in jacks for cord switching to other 
points when required. Features of the system included a recorder 
which printed a ticket showing the station number, date, and time 
of day of each call. Commercial voice recording equipment could 
also be connected where desired. 68 

Yet another system designed for emergency use in the mid-1950s 
permitted a dispatcher at a central location to broadcast an alert to 
volunteer firemen in suburban communities over their regular tele
phone lines, and to inform them of the nature and location of fires. 
In addition to fire alerting, this system, called the Group Alerting 
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Fig. 13-78. System concept of the civil emergency reporting system. 
Loops under continuous electrical test helped insure dependability. 

System, was adaptable to alerting civil defense personnel and plant 
personnel in large industrial concerns. Appliqued to the regular 
telephone lines, initiation of an alert by the dispatcher caused the 
system to test each line for busy, seize idle lines (while "camping
on" the busy lines), and ring the telephones with a distinctive ring. 
The dispatcher's message was received directly by those who 
answered immediately, or received from an announcement machine 
by those who answered at a later time. Fig. 13-81 shows the plan 
for this system first installed in Garden City, Long Island in 1958. 69 

The 1950s and 1960s saw the introduction of other special cus
tomer switching systems-systems that automatically controlled 
and supervised power and pipeline facilities, systems that provided 
selective signaling over long multistation private lines for trucking 
companies and the like, 70 and systems for special communications in 
hospitals. An innovation with this system was a new self-checking 
code that could be transmitted over line facilities by a two-state sig
nal. The code-similar in structure to the parallel 2-out-of-5 code 
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used in No. 5 crossbar for signaling between common-control 
units-used five serial pulses, any two of which were short and the 
other three long. 

Among the most interesting of the special systems were those 
developed for the defense agencies of the U.S. government. In 
1941, with the country on the brink of war, the nation's defense 
agencies organized an air raid warning service to help protect 
against surprise attack from hostile ailrcraft. Developed in coopera-
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Fig. 13-80. Emergency reporting switchboard . A lamp lit and an audible 
alarm sounded when user lifted handset from the switchhook of an emer
gency telephone . 

tion with the Bell System, the warning service was based upon 
visual observations by thousands of civilians. Radar, just then com
ing into use, was at the time highly secret, and was used only by the 
military. At observation posts, observers reported their findings by 
telephone to operational centers along the north Atlantic coast. Air 
raid information centers were installed in cities such as Boston, New 
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Harrisburg, and Norfolk. A typical 
center is shown in Fig. 13-82. Observers' reports describing an 
aircraft's type, heading, and estimated altitude were received at a 
filter position by civilian plotters seated around a large map of the 
area (as indicated by notations 1 and 2 of the figure) who in turn 
placed markers on the map corresponding to the observer's loca
tion. Cumulative reports of aircraft positions helped to filter out 
erroneous judgments and to establish potential courses and 
strengths of numbers. The information developed at the filter board 
was communicated to other operational rooms at the center, where 
military personnel made firm evaluations and decided upon courses 
of action. 

As might be apparent from this brief description, rapid and reli
able communications were required between a multitude of outlying 
points and the center, with instantaneous communication between 
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the center's operations posts, and from there to the air raid warning 
wardens, the defending fighter squadrons, the searchlights, and the 
anti-aircraft batteries. It was obvious that the communications were 
a firm responsibility of the Bell System, a responsibility further 
emphasized by the added requirement that a minimum of costly cir
cuits should be set up . This was necessary since reports from any 
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particular observation post would be infrequent . Moreover, stand
ard telephone equipment and circuits had to be used as much as 
possible to expedite installation and to make maximum use of the 
engineering, installation, and maintenance know-how such stand
ardization would bring. Accordingly, calls from the observers were 
routed over regular exchange facilitiE's to a nearby central office 
operator. A cryptic phrase such as "Army-Flash-Hickory" was 
used, which meant to the local operator and subsequent toll opera
tors (the nation's toll system was still operator-handled) that the call 
should be completed to a set of jacks labeled the "Hickory" sector of 
the filter board. At this board, the circuits terminated before the 
plotters in a key arrangement. The talking, signaling, and control 
functions were performed by key telephone units designed for the 
lA key telephone system (see above, section 4.5). As shown in 
Fig. 13-83, supervisory and operational personnel monitored and 

Fig. 13-83. Wartime personnel using 101-type key equipment to com
municate :information derived from air raid observers. 
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intercommunicated using 101-type Key equipment (see above, 
section 4.4). 

This system, seemingly primitive by today's standards, neverthe
less was not inconsistent with the state of the aviation art at the 
time. Moreover, the system was rapidly implemented and made 
maximum use, at a reasonable cost, of the Bell System's technologi
cal and operational capabilities. An idea of the value placed upon it 
can be gained from a quotation by a military spokesman who said at 
the time: " ... We have the finest telephone service and equipment 
in the world, all concentrated under one company; a company that 
has been so enthusiastically helpful in cooperating with the Army 
that it can be said with assurance that it couldn't have been done 
without the telephone company. They have developed special 
equipment; their engineers have worked with the Army over long 
periods; they have designed and built information centers and lent 
their experts to teach people how to run them; they have done a 
magnificent job." Sentiments such as these have since been 
expressed more than once by federal agencies involved in assuring 
adequate communications for the nation's defense. 71 

Further development of systems for government communications 
is described in Chapters 5 and 12 of the volume of this history series 
subtitled National Service in War and Peace (1925-1975). Many of 
these systems leaned heavily on the PBX, key telephone system, 
and special systems technology described in this volume. For exam
ple, the SAGE system, developed in the 1950s for air defense com
munications, employed key telephone technology for the 
controller's consoles and the self-checking "pulse link" signaling 
technique originally developed for power and pipeline control sys
tems. The air route traffic control systems Nos. 300 and 301 also 
stemmed from key telephone system technology. And the 758-type 
switching systems, developed in the 1960s as a 4-wire switching sys
tem to meet both specific and general-purpose requirements and 
applied to the Tennessee Valley Authority, NASA, the Army, and 
the Pentagon, were derived from the 756 PBX design. 

5.4 Teletypewriter and Data Switching 

The interest by the Bell System in telegraphy and its descendants 
in data communication systems dates back to (1) Alexander Graham 
Bell's work on the harmonic telegraph leading to his fundamental 
patent on the telephone (1875), (2) the beginnings of the Bell System 
providing private lines for the telegraph business (1879), and (3) the 
work on composite circuits beginning in the 1890s to serve voice and 
low-speed telegraphy on common wires. Western Electric began 
building early page printers (teletypewriters) in 1912. During this 
time, the Bell System studied the products of various manufacturers 
and subsequently standardized a design of a teletypewriter made by 
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the Morkrum Co. of Chicago. Morkrum later consolidated with 
I<leinschmidt Electric Co. to become the Teletype Corporation in 
1923, and the Bell System acquired tl:Us company on October 1, 
1930. By 1927 the Bell System had 280,000 miles of lines serving 
printing telegraphs and 785,000 miles sE~rving manual telegraph sys
tems. The latter was just beginning its decline in favor of the page 
printing systems using teletypewriters. (See Chapter 7 on non
voice communications in another volume of this series, The Early 
Years: 1875-1925, for more details of these beginnings.) 

Since teletypewriters were much more expensiv1~ than the tele
graph keys they replaced, there was an incentive to let one or a 
small number of teletypewriters service a larger number of lines. 
This required a switching mechanism to connect the machines to the 
lines-a function performed by a small key-type manual switch, 
developed to serve as many as 24 lines, primarily for broadcasting 
messages to a selected number of stations. 72 This was known as the 
65-B-1 PBX. 

From its beginning the Bell System provided private-line tele
graph service. Leased circuits were also used with teletypewriters. 
With the purchase of the Teletype Corporation, the Bell System took 
its first step toward making switched teletypewriter service a public 
offering. This two-way service became a reality on November 21, 
1931.73 Initially there were about 900 stations SE!rved. A No. 1 
manual telephone switchboard was modified to include a teletype
writer in the keyshelf for the operator (see Fig. 13-84). Instead of a 
transmitter and headset, the operator used this teletypewriter to 
communicate with users. 

By 1938 TWX service, as the teletypewriter service came to be 
known, had grown to serve 11,000 stations in 160 cities, and it had a 
hierarchical network much like that of the telephone network. 
Regenerative repeaters were developed so that the asynchronous 
digital pulses representing the characters could be sent over long 
distances. 74 

To provide central switching for this service, a number of switch
boards were developed, most of them adapted from the correspond
ingly numbered manual telephone switchboards. 75 The first to be 
deployed was the No. 1 and 1A TWX multiple switchboard for use 
in large switching centers. 76 The 1A switchboard could serve as 
many as 3720 lines and 1200 trunks. The No. 3 and 3A multiple 
switchboards, shown in Fig. 13-85, can be arranged to serve the 
mid-range of needs up to 1400 lines and 240 trunks. The cordboard 
and teletypewriters were arranged in an over-und,er configuration 
rather than side-by-side for each operation to conserve space and 
minimize the length of wiring for the board-to-board multipling. 77 
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Fig. 13-84. Manual switchboard adapted to teletypewriter service, 1931. 
Instead of a telephone headset and microphone, the operator used the 
teletypewriter keyboard. 

For the smallest installations, a nonmultipled switchboard, the 
No. 5, was developed to serve a maximum of 60 lines. 78 Later, to 
serve lines that were not near the established switching centers, a 
remote line concentrator using crossbar switches, known as the 
lOlA concentrator, was developed. 79 

Manual TWX service developed well despite the depression of the 
1930s. Prior to World War II, it became evident that the expansion 
of certain large national corporations created a need for faster ser
vice more readily adapted to their specific needs. As a result, an 
automatic system, the 81-B-1 private-line teletypewriter switching 
system, was developed and first placed in service at Republic Steel 
in Cleveland, Ohio in October 1941.80 This system employed 
crossbar switches and paper tape reperforators. 81 Incoming mes
sages were transmitted to reperforators that represented the out
going destinations. These reperforators stored the messages in the 
order of reception for retransmission when the facilities became 
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Fig. 13-85. 3A teletypewriter exchange (TWX) switchboard, developed 
for centers smaller than the 3720-line lA switchboard. 

idle, after all previously received messages were transmitted. A 
similar operation took place on incoming facilities before routing 
traffic across the office throug the crossbar switches. These and 
many teletypewriter switching innovations described herein were 
the result of work at Bell Lab ratories led by W. M. Bacon, G. A. 
Locke, R. D. Parker, F. J. Singer, and W. F. Watson. 

After World War II, the need for private teletypewriter networks 
increased, particularly for airline companies. Pan Am was the first 
to install a large network, with three switching centers in October 
1948, followed rapidly by General Motors and Eastern Airlines. This 
system was called the 81-C-1 and included an improved typing 
reperforator and a few additional features over the 81-B-1 system. 82 

A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 13-86. Provision 
was made for selective calling to stations. At the station, a motor
driven selecting unit known as SOTUS (Sequentially Operated Tele
typewriter Universal Selector) responded to characters representing 
the station. 

The 81-D-1 system followed in 1953 with the capability of tem
porarily storing undelivered messages in the switching system. The 
first customer was American Airlines. As shown in Fig. 13-87, this 
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involved the addition of another stagE! of crossbar switching and 
reperforators. 83 The Civil Aeronautics Administration used one of 
these systems, with magnetic drum storage, for the experimental 
distribution of flight plans. The growth of nationwide public and 
private TWX service prompted improvements in maintenance facili
ties. The No. 2 Telegraph Serviceboard was placed iin service in the 
early 1950s. 84 

The 82-B-1 switching system was placed in service in 1960, with 
the U.S. Navy as the initial customer. 85

'
86 This system provided for 

regular and priority service, variable sp1eed operation (60, 75, or 100 
words per minute), and greater redundancy to insure against com
ponent and common machine failures. The cross-office reperforat
ing speed was increased to 200 words per minute. 

Since teletypewriter operation frequently involved the broadcast
ing of messages and a number of stations on one line, it was natural 
that a distributed rather than central type of switching be applied to 
this service. The 83-A-1 and 83-B-1 systems were d1eveloped in the 
mid-1950s to fill service needs more economically. These and later 
systems of this type were known as selective-calling teletypewriter 
systems. 87 The 83-A-1 system was relatively simple and required no 
special equipment at the stations other than teletypewriters that 
could perform circuit functions for specific characters (called "stunt 
boxes") and reperforators. 

The 83-B-1 system included a polling function to el:iminate conten
tion for stations that desired to originate messages simultaneously 
(see Fig. 13-88). A single line served a maximum of 38 stations. 
Regular and priority messages were polled separately. Traffic could 
be interchanged among several lines, with a reperforator in each 
direction between them. 

These systems were half duplex. Later, the 83-C-1 was developed 
wherein messages could be sent and n~ceived simultaneously (full 
duplex). 

By 1962 the nationwide TWX service had grown to 60,000 stations 
with manual switchboards at 100 locations. The average call 
required two and one-half minutes to be interpreted and repeated 
by the operators using teletypewriter machines. As a result, it was 
decided to improve the service by automating the switching for pub
lic teletypewriter service. 88 As described earlier (see Chapter 11, sec
tion 1.6), the No. 5 crossbar system was modified to provide for the 
automatic switching of TWX calls. The stations were modified by 
providing dials, telephones, and data {digital-to-analog) modems. 
The 2A remote concentrator was developed to provide access to the 
nationwide network where a modified No. 5 crossbar office was not 
located within range. A new telegraph carrier system was 
developed so that more trunks could be derived for this service. 89 
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All60,000 stations, switchboards, switching systems, and concen
trators were converted to this service on the Labor Day weekend on 
August 31, 1962. For those calls still requiring the assistance of an 
operator, a new (6A) switchboard was developed. 90 These were 
placed around the country at 16locations, including directory assis
tance in St. Louis. 

As data transmission and solid state electronics grew, an improved 
selective-calling system became desirable. Higher-speed teletype
writers appeared (150 words per minute) and new 1expanded 7-bit 
ASCII codes (in place of the originalS-bit codes) became popular for 
data transmission. The 85 and 86 selective-calling systems were 
developed to meet the new service needs, and were' first placed in 
service in 1971.91 The systems are c:ompletely dectronic with 
improved maintenance and reliability features, including parity 
checks and loop-around testing. The 85 system is half duplex, and 
the 86 system is for both half and full duplex service. 

Several central office switching systems for private networks of 
teletypewriters and higher-speed data communications were 
developed and deployed using No. 5 crossbar (see Chapter 11, sec
tion 1.6) and No. 1 ESS (Chapter 9, sedion 6.3). The turnover of 
the responsibility of the public TWX network from the Bell System 
to Western Union in April, 1971, terminated the further deployment 
and development of these systems. 

As data transmission increased in popularity, the need to query 
central data bases became evident. One of the first message 
switches developed for non-teletype~niter application was the 
Transaction Network (see Fig. 13-89). It also involved station pol
ling as well as high-speed data transmission at 1200 bits per sec
ond.92 

Originally (1973), a special statllon for reporting transactions was 
developed using the public telephone network and data modems. 
However, with the very short holding time of each "transaction," 
the regular dial network was too slow. The transaction network was 
able to gather information from a data station selec1tor (the polling 
switch) that served a maximum of 30 stations and transmit transac
tion information at higher speed (up to 9.6 kilobits per second) to a 
message switch. The message switch consisted of a 3A central con
trol (see Chapter 9, section 7.2) that could serve many hundreds of 
these networks, each capable of serving several different customer 
data bases. Transaction systems began service in 1976, the first 
being in Seattle, Washington. 

5.5 Switching of Network Facilities 

5.5.1 Broadcast 

With the advent of radio networks in the early 1930s the need 
arose for arrangements to switch links between the sources of net-
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Fig. 13-89. Structure of the Transaction Network, developed to handle 
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work programs and the radio stations. 93 The radio stations, because 
of time-zone differences and nonpermanent affiliations with net
works, required access to different networks at the same time. 
Also, it was more economical to use the same facilities for different 
networks when such facilities were not needed full time. Operating 
centers using coordinate arrays of pushbuttons were developed to 
perform the switching function more efficiently. Complex switch
ing could take place on queue with this arrangement, switching on a 
preprogrammed basis. 94 The development included special lighted 
buttons. The initial installations with operating centers in major 
cities took care of seven permanent networks designated by color 
(red, blue, etc.) and five other sources. These color codings subse
quently became known to the public as the designations of certain 
public broadcasting networks by their use in identification 
announcements and promotional advertising. By 1932 there were 
175 stations using over 35,000 miles of facilities. 

When television came along, similar facilities were developed. 95 

The pushbuttons and program logic in this case controlled transmis
sion pads and wire spring relays that switched the higher-frequency 
television signals. Fig. 13-90 shows the manual switch used at one 
of the technical operating centers. They handled preselection of not 
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Fig. 13-90. Manual system for switching television signals. When TV 
programs change on the hour and half-hour, many circuits must be 
switched simultaneously. 

only studio but remote sources. Many simultaneous changes, called 
salvos, would be required at the same time, usually on the hour or 
half-hour. 

In addition to the switching equipment, technical operating cen
ters (TOCs) were developed. These centers included positions for 
monitoring the programs and for maintaining the transmission facil
ities. TOCs carne into operation in the early 1950s, and some 26 
were in service in the mid-1970s. Remote switching and further 
automation of TOCs were introduced by the use of SCOTS (surveil
lance and control of transmission systems) in 1978 (see Fig. 13-91). 
As a result, the number of TOCs was reduced to six, and they were 
used for controlling the entire 20,000 mile Bell System nationwide 
television facilities network. 96 

5.5.2 Protection 

As described in Chapter 7, people at testboards, using manual 
switching (patching) techniques, could substitute individual chan
nels for bad ones when trouble was encountered in equipment or 
transmission facilities. Then, as broadband transmission facilities 
carrying hundreds and later thousands of channels were introduced 
into the nationwide network, it became prudent to provide spare 
facilities so as to insure service quality and to avoid undue conges-
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Fig. 13-91. Automatic switching and surveillance of television network 
transmission in 1978. 

tion in central offices. Initially, these spare broadband facilities 
were also switched manually by patching techniques. 

In 1955, arrangements were developed for automatically switch
ing the spare facilities of the TD2 radio system. One spare channel 
was provided for six service channels. This arrangement took care 
of equipment failures and additionally proved helpful under condi
tions of selective radio fading. It was found that deep fading of 
radio signals did not affect all channels equally, and that the 
switching-in of good channels improved service. 97 A special 
arrangement of mercury contacts was developed to switch the 
70-MHz signals within the required crosstalk level. 98 

Later, these techni~ues were applied to the TH radio system99 and 
to the L3100 and L410 coaxial cable systems. A separate protection 
system, coded 400A, was developed for mastergroup terminals for 
the L4 system102 and the T2 digital transmission system. 103 The 400A 
employed high-speed solid state switchesl04 with improved 
crosstalk attenuation. In the Bell System, spare facilities with 
automatic switching has become a general requirement to insure 
service quality for multiplex transmission systems employing large 
numbers of channels. 

Readers may have noted the interplay of technology between PBX 
and key telephone systems and the application of these disciplines 
to special systems. Highly significant in this transition-particularly 
from the commercial to the defense environment-is the fact that 
this technological carryover could not have been achieved as effi
ciently, nor could systems have been produced meeting the same 
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high standards of quality and performance, except for the fact that it 
was done by a unified organization. In some time frames the two 
results were achieved by virtually the same people; and where it 
was necessary to draw upon fresh talent, either because of 
expanded scope, new device technology, or the passage of time, the 
torch of integrity, fueled by knowledge, was passed along with 
facility and enthusiasm. 

As one looks back over the Bell System's accomplishments in 
switching, one is impressed with the sure, deliberate and steady 
way developments have been carried out, independent of the partic
ular generation of technology involved. Switching has also grown 
in complexity and, as a result, the development process has also 
grown in complexity. No longer can individual engineers be fully 
cognizant of all details of a switching system. Thus, such new and 
complex developments as No. 4 ESS, the SPC network, and the 
sophisticated DIMENSION PBXs are as much a tribute to manage
ment skills as to the engineers who develop the hardware and, now, 
software systems and subsystems and their components and design 
tools. It is because of the dedication and abilities of past and 
present designers and managers that new services and improved 
methods of operation have been compatibly introduced into the 
nationwide network as it grew many times in size and complexity. 
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